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Science Verification of SPHERE
VISIR recommissionedPIONIER study of exozodiacal dustPolarised emission from the Galactic Centre
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SPHERE Science Verification
Bruno Leibundgut1Jean-Luc Beuzit 2Neale Gibson1Julien Girard1Markus Kasper1Florian Kerber1Lars Lundin1Dimitri Mawet1Melissa McClure1Julien Milli1Monika Petr-Gotzens1Ralf Siebenmorgen1Mario van den Ancker1Zahed Wahhaj112
 SOEInstitut de Plantologie etdAstrophysique de Grenoble (IPAG),France

Science Verification (SV) for the latest
instrument to arrive on Paranal, thehigh-contrast and spectro-polarimetricextreme adaptive optics instrumentSPHERE, is described. The processthrough which the SV proposals weresolicited and evaluated is briefly outlined; the resulting observations tookplace in December 2014 and February2015. A wide range of targets wasobserved, ranging from the Solar System, young stars with planets anddiscs, circumstellar environments ofevolved stars to a galaxy nucleus.Some of the first results are previewed.The Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrastExoplanet Research (SPHERE) is thenew Very Large Telescope (VLT) extremeadaptive optics instrument (Beuzit et al.,2006; Kasper et al., 2012). SPHERE provides on-axis diffraction-limited observations (imaging, spectroscopy and polarimetry) from optical to near-infraredwavelengths in combination with variouscoronagraphic facilities. The commonpath and infrastructure (CPI) of SPHEREprovides an adaptive optics (AO) correctedand coronagraphic beam to the threesub-instruments: the near-infrared integral field spectrograph (IFS); the infrareddual-beam imager and spectrograph(IRDIS); and the visible light Zurich Imaging Polarimeter (ZIMPOL).
The Messenger 159  March 2015

Following the commissioning activities,
as part of the transition to operations, allParanal instruments undergo a ScienceVerification phase where scientific observations are carried out by a dedicatedESO team to test the end-to-end operations of a new instrument. The SPHERESV took place from 411 December 2014(eight full nights) and 912 February 2015(four half nights). The SV runs were verysuccessful, with some spectacular results,and one has already appeared in print(on the lack of a brown dwarf aroundV471 Tau, by Hardy et al. [2015]) We couldcomplete 24 programmes and declareda further four programmes finished withsufficient data for a scientific analysis.Eight programmes received partial data in several cases complete datasetson individual objects  although we couldnot obtain data for all the requestedtargets. The remaining four programmeswere not observed. The total observedtime expended for the approved programmes was 68 hours.Proposal solicitation and submissionThe call for SPHERE Science Verificationproposals was issued on 19 September20141 and was advertised through theESO Science Newsletter issued on22September 20142. With the call, theSPHERE SV web page3 was launched.The deadline for observing proposals was15 October 2014 and a total of 67proposals was received.The SPHERE SV team evaluated all proposals and the selection was discussedat a video conference. Care was taken toclarify any possible overlap with Guaranteed Time Observations (GTO) and proposed Period 95 (P95) observing programmes. For the latter, it was decided toreject all SV proposals which requestedthe same targets and observing modesas a P95 proposal, removing seven SVproposals. The cut-off line was defined at88 hours of allocated time, which meantthat 40 programmes received a time allocation. The approval of the selected proposals (announced 11 November 2014)was followed by a short and intensivePhase 2 period during which all principalinvestigators (PIs) had to prepare theirobservations in detail and submit them tothe ESO User Support Department for
final review. By 3 December 2014 all 40
programmes were ready to go, awaitingtheir execution during the following week.A wide range of science topics wasproposed, including the imaging andspectroscopy of Solar System objects(companions of asteroids, shapes ofasteroids, moons of Jupiter), exoplanetary systems, protoplanetary and debrisdiscs around young stars, the binarityof brown dwarfs, the environment ofevolved stars, SN 1987A and the nearbyactive galactic nucleus NGC 1068.ObservationsThe observations were executed in service mode, giving priority to the programmes with the highest scientific ranking among those matching the requiredweather conditions. The target distribution was heavily concentrated in the rightascension (RA) range from 4 hours < RA< 6 hours with only few targets at theend of the night (see Figure 1). Modifications to the scientific ranking were necessary in regions where there were only afew Observing Blocks (OBs) available andhence lower ranked proposals wereobserved. Conversely, in RA regions witha high pressure, some higher ranked proposals could not be observed in theavailable time.The weather conditions during the SV runwere mostly good to excellent. Out ofthe eight nights in December 2014, therewere two nights with cirrus and parts oftwo nights with wind restrictions. Duringthe February 2015 run, two nights werelost to clouds and high humidity. Theinstrument worked without major faultsand we experienced no major loss fortechnical reasons. The resulting dataare of excellent quality and in almost allcases we were able to obtain uniquehigh-contrast observations. All SPHEREmodes were used during SV and allworked to expectation.The complex SPHERE extreme AO(SAXO) / Standard Platform for Adaptiveoptics Real Time Applications (SPARTA)adaptive optics system proved to bereliable in operations and observationalissues could be easily solved. Based onour SV experience, we can confirm thatNumber of hours
End of night
30
Start of night
40
ZIMPOLIRDIS + IFS
20
10
10
RA bin
15
the guide probe seeing is a good indicator for performance prediction andquality control (QC0). Above a full widthhalf maximum (FWHM) of 1.2 arcsecondson the guide probe the AO system struggles. On the other hand, we managedto operate in photon-counting mode onrather faint natural guide stars, althoughwith significantly degraded AO performance.Archive and data processingAll raw data have been archived and arepublicly available. The SPHERE SV webpage3 contains direct links to the SVraw data. A link to a pre-release of theSPHERE pipeline is also provided onthe SV webpage. The pipeline is mostlyfunctional.
20

Figure 1. (Left) The
distribution of thea llocated SV targetsin RA.Figure 2. (Right) ASPHERE image ofRDoradus  the largeststar in the sky after theSun. This V-band imagetaken with ZIMPOLshows RDor, which hasa diameter of 57 milliarcseconds. The surfaceis clearly not smoothand shows large starspots.
on R Dor, and similar giants, will yield further information on such evolved stars.VY CMa, a red hypergiant star at adistance of 1.3 kpc, is one of the mostmassive (18 MA) and most luminous (2.7  105LA) nearby stars. VY CMa islosing the equivalent of 30 Earth massesper year. The ejected matter now constitutes the nebula seen in the high-contrastimages of SPHERE (Figure 3; Scicluna &Siebenmorgen [2015] in prep.). The observations are key to understanding massloss phenomena in evolved stars. Massloss in massive stars is thought to provide the interstellar medium with buildingblocks that have, are, and will eventuallybe, seeds of life in the Universe.Figure 3 shows two images of VY CMa:on the left is an infrared multi-colourimage obtained with IRDIS (field of view,11 arcseconds on a side); the right-hand

image was obtained with ZIMPOL, the
visible camera providing diffraction-limited images at scales as fine as 15 milliarcseconds. Each feature in the imagecomes from a distinct mass-loss episode,similar to the Suns own coronal massejections, but on a much larger scale.The material visible in the images wasejected within the last 1000 years. Emission is only visible on the upper half ofthe image because dense matter blocksthe rest. VY CMa is a candidate for asupernova: if the explosion occurs beforethe current nebula disperses a stronginteraction between the supernova shockFigure 3. Left: Colour-composite image of the outflow around the evolved star VY CMa in the JHK filters. The image displays the full IRDIS field of view of11 by 11 arcseconds. Right: Optical V-band image ofVY CMa obtained with ZIMPOL. Note that the field ofview is a fraction of the near-infrared image size (left)and shows nebular structure much closer to the star.

First scientific results
The following provides a sample of somepreliminary results obtained duringSPHERE SV and demonstrates the scientific promise of SPHERE.Resolving the surfaces of stars has notso far been possible with direct imaging.During SPHERE SV, the largest apparentdiameter star in the sky after the Sun,RDoradus (diameter 57 milliarcseconds),was observed with ZIMPOL (Figure2)and the V-band image displays largestructures on the stellar surface. R-Dor isa Mira variable and one can easily imagine that monitoring the surface features1?
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Figure 4. (Left) IRDIS K filter image
of Jupiters moon Io. The surfacestructure is clearly noticeable, withs ilica-rich hot spots attributed to geological activity. Using the IFSs capabilities, spectral mapping of theseregions could be carried out.
Figure 5. (Right) The asteroid (130)
Elektra with its satellites, observedwith SPHERE IFS. The second (inner)satellite is a new discovery withSPHERE and received the preliminarydesignation S/2014 (130) S1. Thisrepresents the fifth known multiplesystem in the asteroid main belt.(130) Elektra
S/2003 (130) 1

wave and the circumstellar material is
expected, leading to a very bright supernova due to the kinetic energy liberated inthe shocks.
the power of the instrument for high-
contrast imaging. The removal of thefixed speckles reveals sources very closeto the central (masked) star.
Within the Solar System, SPHERE can
be used to map the surfaces of planets,moons or smaller bodies. Several Jovianmoons were observed during SPHEREScience Verification at different times toobtain a full map of the surface of theseobjects. As an example, an image of Io isshown in Figure 4 and surface structuresare easily visible. The full map of Io isbeing produced from a series of imagesat different rotational phases of the satellite (the rotational period is 1.77 days).SPHERE also provides the option of highcontrast spectroscopy using a coronagraphic mask with IRDIS, covering in thiscase the Y- and J-bands. This capabilitywas demonstrated by obtaining a spectrum of the brown dwarf companion toan M star (2MASS J01225093-2439505).The separation of the spectra is criticalto allow the emission from the faintersource to be cleanly extracted withoutbeing swamped by the light of the brightprimary star. The spectrum of the browndwarf is displayed as the two-dimensional
S/2014 (130) 1

spectrum (wavelength runs vertically
and the spatial direction is horizontal inthe picture) in Figure 7.Another popular application of SPHEREwill be the direct imaging of discs aroundstars. We show here two very prominentexamples of such discs. One is a face-ondisc around the star MWC 758 where astrong spiral structure is detected inpolarised light in the Y filter from the protoplanetary disc. The starlight has beensuppressed by the coronagraph and theemission visible in Figure 8 stems from
Two main belt asteroids with known
satellites were observed in order to characterise the orbits. The observations of(130) Elektra yielded a new, second satellite to this asteroid, named S/2014 (130)S1 (Yang et al., 2014; see Figure 5). Theimage illustrates SPHEREs capability toobserve faint objects close to brightsources. The adaptive optics correctionwas performed on the asteroids themselves, which are resolved at SPHEREsangular resolution, validating the effectiveness of the AO system for extendedobjects.One of SPHEREs main goals is the directobservation of exoplanets. During SVthis was demonstrated by observing thewell-known planetary system aroundHR8799. The planetary images couldeven be seen on the real-time displayduring the observations in the controlroom! The processed SPHERE H-bandimage displayed here (Figure 6) shows
The Messenger 159  March 2015

Figure 6. Four planets imaged with SPHERE around
HR 8799. This is a processed image (in H-band), butthe planets were also visible on the real-time display.Figure 7. Spectrum display of a brown dwarf companion to the M star 2MASS J01225093-2439505 isshown. The spectrum is the bright, narrow, verticalline to the left of the M star spectrum. The coronagraph is the dark line covering the brightest parts ofthe M star spectrum.

Bin Yang, ESO

Telescopes and Instrumentation
dust in the disc. The disc surface brightness is not uniform and probably indicates structure forming within the disc.The second example is the well-knownmassive disc around  Pictoris, shown inFigure 9. The detailed structure of theinner disc has been imaged with SPHEREand the (known) planet could be clearlyobserved. The narrowband K filter imageof the debris disc reveals the warp anddistortions in the inner disc.Prospects

Figure 9. (Above) The famous planetary system
around  Pictoris imaged by SPHERE in a narrowK filter. The system harbours an edge-on debris discwith many asymmetries and distortions and a 10Jupiter-mass planet currently at a projected separation of about 350 milliarcseconds from the star(shown by the different colour scale above). Thisimage shows the full IRDIS field of view.
from SPHERE observations. The main
topics will be exoplanet imaging andcharacterisation of planetary atmospheres. C ircumstellar discs will also befavourite targets. But there are manyother applications of high angular resolution and high-contrast imaging andspectroscopy that we can look forwardto from SPHERE in the near future.References
AcknowledgementsThe team received extensive support from AlainSmette (VLT System Scientist) and the Telescopeand Instrument Operators Claudia Reyes, CristianRomero, Cristian Herrera, Sergio Vera and IvanAranda. The image for Figure 5 was kindly providedby Bin Yang.

Beuzit, J.-L. et al. 2006, The Messenger, 125, 29
Hardy, A. et al. 2015, ApJ, 800, L24Kasper, M. et al. 2012, The Messenger, 149, 17Yang, B. et al. 2014, CBET, 4035Links1
 cience announcement of SPHERE SV: http://
Swww.eso.org/sci/publications/announcements/sciann14047.html2SV announcement in Science Newsletter:http://www.eso.org/sci/publications/newsletter/sep2014.html3SPHERE SV webpage: http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/vltsv/spheresv.htmlESO/J. Girard

The above examples give only a small
foretaste of the science we can expect
Figure 8. (Left) Spectacular spiral structure revealed
around the star MWC758. This image shows thedust in the protoplanetary disc in polarised light,obtained with IRDIS in the Y filter.
The SPHERE instrument is shown shortly after it
was installed on the VLT Unit Telescope 3 Nasmythplatform in May 2014. See Releases eso1417 andeso1506 for more detail.
The Messenger 159  March 2015
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Making FORS2 Fit for Exoplanet Observations (again)
Henri Boffin1Guillaume Blanchard1Oscar Gonzalez1Sabine Moehler1Elyar Sedaghati1Neale Gibson1Mario van den Ancker1Jonathan Smoker1Joseph Anderson1Christian Hummel1Danuta Dobrzycka1Alain Smette1Gero Rupprecht1

radius ratio as a function of wavelength.
The effective size of the planet variesdue to wavelength-dependent opacitiesin the planets upper atmosphere, anda transmission spectrum can thereforeprobe the atomic and molecular speciesin its atmosphere causing such radiusvariations (Seager & Sasselov, 2000;Brown, 2001; for a recent review, seeBurrows, 2014). For many years, spacebased observations with the H ubbleSpace Telescope (HST) and Spitzer SpaceTelescope were the only source of exoplanet spectra.This all changed after pioneering observations of the exoplanet GJ 1214b usingthe Focal Reducer / low dispersionSpectrograph (FORS2) instrument provedthat precise transmission spectra couldbe obtained from ground-based instruments (Bean et al., 2010). Their paperused the FORS2 multi-object spectroscopy capability with the mask exchangeunit (MXU) to perform differential spectrophotometry, i.e., observing time-seriesspectra of the target star simultaneouslywith many comparison stars, thus correcting for variations in the Earths atmospheric throughput. Since then, such observations have been performed routinelyusing different instruments and telescopes, and have even proved successful at infrared wavelengths (e.g., Snellenet al., 2010; Bean et al., 2011; Gibson etal., 2013a,b; Crossfield et al., 2013;

A cause for alarm

Over the last two decades remarkable
progress has been made in understanding the diversity of planets in the Galaxyfrom the success of radial velocity andtransit surveys. Transiting planets allowboth their masses (if radial velocities arealso available) and radii to be measured,leading to bulk densities and compositions. However, in order to truly understand planetary systems we need amethod of obtaining the spectra of exoplanets, thereby probing the compositionand structure of their atmospheres. Luckily, transiting systems allow such measurements, even though we cannot resolvethe star and planet spatially; rather wecan temporally resolve light from the starand planet during transits, when theplanet passes in front of its host.The transit depth obtained by transmissionspectroscopy of the host star provides adirect measurement of the planet-to-star
The Messenger 159  March 2015

Figure 1. Differential light curve of the source
WASP4 obtained in the z-band using FORS2 inMXU mode in December 2011. Most of the variations seen in this plot are attributed to variations inthroughput within the FORS2 LADC.
Despite the pioneering observations by
Bean et al. (2010; re-analysed in Beanet al., 2011), no other exoplanet transithas been published so far from FORS2data and it seems that there is a consensus in the community that FORS2 isno longer suited for the study of planetarytransits. The fact that Bean et al. weresuccessful in their observations is thoughtto be due to a combination of factors,i.e., short transit time, small variations inairmass during the observations, goodweather, and more generally, the best ofluck and great skill. This is of coursea worrying situation, especially since theGemini Multi-Object Spectrograph(GMOS) instruments on the Gemini telescopes, which are rather similar toFORS2, are among the most successfulinstruments to date for measuring transmission spectra from the ground (Gibsonet al., 2013a, b; Crossfield et al., 2013).The reason for this problem with FORS2appears to lie with the unexpectedly highsystematics in the differential light curves1.004
1.002Relative flux
ESO

For about three years, it has been
known that precision spectrophotometrywith FORS2 suffered from systematicerrors which made quantitative observations of planetary transits impossible.We identified the longitudinal atmospheric dispersion corrector (LADC) asthe most likely culprit, and thereforeengaged in a project to exchange theLADC prisms with the uncoated onesfrom FORS1. This led to a significantimprovement in the depth of theFORS2 zero points, a reduction in thesystematic noise, and should makeFORS2 competitive again for transmission spectroscopy of exoplanets.
 tevenson et al., 2013; Schlawin et al.,
S2014). As future space-based observatories will focus on the infrared, groundbased instrumentation will be the onlyway to probe the optical transmissionspectra of exoplanets. This is a crucialwavelength regime for the understandingof the physics of exoplanet atmospheres,and in particular for the determination ofthe mean molecular weight of the atmosphere and atmospheric scale height frommeasuring the Rayleigh scattering slope.1.000
0.998
0.9960
3Time (hours)

that were obtained, which turned out to
be impossible to calibrate out reliably(at least to the level of ~ 10 4 as requiredin the transit depth precision for a hotJupiter; see Figure 1). The main sourceof these instrumental systematics is mostlikely the LADC on FORS2. From visualinspection, the anti-reflection coating ofthis optical element is known to havedegraded over time. Berta et al. (2011)reported these systematics: Moehler etal. (2010) found that the LADC on thetelescope has surface features that affectits sensitivity across the field of view.Because the LADC is positioned beforethe field rotator in the optical path androtates relative to the sky, individual starscan drift across these features andencounter throughput variations that arenot seen by the other comparison stars.
Figure 2. Photograph of the FORS2
LADC prism (with coating) afterremoval from the instrument. Thedamage to the coating in variousplaces is obvious. Note that the brightregions are reflections of the neonlights on the ceiling.
Figure 3. Photograph taken during the
removal of the coating on the FORS1LADC prisms.
The design of the FORS2 LADC consists
of two prisms of opposite orientation thatare moved linearly with respect to eachother, between 30 mm (park position)and 1100 mm. The forward prism performs the dispersion correction, while thesecond prism corrects the pupil tilt, sothat what remains is a variable imageshift depending on the distance betweenthe two prisms (Avila et al., 1997).Exchanging the LADC prismsThe MgF2 antireflection coatings of theFORS2 longitudinal atmospheric dispersion corrector prisms have degradedsince 1999, following an attempt toclean them. They show a lot of scattering(see Figure 2). Since then, the LADCprisms have been cleaned several timesin order to remove dust and paint (fromthe flat-field screen) that had led to further degradation. This degradation couldbe the cause of the systematics seen inthe FORS2 transit data.A damaged coating may introduce:	transmission loss larger than anuncoated set of prisms;	scattering, leading to a decreasedsignal-to-noise ratio on any photometricmeasurements;	variability in the transmission causedby a change in the humidity level.A project was started at Paranal toaddress this issue. One aspect was to
take advantage of the availability of
spare parts from the twin instrument,FORS1, which is now decommissioned.We therefore decided to remove thecoating from the prisms of the FORS1LADC and exchange them with thosepreviously in place in the FORS2 LADC.The removal of the damaged coatingfrom the two prisms of the spare LADCwas done by one of us (Blanchard; seeFigure 3), using tools made of polyurethane and using cerium oxide (Opaline)for the polishing. The LADC prisms werethen exchanged on 10 November 2014,while VLT Unit Telescope 1 (UT1) wasundergoing maintenance.A battery of testsA set of test observations was performedaccording to a commissioning planbefore (2830 October 2014) and after(1215 November 2014) the prismexchange. It is important to note thatthe coating of the primary mirror of UT1had not been modified in the meantime,
so that any change detected should be
due only to the LADC exchange. Thesetests have allowed us to conclude thatthe exchanged prisms did not affect theimage quality of the instrument and confirmed that the LADC was still efficient atcorrecting the atmospheric dispersion upto an airmass of 1.6. On the other hand,the uncoated prisms led to an increase inthe measured zero points (Figure 4): theimplied gain in throughput is 0.12 (B filter),0.08 (V), 0.06 (R) and 0.05 (I) magnitudes.This improvement was also confirmedby measurement of spectrophotometricstandard stars before and after the prismexchange. The gain of the throughputcan be explained by the scattering previously introduced by the damaged antireflective coating. The shortest wavelengths are more affected by the scattering, which is exactly what we see.We have also measured the precisionin the relative transmission betweentwo stars as a function of time. For thismeasurement, we observed a given fieldof stars over about one hour (so that the
The Messenger 159  March 2015
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Figure 4. FORS2 zero points
measured before and after theexchange of the prisms of theLADC in the B-band (upper) andin the I-band (lower). The figuresclearly show the improvement inthe zero points. The dashedcurves indicate the mean valuesand highlight this improvement.2827.95Zp (B)
27.927.85
27.65
27.6Zp (I)27.5530
20
100Time since exchange (days)

instrument rotator moved by more than
20 degrees). Observations were done inclear conditions in the V-band filter andthe exposure time was 10 seconds. Themagnitudes of some of the brightestnon-saturated stars in the field were thenmeasured for each frame, and we examined the dispersion in the light curvesobtained of the stars (the sky variationswere removed by subtracting the meanlight curve of all stars and saturated starswere ignored). The fluxes of the selectedstars were about 170 000500 000 ADU.Sky flats were obtained close in timeto the observations and the data wereBack in business
10
20

reduced using the ESO FORS pipeline,
with SExtractor being used for the photometry.Before the LADCs were exchanged, onthe night of 28 October 2014, we monitored the field around the standard starPG0231 for 50 minutes, during whichtime the rotator moved about 25 degrees.The airmass of the field was 1.0. Afterthe LADC exchange, on the night of13November 2014, we monitored thestandard star field around NGC 2298 for78 minutes during which time the rotatormoved 47degrees; the airmass was 1.09.0.005
0.005
Magnitude
Magnitude
0.01

Figure 5. Light curves in
the V-band for a relatively bright star with anS/N ~ 750 obtainedbefore (left) and after(right) the LADC prismswere exchanged.0.005
0.005

The fact that the dispersion of points has
decreased after the LADC exchangesuggests that the removal of the coatinghas been beneficial and the study ofexoplanet transits should once again bepossible. However, this could only bechecked on a real case to determine theachieved precision exactly. Thus, on thenight of 1516 November 2014, we observed the transit of WASP-19b between2014-11-16 05:16 UT and 08:49 UT (Prog.ID: 60.A-9203(F); data publicly availablein the ESO Science Archive) under thincirrus, and with the LADC parked and insimulation, as is usually done for suchobservations. WASP-19b was chosen asprevious observations with FORS2
LC after: NGC 2298
LC before: PG22130.01
0.01

Figure 5 shows that the dispersion of the
points is clearly smaller after the LADCexchange, in comparison with the earliermeasurements. The standard deviationof the light curves for a star with a signalto-noise ratio (S/N) ~ 750 decreasedfrom 3milli-mag before the exchange to1.9milli-mag after the exchange. This is,however, still larger than we expectedfrom the white noise, so there could stillbe some systematics in the data. Thelevel of systematics would, however, needto be confirmed by a more detailed analysis, as the observations of the WASP-19btransit described below seem to indicatethat the level is very small.0.01
0.02Time (d)
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Figure 6. Light curve
of WASP-19 obtained inApril 2012, i.e., beforethe LADC prismexc hange (left) and inNovember 2014, afterthe exchange (right),using the 600RI grismand integrating thespectra over the fullwavelength domain(white light). Largesystematics in themiddle of the transit in2012 are clearly visible.1.00516 April 2012
0.1440.1420.140.138600

existed (taken on 16 April 2012), thus
allowing a direct comparison, while thetransit duration of WASP-19b is alsovery short (1h 32m) and it is thus possibleto cover it without expending too muchobserving time. Observations were donewith the MXU, with 10-arcsecond-wideslits placed on several comparison stars,in the same configuration as for the 2012observations. The grism 600RI (with theorder sorting filter GG435) was usedand the data were binned to a final 20 nmresolution.The observations from 2012 reveal lightcurves with quite complex systematics(especially in the middle of the transit)that could not be removed even withhigh-order polynomial or extinction correction functions (see Figure 6). On theother hand, the new observations, performed after the exchange, show muchsmoother light curves, which can be700Wavelength (nm)
800
detrended using a second-order polynomial. The final, detrended light curve canbe modelled, providing the parametersof the transit with good accuracy. Thepost-egress out-of-transit residuals in thelight curve are 760 mag, very closeto the value we expect from photon noisealone. This seems to indicate that thesystematics that affected FORS2 havebeen significantly reduced.The comparison of the planetary radiusas a function of wavelength (the transmission spectrum) that we obtain withthe new data and those from the literature is shown in Figure 7, highlighting theexcellent agreement (see Sedaghati et al.[2015] for a more detailed analysis). Theerror bars of the dataset (due to the poorobserving conditions and lack of suitablereference stars) do not allow us to distinguish yet between different models ofthe planetary atmosphere. Nevertheless,
8.0
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Figure 7. Transmission spectrum of WASP-19b
based on our FORS2 data (with grism 600RIand 20 nm bin) from November 2014 (black,filled dots), compared to values from the literature (coloured points). The vertical error barsrepresent the errors in the fractional radiusdetermination, while the horizontal bars are theFWHM of the passbands used. Note the highspectral resolution of the FORS2 data, compared to what has been available up until now.The dashed line represents the weighted mean,and the dotted lines the interval of plus andminus three scale heights.
these data represent the highest spectralresolution transmission spectrum of
WASP-19b and show the new potentialof FORS2 in the study of the atmosphereof exoplanets. We hope this is thus thebeginning of a new era for FORS2.ReferencesAvila, G., Rupprecht, G. & Becker, J. M. 1997, SPIE,	 2871, 1135Bean, J. L. et al. 2011, ApJ, 743, 92Bean, J. L., Kempton, E. M.-R. & Homeier, D. 2010,	 Nature, 468, 669Berta, Z. K. et al. 2011, ApJ, 736, 12Brown, T. M. 2001, ApJ, 553, 1006Burrows, A. S. 2014, Nature, 513, 345Crossfield, I. J. M. et al. 2013, A&A, 559, A33Gibson, N. P. et al. 2013a, MNRAS, 428, 3680Gibson, N. P. et al. 2013b, MNRAS, 436, 2974Moehler, S. et al. 2010, PASP, 122, 93Schlawin, E. et al. 2014, ApJ, 783, 5Seager, S. & Sasselov, D. D. 2000, ApJ, 537, 916Sedaghati, E. et al. 2015, A&A, submitted,	 arXiv:1503.04155Snellen, I. et al. 2010, Nature, 465, 1049
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Improving the Quality of FORS2 Reduced Spectra
Sabine Moehler1C. E. Garca Dabo1Henri Boffin1Gero Rupprecht1Ivo Saviane1Wolfram Freudling11
ESO

The FORS2 instrument is one of the
most widely used and productiveinstruments on the Very Large Telescope. This article reports on a projectto improve the quality of the reducedFORS2 spectra that can be producedwith the software provided by ESO. Theresult of this effort is that spectra ofsignificantly higher quality can now beproduced with substantially lower effortby the science user of the data.IntroductionThe two FOcal Reducer/low dispersionSpectrograph (FORS) instruments(Appenzeller et al., 1998; Rupprechtet al., 2010) are among the most popularinstruments at the VLT. They are multimode instruments covering the opticalwavelength range from 330 to 1100 nm,which have been in operation since1April 1999 (FORS1, decommissionedon 31 March 2009) and 1 April 2000(FORS2), respectively. With their manymodes, the FORS instruments arereal Swiss Army knives. They supportdirect-imaging modes with narrow- andbroadband filters, long-slit and multiobject spectroscopy, polarimetry andhigh time-resolution observations.It is therefore not surprising that up untilnow, more than 1880 refereed papershave been published, based on datafrom FORS1 and FORS2. Among the scientific highlights discovered with theFORS instruments are conclusive evidence for the link between gamma-raybursts and hypernovae (Hjorth et al.,2003) and the first ground-based transmission spectrum of a super-Earthplanet (Bean et al., 2010). They have alsoenabled the discovery of the furthestquasar yet found, at redshift 7.1 (Mortlocket al., 2011) and the furthest gamma-rayburst at redshift 8.2 (Tanvir et al., 2009).10
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FORS2 observes objects closer to us as
well, for example, allowing astronomersto find close binaries inside some magnificent planetary nebulae (Boffin et al.,2012), or permitting detailed studies ofcomets and asteroids, and even rediscovered life on Earth (Sterzik et al., 2012).For all these reasons FORS2 is stillamong the two most highly demandedVLT instruments. It is also behind someiconic astronomical pictures.
with slitlets of almost arbitrary length,
width, shape and angle (MXU mode).There are 15 grisms with resolutions (fora 1-arcsecond slit) from 260 to 2600,which may be combined with three different order-separating filters to avoidsecond-order contamination. More information about the instrument is availableon the FORS web page3.Reflex workflow
The FORS instruments produce a wide
variety of complex data products thatreflect their many different modes andoptions. Reducing these data, in particular spectroscopic data, is often quitea challenge. Since late 2006 ESO hasprovided pipeline software that can beused to process science data. Unfortunately, the products from the unsupervised reduction with that software didnot always produce satisfactory results,and a variety of external software toolswere necessary to produce scienceready results. In addition, using thispipeline required a significant effort ofdata organisation by the user. To remedythis situation, we embarked on a twoyear effort to improve the FORS2 spectroscopic data products, looking at allaspects of the instrument operation thathave an effect on the final data quality.In particular, we verified the current calibration plan, upgraded many aspectsof the ESO pipeline, and produced aworkflow in the ESO Reflex environment1that allows both black box and interactive execution of the FORS pipeline. Theresult of this effort is a major improvement in the quality of the spectra as theycome out of the FORS pipeline. In thisarticle, we summarise the most importantaspects of these upgrades. The improvedpipeline can be downloaded2.Spectroscopy with FORS2FORS2 spectroscopy consists of threemodes: classical long-slit spectroscopywith slits of 6.8 arcminutes length andpredefined widths between 0.3 and2.5arcseconds (long-slit spectroscopymode, [LSS]); multi-object spectroscopywith 19 slitlets of 2022 arcsecondslength each and arbitrary width createdby movable slit blades (MOS mode); andmulti-object spectroscopy using masks
Like all other ESO pipelines, the FORS
pipeline can be executed with the command line interface esorex. However, theorganisation of FORS2 data for the various data reduction steps and the c orrecttransfer of products from one recipe tothe next can be cumbersome and errorprone. Automatic pipeline processing ofFORS2 data will, in general, provide satisfactory results for a large fraction of alldata. However, in many cases fine tuningof some parameters of the pipeline willfurther improve the results, and in somecases, such fine tuning is essential. Forexample, multi-object spectroscopy cansample very different parts of a dispersion relation, so that the default parameters for the dispersion relation may notbe best suited for a specific observation.In order to permit efficient processingof FORS2 data, including the interactivemodification of pipeline parameters, wecreated a Reflex workflow (Freudling etal., 2013), which is shown in the screenshot in Figure 1. With this workflow, it ispossible to reduce FORS2 spectroscopicdata with the single push of a button.It also allows intermediate results to beinspected, parameters modified, andthe impact of such modifications on theresults to be assessed immediately.This workflow organises the data according to configurable rules, allows the userto select the data to be processed andthen performs the processing in the correct sequence, including the handover ofproducts from one recipe to the next.Interactive windows like the one shown inFigure 2 allow the results to be checkedand recipe parameters fine-tuned if necessary. It is also possible to switch off allinteractivity and process large amountsof data in an automatic and unsupervisedway.
uncertainties. The pipeline gives some
idea of the systematic errors as qualitycontrol parameters, and they can beused for reference and comparison withthe statistical errors.Stability of biases and their noiseFigure 1. (Above) Screenshot of the FORS2 spectroscopy workflow. The upper part contains instructions and configuration settings, while the lower partcontains the actual workflow.

Figure 2. (Below) Screenshot of one of the interactive
windows of the FORS2 spectroscopy workflow.The windows provide information about the qualityof the wavelength calibration, slit tracing and flat-fieldnormalisation, while the tabs on the right allow theuser to change parameters and rerun the recipe.
In the past the FORS2 detectors have
sometimes shown significant variationsof the bias level on periods of days. Tosafeguard against the negative effects ofsuch changes, we implemented pre-/over-scan correction, using the medianof the pre-scan region to scale the biaslevel. As FORS2 has only very narrowpre-/over-scan regions (five pixels in thedefault read-out modes) and some ofthose tend to be corrupt, we decided touse the median instead of more elaboratedescriptions. Due to the small numberof useful pre-/over-scan pixels, the readout noise per frame cannot be determinedfrom these regions. Instead the read-outnoise is now determined from the fullbias frames and stored in the masterbias. Assuming that it does not changebetween the bias and the other frames,this value is used as read-out noise forthe error propagation along the fullreduction chain. To take into accountsmall slopes in the bias level we subtractthe full master bias and not just themedian of the pre-scan. To reduce thenoise of the master bias, the number ofbias frames taken during the day wasincreased from five per read-out mode totwenty. The errors of the master bias arestored in an error extension.Wavelength and distortion calibrationError propagationThe full reduction chain has been retrofitted with estimates of the uncertaintiesbased on error propagation startingfrom the raw data. The initial uncertainties of all raw images are based on

the photon shot noise and the detector
noise model. Subsequent propagationincludes the uncertainties of the biases,flats and spectra extraction.It should be noted that the systematicerrors are not added to the statistical
The FORS2 spectroscopic pipeline processes the associated flat-field and
arc-lamp frames simultaneously in orderto provide a consistent description of thedistortions along the spatial and dispersion axes respectively. Line identificationis performed by pattern matching, andthe dispersion relation is fitted by a polynomial, either row by row or using additional information along the spatial axis.We found that the algorithm is generallyrobust and gives good results for thedispersion relations with polynomial fitsof degrees 3 to 5 (depending on thegrism), if appropriate parameters and line
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lists are used. Therefore we revised these
ingredients and could thus reduce therandom error of the wavelength calibrationby about 25 %, or from 0.15 to 0.12 pixelson average.0.7Pixel value (ADU/s)

A good quality and homogeneous wavelength calibration is especially important
for multi-object observations, wherethe wavelength ranges covered may differfor different slit (and object) positions,but the results should be comparableacross the field of view. The current arclamps provide few lines at the edgesof the FORS2 wavelength range, i.e.,below 4000 (four lines only) and above10000 (two lines). In order to improvethe situation for future data, we aresearching for arc lamps that might provide more lines in these ranges (on theorder of ten), while having sufficiently isolated lines to be suitable for low-resolutionspectroscopy.0.75

Owing to the imperfect slit shapes, the
illumination along the slit may vary,which can cause problems for sky correction and the analysis of extendedobjects. Such variations can amount to12
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Flat fieldingSpectroscopic FORS2 flat fields useblue and red flat-field lamps to cover thefull spectral range. The flux level andspectral energy distribution (SED) of theblue flat-field lamps can vary by 10 %on time scales of minutes, i.e., within oneset of flat fields for a given setup, and ofcourse also between such setups. Thesevariations prevent meaningful flat-fieldstacking by median or sigma-clippingmethods, unless the SED (and the fluxlevel) are (at least roughly) normalisedbefore the stacking. Such a normalisationhas now been implemented and theaverage level and SED are put back intothe stacked flat, which can then be normalised by smoothing or fitting alongthe dispersion and/or the spatial axes.The spectrum used to normalise themaster flat field along the dispersion axisis retained and used for the flux calibration of volume-phase holographic (VPH)grisms (see below). The errors of themaster flat field are derived from the rawflat fields and the master bias and storedin an extension.
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about 10 % of the flux along the slit for
long slits (see Figure 3, red lines). Someprincipal investigators (PIs) have thereforetaken twilight flat fields to correct theirobservations and we have verified howthe illumination gradients in these datacompare to screen flat fields.
Figure 3. The plots show two examples of the flux
variation along the slit as derived by averaging therectified long-slit spectroscopy science frame alongthe dispersion axis. The black profile shows theresult by using flat fields which retain their spatialgradient, while the red one shows the results forwhich the spatial profile was eliminated during flatfield normalisation.
For that purpose the rectified flat fields
(both twilight and screen) were averagedalong the dispersion axis and the resulting profiles were compared to each otherand to the slit illumination profile of thescience data (the latter can be difficult toobtain for bright targets and/or extendedobjects). We found that the spatial illumination of LSS data is very similar forboth kinds of flat fields and the sciencedata. Keeping the spatial gradient oflong-slit spectroscopy flat fields (i.e., normalising only along the dispersion axis)will therefore allow the user to correctfor the illumination gradient (see Figure 3,black lines).Flux calibrationThe spectrophotometric calibration ofFORS2 data mostly uses flux standard

Figure 4. Plot showing the improvement in the flux
calibration of data taken with VPH grisms. The spectrum of the standard star LTT3218 was observedwith GRIS_1028z+OG590 at 150 arcseconds fromthe centre of the field of view, but calibrated with aresponse derived from observations taken at thecentre of the field of view (as done with multi-objectspectroscopy science data). The black spectra showthe results without flat-field spectrum correction,where the slopes of the calibrated spectra differ fordifferent positions. The green spectra were obtainedwith the newly implemented flat-field spectrum correction and show the correct slope irrespective ofposition. The red crosses mark the reference datafrom Hamuy et al. (1992).4  10 14Pipeline version FORS2/4.9.24Pipeline version FORS2/5.0.4Literature (Hamuy et al., 1992)
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of GRIS_1400V. One possible way of
safeguarding multi-object spectroscopytaken with these grisms against lampvariations would be to place one slitlet atthe centre of the field of view along thedispersion axis in order to have a reference flat-field spectrum to compare tothe one used for the standard star.10 14
8000

star information from Hamuy et al. (1994).
These were derived from low resolutionground-based spectra and binned to50. The fact that they were observedfrom the ground means that they containtelluric absorption features, whose strengthmay not be the same as in the observedFORS2 spectra of these standard stars.In addition, the FORS2 grisms providea wide range of resolutions, so that, evenafter binning to 50, the binned flux values for strong absorption lines (like thosefor white dwarfs) may differ from thetabulated values. We therefore calculatedthe ratios of observed vs. tabulated fluxstandard star spectra for all FORS2 fluxstandard stars (also those provided byother authors) and determined maskingregions for stellar features (per star) andtelluric features (per grism). These regionsare now masked by default when fittingthe response curve, but the user canchange the masking via recipe parameters and also mask individual points. During this exercise we found that the Oke(1990) flux standard star tables had someproblems (as already mentioned by theirauthor) and we decided to remove themfrom the FORS2 calibration plan.For the volume-phase holographic grisms,which are used for about 50 % of theFORS2 spectroscopic data, the response8500Wavelength ()
9000
9500
Science processing

varies with the position on the detector
along the dispersion axis. Therefore theflux standard star should be taken witha wide slit at the position of the sciencetarget. While this is easily done as part ofthe calibration plan for LSS data, thisrequirement poses an obvious problemfor multi-object spectroscopy data. Forsuch data the flux-standard star is observed at the centre of the field of view. Ifthe position dependency of the responseis not corrected, the flux-calibratedspectra will show systematically distortedslopes (see black lines in Figure 4).
Given that long-slit spectroscopy is the
mode of choice when observing extendedobjects, it was therefore rather annoyingthat the pipeline could not correct thespatial distortion along the slit. In orderto enable this correction we took arclamp and flat-field frames for all availablegrisms using a dedicated MXU maskand derived global distortion tables, thatcan now be applied to LSS data to correct the distortion. One example is shownin Figure 5, where the effect of the distortion can be clearly seen at the top ofthe plot.
We have fixed this problem by taking
into account the response variation withposition as seen in the flat-field spectra(Halliday et al., 2004; Milvang-Jensenet al., 2008) and applying it to both theflux-standard star and the science spectra. Then science spectra taken at a largedistance from the centre of the field ofview can be flux-calibrated using a standard star observed in the centre only (seegreen lines in Figure 4). This correctionrelies on the stability of the flat-field lampin both flux level and spectral energydistribution. The instability of the blue flatfield lamp mentioned above thereforelimits the accuracy of this correction atwavelengths below about 4800 , i.e., forgrisms GRIS_1200B and the blue part
If the spatial illumination gradient is kept
in the long-slit flat fields and thus corrected in the long-slit science spectra, itwas found that the global sky subtraction(which utilises the oversampling of thesky spectrum due to the curvature of thesky lines) works better than the local one,which attempts to fit the spatial flux variations of the sky lines.ImplementationThe C/C++ MOSCA (MOS CommonAlgorithms) library has been used toimplement most of the algorithmsdescribed here. It has been developedat ESO as a common library for MOS
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ConclusionsThe improvements and new featuresdescribed here will allow users to realisethe full potential of their FORS2 spectramore easily. This project illustrates thatthe quest for improvements in data quality requires not just well-suited pipelinealgorithms, but also appropriate calibration plans and reference data. Oneshould therefore always try to look at thecomplete picture of data and software.The project also showed the inherentproblems of working on an instrumentwith a long history  changes to the calibration plan will always be useful onlyfor future data and will usually not allowexisting problems to be fixed.AcknowledgementsThis research has made use of the NASA Astrophysics Data System Bibliographic Services, theNational Institute of Standards and Technologydatabase of atomic lines and the SIMBAD database,operated at CDS, Strasbourg, France. Thanks go toJoe Hennawi, Neil Crighton and Bo Milvang-Jensenfor their assistance with the analysis of FORS2t wilight flats and to Alessandro Nastasi for his helpwith F-VIPGI. We are grateful to Mark Downing forhis help with understanding the FORS2 detectors,to Hans Dekker for his explanations of the behaviourof VPH grisms and to Paul Bristow for his supportof the physical model test. Special appreciation goesto the late Carlo Izzo, who wrote the original FORSpipeline.ReferencesFigure 5. Wavelength calibrated long-slit spectroscopy science frame without (left) and with (right)distortion correction. The spectra are compressedalong the dispersion axis to better illustrate thedistortion. The position of the centre of the field ofview along the y-axis is situated about 10 % from thebottom of the frame.

instruments (FORS and VIMOS for the
time being) and is based on the conceptof pattern matching. MOSCA is in itselfbased on two other ESO projects: CPL(Common Pipeline Library) and HDRL(High-level Data Reduction Library).VerificationIn order to verify that our changes inparameters and reference calibrationdo not cause any deterioration in thequality of the automatic processing, we14
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processed some 400 science datasets
observed since 2008 and comparedthem to the results of the automatic processing by the Quality Control (QC)group, both for science and calibrationproducts. We found that the accuracyof the wavelength calibration hadimproved by about 25 % as mentionedabove and the accuracy of the flux calibration had improved by up to 50 % forVPH grisms. For the standard (nonVPH)grisms, the improvements were less striking, but there are some grisms herewhich also profit from more appropriatefit parameters (e.g., GRIS_600B). Thesignal-to-noise ratio could not be significantly improved as the FORS2 pipelinealready uses the optimal extractionmethod (from Horne, 1986), which is wellsuited to these kind of data. We foundno evidence for any systematic wavelengthshift from sky lines above 0.05 pixels.
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The VLT mid-infrared imager and
spectrometer VISIR returns to scienceoperations following an extendedupgrade period. Among the mostimportant modifications are: the imaging and spectroscopic detectors havebeen replaced with larger AQUARIUS(1024 by 1024 pixel) detector arrays;the N-band low-resolution grating hasbeen exchanged; and support is nowprovided for precipitable water vapourmonitoring, in order to select the bestobserving conditions. The AQUARIUSdetectors stem from a development forvery low background applications whichresult in excess noise under groundbased conditions. A series of interventions was needed to find a scheme thateffectively exploits these detectors forground-based use, involving the implementation of faster chopping. VISIRhas been returned to service at the VLTwith enhanced capabilities.IntroductionThe VLT Imager and Spectrometer formid InfraRed (VISIR) is a combinedimager and echelle spectrograph, providing access to the atmospheric N-band(7.713.3 m) and Q-band (1624m)with a great variety of observing modes1.VISIR was originally built for ESO bythe Service dAstrophysique of the Commissariat  lnergie atomique (CEA),Saclay, France, together with ASTRON,Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy in Dwingeloo. The instrument arrivedat the Very Large Telescope (VLT) in 2004(Lagage et al., 2004). VISIR was commissioned with small format detectorswith less than excellent cosmetic qualityand a low-resolution spectroscopy mode,which was not well matched to the science requirements.Taking advantage of a detector development for the James Webb SpaceTelescope (JWST), new detectors(AQUARIUS) could be procured and wereretrofitted in an upgrade interventionstarting in mid-May 2012. The upgradealso included the integration of a watervapour radiometer, the Low HumidityAnd Temperature PROfiling microwaveradiometer (LHATPRO) manufacturedby Radiometer Physics GmbH (RPG), anew low spectral resolution prism modeand various means to enhance high-contrast and high spatial resolution imaging. Since late 2011, following a carefulcross-calibration campaign, the radiometer is in full operation (Kerber et al., 2012).A first attempt to re-commission an optically and mechanically perfect VISIR inAugust 2012 was not successful, due tonoise problems with the detector, whichhad not been diagnosed in laboratorytesting. In August 2013 the path back tothe telescope was finally established,which required enhancements to the UnitTelescopes (UTs) to allow for chopping atthe original design frequency.The status of the new VISIR after thesecond commissioning run in January2015 is reported.Scope of the upgradeThe main elements of the upgradeentailed:
 Change of both imager and spectrograph detectors from a 256  256 pixeldevice with 50 m pixel pitch to thenew AQUARIUS device (see Ives et al.[2014] for details). The AQUARIUSdetectors have an area of 1024  1024pixels and 30 m pitch, so that theentire focal plane of ~ 25 mm by 25 mm,for which the VISIR optics had beendesigned, can be used. Since the newdetectors dissipate typically an orderof magnitude more power than the oldones below 10 K, an enhancement ofthe cooling harness was also required. Change of all detector cabling in thecryostat to connect the 2  64 detectoroutputs for signal frequencies up to~10 MHz and addition of cold preamplifiers, just outside the spectrometer structure, to reduce cablelengths, minimising detector artefactsand spurious signals. Integration of the detectors into the newESO standard acquisition system, thenew detector controller (NGC). E xchange of the N-band low-resolutiongrating in the VISIR lowmedium-resolution spectral arm with a new prismmanufactured from zinc selenide (ZnSe;Figure 1). Enhancement of the high-contrastimaging capabilities of VISIR by addingcoronagraphy and aperture masking(sparse aperture masking [SAM]) capabilities; the lead on this part was takenby CEA, Saclay. Improvement of the image quality. VISIRdepends on receiving images withoutaberration from the VLT (without adaptive optics) and the diffraction limit ofthe VLT at 10 m is ~ 0.3 arcseconds.Observing with a frame rate as high as~100 Hz showed that image distortionsappear and disappear; the high rate ofthese changes rules out an atmosphericorigin and suggested image qualityproblems within the VLT itself. Providing the means to measure atmospheric water vapour (precipitable watervapour [PWV]) along the line of sight. Forcertain operational modes, e.g., imaging in the Q-band (~ 20 m), PWV is asimportant for good performance in theinfrared as the seeing is for high-definition imaging; PWV has been introducedas a constraint parameter for servicemode. PWV can be v ery low on Paranal,resulting in excellent atmospheric transmission (Kerber et al., 2014a).
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 Substantial modifications to operating
software to ensure standard data flowfrom Phase 2 proposal specificationthrough to the science archive.Spectro-polarimetry in combination withthe new prism mode, although originallyplanned and reviewed, was, in the end,not implemented. Optomechanical problems mounting the Wollaston prism inthe spectrograph fore-optics introduceda high risk to the schedule for the intervention and its success.The upgrade was led by ESO-Garchingin close collaboration with the ParanalObservatory and CEA provided the concept and optics for the new high-definitionimaging modes. ASTRON also supportedwith expertise and some spare parts.First intervention, 2012To minimise downtime, an interventionof four months was planned, starting inMay 2012. After a final check on-skyof the old configuration (close-out calibration), VISIR was moved to the instrumentintegration hall laboratory where theold detectors were checked and then theinstrument was disassembled into itsbasic sub-units. The low and mediumspectral resolution unit (carousel, Figure2) was removed. After a completedisassambly of this very complex anddelicate unit, a pocket was milled into thealuminum base part to create the spacefor the prism mount. After re-assemblyand re-alignment of the spectrographoptics with the optical proxy, the prismwas pre-aligned with a HeNe laser. Thespectrograph detector mount and theimager detector mount were both modified to take the new AQUARIUS arrays.Some improvements to the baffling andthe stray-light rejection of the imager forthe larger o ptical field, accessible withthe larger detector, were also made.Finally the aperture wheel was modifiedfor the coronagraphic optics, and specialfilters and pupil masks were added to theimager filter wheel for coronagraphy andhigh-contrast imaging.Alignment and testing of the re-assembled units was initially performed usingoptical light at room temperature with thebare detector multiplexer, thus avoiding16
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Figure 1. Close-up view of the new ZnSe prism. The
prism was designed to disperse the 10 m windowover ~ 900 pixels with a pupil size of approximately50 mm. The green wire was used during alignmentto mark the centre of the pupil.
the need to close and cool down the
instrument. The tests were very successful, so that the new VISIR was integrated, evacuated and cooled down forthe first time early in July 2012. The firstinfrared-light test in the laboratory indicated almost perfect optical quality, whilethe prism spectrum was also found to bewell centred. Further tests showed perfectcosmetic quality and no signs of noiseproblems, so that by the end of July 2012VISIR was ready, as planned, for re-commissioning on Unit Telescope3 (UT3).Re-commissioning, first attemptThe first night of re-commissioning beganwith the basic optical tests: the VISIRoptical quality and the cosmetics of thedetectors appeared to be quite impressive. However on the second night itbecame apparent that VISIR was substantially less sensitive in comparison tothe situation before the upgrade. Moreover, it appeared that the conversion gainof the detector in the spectrograph wasapproximately three times higher than inthe imager. After three more nights oftesting the detectors, optics, software,etc., VISIR was dismounted from the telescope and brought back to the integration laboratory, in order to investigate this(quite confusing) situation further.After lengthy investigations, whichexcluded optical problems with VISIR, itwas ascertained that the detector material, developed for the low-backgroundlocation of JWST operating at theLagrange point, L2, was optimised forFigure 2. Close look at the VISIR low- and mediumresolution assembly. The unit in the lower left isthe carousel, a precision rotary stage used to scanthe gratings. At the top right is an optical bench witha CMOS camera rigged as proxy for the infraredoptical axis. Slightly above the carousel the mount ofthe special prism can be seen, which compensatesthe alignment for the change in refractive indexbetween the HeNe laser and the desired centralwavelength (10.5 m) and the thermal shift betweenroom temperature and the operating temperature ofVISIR (~ 28 K).

extremely low dark currents. This introduced an excess low-frequency noise
(ELFN) in the high-flux applications relevant to ground-based astronomy. Thisphenomenon was described 30 yearsago by Stapelbroek et al. (1984). TheELFN is a form of correlated noise causedby fluctuations in the space chargeinduced by ionisation/recombination inthe blocking layer. It manifests as a memory of photons in subsequent frames.It appears that this effect was not properly accounted for in the design of theSi:As detector material hybridised onthe AQUARIUS multiplexer for the ESOdetectors (see Ives et al. [2014] and references therein). Careful analysis of thespectral energy distribution of the detector noise indicated that the ELFN can befiltered out, if the chopper frequency isincreased from fractions of a Hertz to theoriginal specification of the VLT secondary mirror (M2) of 45 Hz.In addition it was also found that thedetector material in the spectrographstemmed from a different batch to theone of the imager, and under nominalbias there was avalanche gain in thespectrograph, mimicking a higher conversion gain, which, in turn, manifestedas an optical problem with the imager.The energy to create a charge in a photoconductor sensitive to 28 m is of orderof 1/25 eV, so a typical detector bias ofNGC 1068690 s
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Figure 3. The on-sky sensitivity performance of
VISIR is shown as a function of the M2 chopping frequency. The horizontal black lines give the performance of the old VISIR at the nominal choppingfrequency (~ 0.25 Hz): the best-ever value, the 25thpercentile and the median. The various symbolsdenote measurements taken during commissioningruns in November 2014 and January 2015, referringto the respective filter names of VISIR: the trendwith chopping frequency is obvious. There is somescatter in these data that result from variable skyconditions, but once routine operations have startedbetter statistics will soon become available.
1.5V is some 40 times higher. The charge
diffusing through the photoconductorcan be accelerated sufficiently to create,via impact ionisation, secondary chargesand so on. In the VISIR spectrometercase, there were of order three chargesgenerated per detected photon; as this isa very noisy process, avalanche gainneeds to be avoided. Strong fringing wasobserved in echelle spectroscopy and itwas evident that the antireflection coatingof the AQUARIUS detectors was not optimised for 10.5 m, as specified by ESO,but for ~6m  again a JWST value.Since there was no option for a newdetector design, the only way to improveperformance was to investigate fasterchopping with M2. The VLTs trackingprecision, however, relies on vernier corrections using M2, normally referredto as fast guiding. The original implementation for VISIR was that each chopperstate lasted substantially longer thanthe fast guiding time constant. Thus fastchopping was incompatible with therequirements for having a diffraction-limited telescope. With the ongoingreplacement of obsolete elements, suchas the technical CCDs in the VLT adaptors, the controllers and the network, thisNe II_2 (13.04 m)284 s
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incompatibility could be re-addressed
and using the art, or the tools, of controlengineering the control loop could betuned as well, providing the capability forsimultaneous diffraction-limited imagingand high chopping frequency.A test in August 2013 confirmed that VISIRcan indeed achieve sensitivities close tothe theoretical limit (background-noiselimited performance, BLIP; see Kufl et al.,1991), provided that fast image modulationis applied, be it by chopping or by driftscanning; the latter being now the preferred method in submillimetre and radioastronomy. Then, in a series of three shorttechnical test runs, the necessary changesto the VLT operation were implementedand verified. The status of the upgrade issummarised in Kerber et al. (2014b).Meanwhile, in the context of the laboratory testing of more AQUARIUS detectors for the MATISSE instrument, thesecond generation VLT interferometermid-infrared instrument (Lopez et al.,2014), it was found that some of the leadless chip carriers into which the detectors are integrated are warped so badlythat the mount designed for VISIR coulddamage them. This concern led toanother intervention in the summer of2014, in which both detector mountswere checked. The imager detector carrier was found to be flat without blemishes. However the mount was changedto a new design compatible with the1Figure 4. Comparison of images of the active galactic nucleus of NGC 1068 taken with the old and thenew VISIR. After the upgrade, the same quality canbe achieved in substantially less time, while havingmuch finer spatial sampling, relevant for all imageprocessing involving deconvolution.

warped carriers. The spectrograph
detector had no significant damageeither, but was replaced anyway with adevice not showing avalanche gain andthe mount was upgraded. ThereafterVISIR was ready to go back to the telescope and a first commissioning tookplace in November 2014.The progress in 2014 and the long andunplanned interruption of observationsled to a joint decision between the project team and Paranal science operationsto have VISIR included in the call for proposals for Period 95, albeit with somerestrictions, even though commissioninghad not even started. In total 27 proposals were received for VISIR and 21 wereawarded observing time.Re-commissioning of VISIRThe focus of the commissioning was:to verify the fast chopping with field stabilisation using VISIR as a test camera;integrate the new detector controllersinto the operations software to allow forrobust synchronisation in fast chopping;modify and verify templates for the modesoffered in Period 95; and establish the
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The N- and Q-band echelle spectroscopy
will be commissioned in time for Period95with improved performance and 2.3 timesthe spectral coverage. It is then expectedthat for the call for proposals for Period96a variety of restrictions on the modes willbe lifted.MedianBest
150
100
50
1011Wavelength  (m)
Figure 5. Sensitivity samples for the N-band lowresolution mode, as observed during the re-commissioning of VISIR in January 2015. This plot showshow many mJy a source needs to emit at a certainwavelength to be detected with a signal-to-noiseratio of ten in one hour. The plots retrace atmospheric radiance, i.e., the inverse of the transmission.
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Special attention is drawn to the region around
12.8m, the wavelength of the [Ne II] emission line:the difference between the two graphs is largelydue to changes in water vapour above the telescopeso that selection of low-PWV periods will pay offwhen observing the [Ne II] transition in H II regions.
Figure 6. The re-commissioning team in front
of the upgraded VISIR inJanuary 2015. The signature of the upgrade isclearly visible betweenthe blue boxes containing the electronics: toaccommodate the connectors for the detectorcabling required graftingin a new flange, almost afactor of two larger indiameter. To the left ofthis enlarged flange isan extra electronics boxto adapt the AQUARIUSdetectors to the standard voltage range of theESO-NGC acquisitionsystem.
VISIR, a true multimode instrument, is
back in basic operation (see Figure 6).In the coming commissioning periods,several additional modes will be tested: coronagraphy; burst mode, and thus high speedphotometry; imaging with sparse aperture masks; medium-resolution spectroscopy, especially in the Q-band and wavelengthsbeyond 20 m.Operations will support burst mode,offering the opportunity for frame selection and bringing background-limitedperformance within reach for most filters.Sub-aperture masking and coronagraphywill provide new scientific capabilitiesin terms of high-resolution, high-contrastimaging. We invite users to regularlycheck the VISIR upgrade web page3 andfollow the progress on VISIR towards fullscience operations.One important aspect for the future willbe exploring options to address theshortcomings of the AQUARIUS detectors, especially since other instrumentactivities at ESO would profit as well.References
data flow from the Phase 2 Proposal
Preparation tool (P2PP) to the pipelineand science archive. The sensitivities ofthe image and low-dispersion spectrograph modes were then determined.For imaging, the sensitivities generallyexceed those of the old VISIR (Figure 3),but for some filters the full field may betruncated to ~20 by 38 arcseconds forhigh-flux fi lters. Figure 4 shows, as anexample, images in two emission-linefilters for NGC 1068, before and after theupgrade. For N-band low-resolutionspectroscopy, the sensitivity is generallyup to a factor of two higher (correctingfor the increased dispersion), while thethroughput has been increased by a factor of four (c.f., Figure 5).18
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Performance and outlook
The main characteristics of VISIR after theupgrade can be summarised as follows: Imaging with sampling 0.045 arcseconds per pixel and field of view 38 by38 arcseconds; Low-resolution prism spectroscopyover the complete N-band (7.713.3 m)in one exposure at a spectral resolution(/) of 70 (8.0 m) to 180 (13.3 m)for a 1.0-arcsecond slit at a spatialscale of 0.076 arcseconds per pixel(slit length ~32 arcseconds).Up-to-date information on the characteristics of the offered modes is available inthe User Manual2.
Ives, D. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9154, 91541J
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The SPEED Project: SPEEDing up Research and
Development towards High-contrast Imaging Instrumentsfor the E-ELTPatrice Martinez1Olivier Preis1Carole Gouvret1Julien Dejongue1Jean-Baptiste Daban1Alain Spang1Frantz Martinache1Mathilde Beaulieu1Pierre Janin-Potiron1Lyu Abe1Yan Fantei-Cujolle1Sebastien Ottogalli1Damien Mattei1Marcel Carbillet11
 aboratoire Lagrange, UMR7293,
LUniversit de Nice Sophia-Antipolis,CNRS, Observatoire de la Cte dAzur,Nice, France
An overview is presented of the Segmented Pupil Experiment for Exoplanet
Detection (SPEED) testbench. This is anadvanced facility in development at theLagrange Laboratory that will addressseveral of the most critical issuesaffecting high-contrast imaging for thenext generation of optical/near-infraredtelescopes. The SPEED testbed can beused to investigate practical solutionsfor broadband coronography on asymmetric, unfriendly apertures, enablingalgorithmic or optical approaches to bedeveloped to minimise segment effectsand pupil discontinuity.In June of last year, a major step towardsfor the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) was achieved through theblasting of part of the peak of CerroA rmazones, opening the path towardsthe construction of the telescope. Aftercompletion, the E-ELT will be the worldslargest optical/near-infrared telescope,opening up new parameter space in bothspatial resolution and photon sensitivity.The E-ELT will provide significantadvances over the Very Large Telescope(VLT), with a gain of a factor of five inspatial resolution, 25 in signal to noise,and 625 in exposure time to reach agiven signal to noise. Such a giant telescope is expected to tackle the majorchallenges of contemporary astrophysics.Among the numerous open questionsfor which it is designed, hunting down
low-mass exoplanets in the habitable
zones where life could exist is probablyits more exciting ambition.Nevertheless, there is a catch to beingthe worlds biggest eye on the sky:the unavoidable run for spatial resolutionand photon sensitivity leads to a telescope that by design is not optimal forthe exoplanet search problem. Whilesegmented telescopes offer dramaticallyenlarged telescope diameters from theground, translating current technologicaladvances into the domain of high-contrast imaging for monolithic apertures(e.g., SPHERE at the VLT; Beuzit et al.,2006) to the case of segmented apertures is far from trivial. On account of thesegmented primary mirror and theincrease in the number of mechanicalstructures making up the telescope, theresulting pupil is geometrically fairlycomplex: the pupil exhibits amplitudediscontinuities created by the spacebetween the segments, a large centralobscuration, various secondary supports,unavoidable missing segments, andphase discontinuities resulting fromimperfect alignment (phasing) betweenthe segments. These effects significantlylimit high-contrast imaging capabilities(speckles and diffraction), especially forthe direct detection of exoplanets. In thearea of high-contrast imaging, the onlyadvantage offered by the ELTs is theirgain in diameter, but this is accompanied by a large set of drawbacks thatdemands strong research and development (R&D) efforts on the optical effects.The complexity of the telescope pupiland the high-contrast imaging strategiesare bound up with one another.SPEED  the segmented pupil experiment for exoplanet detection  in development at the Lagrange Laboratory,aims at preparing strategies and technologies for high-contrast instrumentationwith segmented telescopes. SPEED willoffer an ideal environment in which tomake progress in the domain of ELTs withcomplex/irregular apertures. SPEEDcombines wavefront control, includingprecision segment-phasing architectures,wavefront shaping for both phase andamplitude control, and advanced coronagraphy that is relevant to very closeangular separation imaging.RationaleDifferent requirements exist for the variousscience programmes, but the telescopemust comply with them all. This is very difficult to achieve, and the situation can bewell paraphrased by the idiom too manyirons in the fire. In a high-contrast imaginginstrument, the match between the scientific requirements (performance) and theinstrumental requirements is generallyquite complicated. While the E-ELT aimsat gaining a spectacular factor of 100 to1000 in contrast compared to SPHEREon the VLT for instance, its optical andmechanical characteristics impose severehurdles that contribute a large part of theerror budget of static or quasi-static aberrations, and set the ultimate limit regardless of the integration time. In particular,segmentation is an essential characteristicof the E-ELT that strongly complicates thetelescope pupil structure and degradescoronagraphic contrast.The E-ELT exoplanet imaging cameraEPICS (Kasper et al., 2010) phase A conceptual study highlighted the complexityof the error budget affecting the propagation of light in such a new class ofinstrument. As a result the technologicallimitations must be addressed throughvarious development programmes (forhigh-order deformable mirrors, real-timesystems, wavefront sensors, etc.). Notwithstanding these obstacles  some ofwhich will probably require technologicalbreakthroughs to surmount  severaladditional concerns affecting exoplanetdetection require that brand newchallenges must be tackled in the area ofhigh-contrast imaging. In particular:	ELTs will start to resolve stellar discs(0.5 milliarcseconds [mas] apparentradius for nearby stars) with a 39-metretelescope at 1.6 m. The result is degradation of the coronagraphic contrast,in particular for small inner-workingangle coronagraphy, since coronagraphic leakage is proportional to thesquare of stellar radii.	The pupil of an ELT is made up of various discontinuities in both phase andamplitude: the primary (M1) large central obscuration, inter-segment spacing, island effect from the secondary(M2) support structures, imperfectphasing, etc. All these aspects aredetrimental for high-contrast imaging.
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	While the current specification for
E-ELT segment phasing can reasonably be considered to be achievable, itis uncertain whether the high-precisionphasing requirements deemed appropriate for a high-contrast instrumentcan be achieved. The solution mayrequire dedicated solutions at theinstrument level.	Missing segments are of the utmostconcern. Since the segment reflectivitycoating will have a lifetime of about18months, up to three segments willneed to be re-coated on a daily basis.As for now, three to seven segmentsin total may be expected to be missingper observing run at the E-ELT. Theeffect of missing segments is dramaticand can be easily understood fromclassical Fraunhofer diffraction theoryfollowing Babinets theorem: the farfield pattern of an obscuration is equalto that of an aperture of similar dimensions. Thus the width of the diffractionhalo in the image plane is inverselyproportional to the missing segmentdiameter, while its maximum intensity isproportional to the segment surface.	Both the gain in spatial resolutionoffered by the E-ELT, and new scientifictargets (e.g., M stars) for planet detection, demand an observing mode with asmall inner-working angle (IWA), typically 15 mas (!) in the near-infrared. As aresult, this mode will be subject to difficulties due to stellar resolution, pointingstability, amplitude error effects, etc.	The instrument design and control ofcontrast on such giant telescopesrequires careful mastering of Fresnel/Talbot effects, which are an importantclass of perturbation affecting a highcontrast imager. A pure phase aberration on an optical surface mixesbetween phase and amplitude aberrations as light propagates, and thisoscillation occurs over a distancecalled the Talbot distance. This distanceis proportional to the square of theaberration spatial period and inverselyproportional to the wavelength oflight, and hence is a chromatic effect.While the E-ELT diameter is increasedby a factor of five compared to theVLT, the instrument size is not, and theoptical beam compression is crudeso that Fresnel diffraction induced byout-of-pupil optics is of the utmostimportance.
Following from these points, both specialised and efficient post-coronagraphic
wavefront sensing and control solutions,as well as image post-processing, are ofmajor importance. This is especially sofor the case of observing modes at smallIWAs where standard strategies, suchas angular differential imaging, are likelyinefficient.20
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Concept and features
The complications elucidated here requireboth prudence and pragmatism in translating the current concept (e.g., SPHERE)to the ELTs. In order to provide insightsinto these issues, the concept of SPEED(Martinez et al., 2014) was proposed in2013 to study solutions for o ptimisinghigh-contrast imaging with unfriendly telescope apertures. The SPEED concept isdescribed in Figure 1, while the 3D optical/mechanical view of the SPEED benchis shown in Figure2.Star planet simulatorAt the entrance of the testbed, a starplanet simulator (SPS source; Hnault etal., 2011) will allow a bright and unresolved star with an e xoplanet signal to besimulated with adjustable angular separation and flux ratio. Stellar resolution willbe possible within the SPS module upto 0.5 mas. Within SPEED it is assumedthat the atmospheric turbulence (shortlived and fast-evolving speckles) hasalready been pre-corrected by an upfronteXtreme Adaptive Optics (XAO) system,and thus we can concentrate on thequasi-static aberrations in the instrument.While the SPEED bench will mainly operate on the assumption that this virtualcorrection is perfect (i.e., no XAO residuals), it will be possible to generate uncorrected atmospheric residuals usingexchangeable phase screens.Segmented telescope simulatorThe next subsystem is the segmentedtelescope simulator. This consists ofthe combination of an active segmentedmirror (ASM) with 163 segments controlled in piston and tip-tilt (a surrogate ofthe E-ELT primary mirror) and an opticalmask inserted into the beam to simulatethe presence of the E-ELT secondarymirror, including the primary centralobscuration. The E-ELT M4 residuals and
segmentation will be included at a later
stage using a dedicated phase screen.Such a telescope simulator will allow several key aspects of the E-ELT architectureand error propagation to be investigated,as well as their impact for high-contrastimaging in the form of missing segments,gaps and the island effect. The islandeffect consists of the partial, or complete,coverage of the pupil by the dark zonescreated by the secondary mirror supports(spider arms), thus directly impactingthe phasing sensor or wavefront sensor.As part of the telescope simulator, aphasing system based on the Zernikecontrast sensor principle (Dohlen etal., 2006) will be implemented, whilealternative solutions, such as the asymmetric pupil Fourier wavefront sensor(Martinache et al., 2013), or the selfcoherent camera phasing sensor (JaninPotiron et al., in preparation), will be compared. In this context, the purpose of theformer ESO Active Phasing Experiment(APE) project (Gont et al., 2009) wasto explore, integrate and validate nonadaptive segment phasing schemes andtechnologies at the telescope level foran ELT. While the current specifications ofthe E-ELT segment phasing is assumedto be achievable by such means, highcontrast imaging might be much moredemanding in terms of phasing requirements. Fine phasing at the instrumentlevel will be treated within SPEED.Wavefront-shaping moduleTwo sequential deformable mirrors of952actuators (DM1 and DM2), separatedby free-space propagation, constitute thewavefront control and shaping module ofSPEED, enabling efficient correction forboth phase and amplitude errors, and/orremapping of the pupil discontinuities.The upfront correction of aperture irregularities by optical remapping in thegeometric, and thus achromatic, regimeis feasible for subsequent feeding intoa coronagraphic stage. The difficulty isdriven by the demand to derive mirrorshapes (Pueyo et al., 2013) suitable toremove the structures introduced by spiders and gaps, without losing photons.Coronagraphic moduleSeveral small IWA-class coronagraphsare currently the subject of vigorousR&D to bring them to high technologicalStar/planet
Star-planet simulatorStellar size, planet angular separation
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of the aperture shape. PIAA offers nearly100 % throughput and approaches thefundamental coronagraph performancelimits.
Figure 1. The general layout of SPEED is shown with
optical/near-infrared paths differentiated by blue andred colours respectively.
maturity. In particular, PIAA (phase
induced amplitude apodisation) usesbeam remapping for lossless apodisation(Guyon et al., 2014), and can be combined with opaque masks (PIAAC andPIAALC), or partially transmissive phaseshifting (complex) masks (PIAACMC).PIAA theoretically offers complete starlight extinction, with high throughput andThe technological maturity of PIAA benefits from ten years of R&D activities, fromscratch to on-sky demonstration, andactual raw contrast reaches levels up to10 8 at 2 /D and is expected to deliver10 6 in H-band at 1 /D at the SubaruTelescope. The goal within SPEED is todevelop a PIAACMC that can cope with1/D IWA, stellar angular size up to0.5mas, and correct for all or part of thetelescope pupil discontinuities (secondary

Figure 2. 3D optical/mechanical views of the
SPEED bench are shown: from above (left) andinclined (right).
support structures) with raw contrast of
10 7 at the IWA. The PIAACMC is shownin Figure 2 and is composed of three elements: the PIAA module (to create pupilapodisation by optical remapping withoutlosing photons), a complex focal planemask, and a PIA A 1 module (called PIAAinverse, to recover the translational invariance of the point spread function lostwith the PIA A module). As the PIA ACMCdevelopment will require intensive effortsin the manufacturing and testing process,a step 0 coronagraph based on conventional pupil apodisation will be considered in the early stage of the experiment.Coronagraphic wavefront sensorA low-order wavefront sensor is criticalto ensure that starlight remains centredat the coronagraphic plane. Since thePIAACMC is part of a family of coronagraphs that is optimised for the detectionof companions at very low angularseparations, it is highly sensitive to loworder aberrations, especially tip-tilt errors(pointing errors). The SPEED benchtherefore includes a robust and efficientwavefront sensor to measure tip-tilt aswell as defocus, namely the coronagraphic low-order wavefront sensor(CLOWFS; Vogt et al., 2011). Since thePIAACMC is a phase-mask-based coronagraph, the light used for the analysis istaken at the Lyot-stop plane, i.e., reflectedtowards an optical element that refocuses the light onto the LOWFS camera.A dedicated tip-tilt mirror upstream in theoptical path will be used to correct forthe tip-tilt estimation from the CLOWFS.As the PIAACMC has to cope with stellarangular size up to 0.5 mas, residual jitter(tip-tilt) must be no larger than the stellarangular size in the error budget, henceSPS module
Tip-tilt mirrorASMDM2
DM1
Vis. cameraNIR camera
PIAAPIAA 1
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no larger than few 10 2 /D at 1.6 m.
On top of that, in order to achieve pointspread function raw contrast of 10 7 atsuch small IWA with the PIAACMC, quasistatic pointing should likely be accurateto about 10 3 /D at 1.6 m. Such tinylevels have already been demonstrated atthe 10 2 level at the Paris Observatory(Mas et al., 2012) and at the 10 3 level atthe Subaru Telescope (Vogt et al., 2011).
in mid-2015. Most of the critical hardware
is already in-house and under extensivetest and characterisation.Imaging camerasThe infrared camera works at 1.65 mwith an internal H-band filter. Its read-outnoise is 12 e- rms/pixel and quantumefficiency > 60 %. It is a 1k by 1k Hawaiiarray (engineering grade) from whichwe select only a quadrant of 512 pixels(enough considering the field of view of64 /D); it is read in double-correlatedsampling mode. The optical camera forthe phasing unit is an Apogee camerawith 1024  1024 pixels with 2.2 e- rms/pixel read-out noise, and 92 % quantumefficiency.Current statusThe SPEED testbed is temporarily installedat the Cte dAzur Observatory and willbe relocated to Nice University in early2016 (in an ISO7 class room). It is placedon an optical table with air suspension,and reflective optics has been adoptedfor the whole design, except for thephasing unit arm. The testbed is locatedin a cleanroom in a nearly closed box tominimise internal turbulence and optimisestability. The bench environment is beingintensively characterised. The stabilityof the whole system is one of the majorconcerns and will be characterised,monitored, pre-compensated by designas far as possible, and efforts will focuson developing actively controlled solutionsto ensure the required level of stabilityfor reaching the objectives of the project.The finalisation of the SPEED opticaldesign is underway pending extensivenumerical simulation efforts. An endto-end simulator code is nearly completefor adequately specifying the remainingparameters related to the Fresnel/Talboteffect. Mastering of these effects ismandatory for instrumental and contrastdesign. Integration is planned to start
22
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The SPEED project: A step towards the
ELT-PCS and a path toward PRIS2MThe overall objective of the SPEED projectis to advocate R&D for the future generation of high-contrast imaging instruments. Devising a practical solution forbroadband high-contrast capabilitiesoperated at very small angular separationon unfriendly/complex apertures is anoutstanding problem in high-contrastinstrumentation. In particular, SPEED aimsat increasing the technological readinesslevel of several subsystems to a satisfactory status for any high-contrastinstrument for the E-ELT, especially forthe E-ELT Planetary Camera and Spectrograph (PCS) instrument (Kasper et al.,2013). Although selected for construction,the ELT-PCS is subject to technical readiness, whereas it is considered mandatoryfor the E-ELT to achieve its primary science case (imaging and characterisationof exoplanets ideally down to Earth-likeplanets in the habitable zone). The technological requirements are ambitious andconsidered to be not yet ready for keycomponents and subsystems, but with aclear R&D roadmap (Kasper et al., 2013)it should be possible to avoid any majorshowstopper. The primary objective ofthe SPEED project is therefore to providea strong contribution to these efforts.Together with this initial ambition, theSPEED project has been conceived asan initiator for a real instrument, likely invisitor mode, either dedicated to the VLT(or similar class of telescopes), or to anincentive demonstrator/precursor instrument for the E-ELT-PCS (assuming thepresence of a visitor port with access toa single conjugated adaptive optics[SCAO] system). The recent two-phaseapproach to the E-ELT construction couldforesee an early on-sky demonstrationof PCS technologies on a 8-metre telescope as the optimal approach. Using an8-metre telescope as test bed for E-ELThigh-contrast imaging instrumentationcould indeed be a major asset and couldleverage significant scientific gain overthe SPHERE instrument.A large number of new ideas and knowhow could be inherited from the SPEEDexperiment to build a simplified, singlepurpose, and thus efficient, instrument.For instance, a small IWA observinginstrument to search areas very close toM-dwarfs could straightforwardly emergefrom the SPEED project. This is the ambition behind the PRIS2M project (PlanetResearch Instrument at Small Separationsfrom M-dwarfs) under exploration at theLagrange Laboratory. Such an instrumentcould be seen as both a complementaryprogramme for SPHERE (M-stars are notcovered by the SPHERE science cases)and an exploratory programme for exoplanet direct imaging with the E-ELT-PCS,tackling an important science objective.It could bridge the gap between currentexoplanet imaging instrumentation andthe E-ELT-PCS slot, or alternatively anticipate by ten years the operation of a highcontrast imaging instrument at the E-ELT.The high density of M-dwarfs in the SolarNeighbourhood makes them good candidates for searches for young planets,ensuring a favourable contrast. M-dwarfsare important for understanding themechanisms of planet formation and arecurrently the focus of several ongoingsurvey programmes.AcknowledgementsThe activity outlined in this paper is partially fundedby the Rgion Alpes Cte dAzur, the French Government, and by the European Union as part of theFEDER programme. The project also benefits fromfunding support from the Nice Sophia-Antipolis University, Cte dA zur Observatory, Lagrange Laboratory, Airbus Defence and Space (Astrium), and CNESthrough a 2015 R&T programme. We are grateful toESO for the loan of the near-infrared camera (theformer ADONIS near-infrared wavefront sensingcamera), and warmly acknowledge Sebastion Tordo,Jean-Louis Lizon, Markus Kasper and Norbert Hubin.ReferencesBeuzit, J.-L. et al. 2006, The Messenger, 125, 29Dohlen, K. et al. 2006, Proc. SPIE, 6267, 34DGont, F. et al. 2009, The Messenger, 136, 25Guyon, O. et al. 2014, ApJ, 780, 171Hnault, F. et al. 2011, Proc. SPIE, 8151, 81510AKasper, M. et al. 2010, The Messenger, 140, 24Kasper, M. et al. 2013, High-contrast imaging	roadmap for the E-ELT-PCS, ESO internald ocumentMartinez, P. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9145, 91454EMartinache, F. 2013, PASP, 125, 422Mas, M. et al. 2012, A&A, 539, 126Pueyo, L. & Norman, C. 2013, ApJ, 769, 102Vogt, F. P. A. et al. 2011, PASP, 123, 1434
Astronomical ScienceFORS1 colour composite (B, V, R and H) imageof the head of the cometary globule CG4 in theGum Nebula. CG4 is a dusty star-forming globulewith a long tail extending to the west (bottom ofimage) and pointing away from the Vela supernovaremnant which may be responsible for compressing and shaping the globule. See Release eso1503for more details.
Astronomical Science

An Unbiased Near-infrared Interferometric Survey for Hot
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Exozodiacal dust is warm or hot dust
found in the inner regions of planetarysystems orbiting main sequence stars,in or around their habitable zones. Thedust can be the most luminous component of extrasolar planetary systems,but predominantly emits in the near- tomid-infrared where it is outshone bythe host star. Interferometry provides aunique method of separating this dustyemission from the stellar emission.The visitor instrument PIONIER at theVery Large Telescope Interferometer(VLTI) has been used to search for hotexozodiacal dust around a large sampleof nearby main sequence stars. Theresults of this survey are summarised:9out of 85 stars show excess exozodiacal emission over the stellarphotospheric emission.Planetesimals and comets are a majorcomponent of the Solar System (in theKuiper Belt and the asteroid belt), as wellas of extrasolar planetary systems, wherethey occur in debris discs. Besides theplanets, they are the main outcome of theplanet formation process. Studying the24
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composition and distribution of the dust
produced in debris discs through collisions and outgassing of these larger bodies is a powerful tool that can help toconstrain the architecture, dynamics andevolution of extrasolar planetary systems.However, debris discs that are relativelyeasy to detect are located several astronomical units (au) to a few hundreds of aufrom their host stars, and thus only tracethe outer regions of planetary systems.In order to study the inner regions closeto the habitable zones, one has to studywarm and hot dust closer to the star. Thisdust is called exozodiacal dust, or exozodi for short, by analogue with the Zodiacal dust in the Solar System.The Zodiacal light can be observed ondark nights directly after dusk and beforedawn as a cone of faint light stretchingfrom the horizon in the west (after dusk)or in the east (before dawn). It is causedby sunlight scattered off small dust particles close to the orbit of the Earth. Moregenerally, Zodiacal dust is distributed ina disc inside the asteroid belt, extendingall the way down to the sublimation distance of the dust from the Sun, whichcorresponds to a few Solar radii. Thedust temperatures range from about100K to about 2000 K, depending onthe distance from the Sun. In the innermost regions it forms the Fraunhofercorona (F-corona) of the Sun, a region ofthe corona where the prominent absorption lines in the Solar spectrum are visiblebecause the light seen there is nearlyunaltered sunlight scattered by the dustparticles. It is noteworthy that the Zodiacal light is the most luminous componentof the Solar System after the Sun itself.Not unlike the Zodiacal dust, exozodiacaldust is located in the inner regions ofextrasolar planetary systems, within a fewau of main sequence stars. This regionoften encompasses their habitable zone.Historically, this circumstance has broughtit a lot of attention, because the presenceof exozodis is expected to complicatethe direct-imaging detection and characterisation of Earth-like planets in the habitable zones around other stars by futurespace missions. The faint light of thesepotential planets can be hidden in theextended emission of the dust disc. Thestructures created in the dust distributiondue to planetdisc interaction may pro-
vide clues pointing towards the presence
of a planet, but clumps in the dust distribution may also be misinterpreted asactual planets due to the limited resolution and sensitivity of current instruments.Thus, detecting and characterising exozodiacal dust systems provides criticalinput for the design of such space missions. However, detecting the dust itselfwith present instruments is complicatedby the fact that the warm and hot emission peaks at near- to mid-infrared wavelengths where the dust emission is outshone by the host star. Thus, only a fewvery bright  and perhaps unrepresentative  systems can be detected photometrically.Infrared interferometric detection ofexozodisDue to the small extent of exozodiacalsystems  one au at a typical distanceof 10 pc for nearby stars corresponds toan angular size of 100 milliarcseconds only interferometry is currently able tospatially resolve them. When used atbaselines of a few tens of metres, nearinfrared interferometry is able to fullyresolve the extended emission of the dustdisc while the star still remains largelyunresolved. The result is a small deficit inthe measured squared visibilities (the mainobservable of infrared interferometry)compared to the values expected fromthe star alone (see Figure 1 for an explanation). Using this technique the disc canbe spatially disentangled from the star,allowing the disc to be detected and theratio between the disc and stellar emission measured. This method has so farbeen the most powerful and efficient toolin the search for faint exozodiacal dust.However, the dust detected by thismethod in the near-infrared (NIR) is expected to be very hot, close to its sublimation temperature, and its relation toslightly cooler dust in the habitable zoneis unclear. This habitable zone dust isbrighter in the mid-infrared (MIR) where itcan be detected by the VLTI MID-infraredinterferometric instrument (MIDI) for afew bright systems (e.g., Smith et al.,2009) or more efficiently by nulling interferometry. With this latter method thestellar light from two telescopes is broughtto destructive interference, while light
Figure 1. (Left) Illustration of the detection strategy
for exozodis. The dashed curve shows a realisticcase assuming a uniform disc for both the star andthe flux distribution from the exozodiacal dust anda disc-to-star flux ratio of f=1 %. For the simplifiedcase, the solid curve shows the same assumptions,but with the approximation following the equation.Diameters of the star and (face-on) disc have beenchosen to be 2.5 milliarcseconds (about an A-typestar at 10pc) and 500 milliarcseconds (5 au at10pc), but exact numbers are not relevant for thisillustration.2PT@QDCUHRHAHKHSX
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Figure 2. (Below) A diagram (not to scale) to illustrate
the scattering of planetesimals by an outer planet,that leads to an exchange of angular momentum andthe outward migration of that planet (Bonsor et al.,2014). Some of the scattered particles are ejected,whilst some are scattered into the inner planetarysystem, where they interact with the inner planets.This scattering leads to a flux of material into theexozodi region.)/Aeh /Aeh
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 ff-centre from the star is transmitted,
owhich improves the dynamic range ofthe observations. Both methods havebeen used in parallel in the past to searchfor exozodiacal dust, mostly with theFiber Linked Unit for Optical Recombination (FLUOR) instrument at the Centerfor High Angular Resolution Astronomy(CHARA) array (in the NIR; e.g., Absil etal., 2006) on Mt. Wilson, California andthe Keck Interferometer Nuller (in theMIR; Mennesson et al., 2014) on MaunaKea, Hawaii.Due to the recent development of the visitor instrument PIONIER (Precision Integrated Optics Near Infrared ExpeRiment;LeBouquin et al., 2011) at the VLTI, whichoperates in the H-band, the search forexozodis in the NIR has become moreefficient and of similar accuracy to theprevious surveys, allowing for a significant increase in the number of surveyedstars. The sensitivity of the availableinstruments is, however, only capable ofdetecting exozodis a couple of hundredtimes brighter (more massive) than theZodiacal dust. This state-of-the-art exozodi sensitivity is approximately oneorder of magnitude larger than that(MMDQOK@MDSR
.TSDQOK@MDSR
required to prepare future exoEarth imaging missions. The Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI) is designedto achieve the required sensitivity and willsoon start a MIR survey of 50 to 60 carefully chosen nearby main sequence stars(Weinberger et al., 2015).Potential origins of exozodiacal dustThe fact that many exozodiacal systemshave already been found, given the limited sensitivity of present instruments, issurprising (Absil et al., 2013). Such highlevels of dust are difficult to sustain.The Zodiacal dust has two main origins:collisions of asteroids in the asteroidbelt result in dust that is dragged inwardsby the interaction with stellar radiation(PoyntingRobertson drag) and the evaporation of comets heated when theyget close to the Sun supplies dust. Whilethese scenarios might work for a fewMIR-detected systems, they generally donot work well for more massive systems,as have been detected in the NIR aroundother stars. If the dust density in the discis too high, the dust will further collideand be destroyed before being dragged
.TSDQOK@MDSDRHL@KADKS

inwards to regions where it is detected.
Furthermore, a higher dust mass wouldrequire a larger number of planetesimalswhich are colliding more often to produce the dust present; this processwould in turn destroy the planetesimalsfaster, so that at the ages of the systemsobserved, few planetesimals would beleft (Wyatt et al., 2007). The production ofthe observed amounts of dust throughcomet evaporation would require a largenumber of comets, approximately onethousand events per year similar to HaleBopp reaching its perihelion.A potential scenario explaining such alarge number of comets would be a connection to an outer debris disc whereplanetesimals are scattered inwardsthrough gravitational interaction with anexisting planetary system (see Figure 2).Considering the realistic interaction ofthese planets with the planetesimals(planetesimal-driven planetary migration),this scenario is able to produce detectable exozodis even if the outer debrisdisc were too faint to be detected withpresent instruments (Bonsor et al., 2014).However, such a mechanism puts strongconstraints on the architecture of the
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Figure 3. Excess distribution (left) and distribution
of uncertainties (right) on the disc-to-star flux ratioare shown. The Gaussian overplotted on the excessdistribution has a width of  = 1 and is used to guidethe eye, illustrating that the data are consistent withthis ideal behaviour. Vertical dashed lines are plottedat f= 3 and +3 for the excess distribution andat the median uncertainty (2.6  10 3) for the uncertainty distribution.
underlying planetary system. While this
would be a very interesting scenario,it is questionable whether all systemsobserved are likely to meet these constraints. A combination of planetesimaldriven migration and dust trapping couldexplain the presence of the detecteddust. Potential dust-trapping mechanismsare suggested from the realistic treatment of the dust sublimation (Lebretonet al., 2013) or the interaction of dustgrains with the stellar magnetic field(Czechowski & Mann, 2010).An unbiased near-infrared interferometricsurveyStrong constraints on the potential originsof exozodiacal dust, described above,can be placed by a statistical analysis ofthe detection rate and excess levels ofexozodiacal dust with respect to otherproperties of the systems, such as stellarspectral type, age of the system, or thepresence of a detectable cool debris discin the outer regions of the systems. Adependence on the stellar spectral type(i.e., stellar mass), similar to the one thathas been found for debris discs andyounger protoplanetary discs, wouldsuggest a similar or even common originof the material detected in these differentdust populations. For these systems,26
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more massive discs are present around
more massive stars. A strong dependence on the systems age (most exozodisare detected around very young stars)would suggest that the origin is a collisionally depleting planetesimal belt. Alternatively a strong correlation with the presence of an outer disc would suggest thatthe hot material is supplied through somemechanism from this outer reservoir.Our team carried out the first large, NIRinterferometric survey for hot exozodiacaldust in order to statistically address thequestions on the origin and evolution ofthese enigmatic systems (Absil et al.,2013; Ertel et al., 2014). We started oursearch using CHARA/FLUOR, the firstinstrument to routinely provide therequired accuracy of the measurements.However, FLUOR can only use two telescopes at a time, which results in a limited observational efficiency. Thus, inabout seven years, only around 40 starscould be observed with sufficient accuracy, but this still allowed the first statistical conclusions to be drawn (Absil et al.,2013).The development of the PIONIER instrument for the VLTI, which can use fourtelescopes simultaneously, allowed a significant increase in our observing efficiency, so that in only 12 nights during2012 a total of 92 stars could be observed. A cumulative median 1 accuracyper target of 0.26 % on the disc-to-starflux ratio was reached (Figure 3). Toincrease our sample and thereby toimprove our statistics we combined theresults from the PIONIER survey withthose from FLUOR, resulting in a total ofabout 130 stars observed and available


for the statistical analysis. The targets for
both surveys were selected carefully inorder to avoid any relevant selection biasthat could affect the statistics.In addition to the higher efficiency,PIONIER provides a few advantages overFLUOR. The simultaneous use of fourtelescopes allows the closure phase ofthe detected systems to be measured,which can only be achieved by combiningthe light from combinations of three telescopes. This quantity measures the deviation of the brightness distribution ofan observed target from point symmetry,allowing a star surrounded by a dustdisc and a star orbited by a faint, closecompanion, which otherwise have a verysimilar observed visibility deficit, to bedistinguished. Another advantage is thefact that PIONIER data can be obtainedwith a small spectral resolution of threeor seven spectral channels acrossthe H-band. This information allows oneto constrain the spectral slope of thedetected excess and thus the emissionmechanism and  in case of thermalemission  the temperature of the dust.Survey resultsFrom our PIONIER survey we have foundthat nine out of the 85 targets whichproved to be suitable for our analysis(~11 %) show a significant excess, typically around 0.5 to 1 %, above the stellarphotosphere. Five targets were foundto have a faint, stellar companion andneeded to be rejected as exozodis. Theselatter detections were analysed in a separate study and interesting implicationsfor the formation of binary stars were%+4.1*A@MC/(.-($1'A@MC
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Figure 4. Single (left)
and combined (right)statistics from theFLUOR (red) andPIONIER (blue) sample.The top row shows theexcess fraction withrespect to the stellarspectral type, the middle row shows thesame, but, in addition,separated for stars withand without a debrisdisc detected, and thebottom row the excessfraction for differentspectral types andseparated for starsyounger and older thanthe median age in eachspectral type bin.
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found (Marion et al., 2014). One more star
was rejected from the analysis because itshows hints of post-main sequence evolution which could cause other effects,such as mass loss or strong stellar windsthat might mimic an exozodi in our data.A detailed statistical analysis of thecombined PIONIER and FLUOR sample(Figure 4) shows that the distribution ofthe exozodiacal dust detection rate, withrespect to the stellar spectral type, issimilar to that of debris discs. This suggests that both kinds of dust discs areproduced by circumstellar material originating in the protoplanetary disc duringthe planet formation process. However,there is no correlation between the presence of a debris disc and an exozodiSNS@K
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Figure 5. Excess levels
for the stars in our sample shown against stellarage. Filled symbols arefor stars with significantexcess, while emptysymbols are for starswithout a significantdetection. The sample isseparated into A-typestars and stars of laterspectral types, in orderto account for the different main sequence lifetimes of these stars. Thestar with a 3 % flux ratiois  Aql (see Absil et al.[2013] for details).%&*SXODRHFMHjB@MSDWBDRR-D@QHMEQ@QDCkTWQ@SHN
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v isible in our data. This might suggest
that there is indeed no physical correlation between the two phenomena. Onthe other hand, it is important to note thatwe are only able to detect the brightest,most extreme exozodis with currentinstrumentation, and the debris discsdetectable so far are also at least a fewtimes more massive than the Kuiper Beltin the Solar System. Thus, a significantfraction of both kinds of discs remainundetected and a correlation might behidden by that fact.A very surprising result is that the detection rate (Figure 4) and excess levels (Figure5) of exozodis do not decrease withthe ages of the systems. This would beexpected for any phenomenon thatevolves over time, such as a belt of colliding planetesimals. In contrast, the exozodis seem to be caused by a stochasticprocess or a process that can be triggered stochastically at any time duringthe evolution of the planetary system.One example could be a planetary colli-
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very hot dust emitting significantly in the
H-band needs to be very close to thestar, in the case of scattered light the dustcould be slightly more distant, closer tothe habitable zone. At that location, thedust has a stronger impact on the detectability of habitable Earth-like planets.
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Figure 6. Spectral slopes of the excesses detected
with PIONIER (first three rows) and some p otentialexcesses only identified by their spectral slopes,considered tentative (fourth row). The horizontal,black line illustrates the case of purely (grey) scattered stellar light, while the coloured curves showthe shapes expected from blackbody thermal emission at different temperatures. Error bars are 1.
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sion; however, given the high detection
rate of exozodis, the short lifetime of thedust and the expected scarcity of suchevents, this is not a likely explanation forthe detected systems. Thus, the independence of the detection rate andexcess levels from the ages of the systems surveyed remains enigmatic.An important result from PIONIER derivesfrom the spectrally dispersed data, enabling us to constrain, for the first time,the spectral slopes of a large number ofexcess detections (Figure 6). The thermalemission of even the hottest dust isincreasing towards wavelengths longerthan the H-band. A consequence of thisthermal emission would be an increasingdisc-to-star contrast with wavelength.However, we find for most of our detections that the contrast is rather constantwith wavelength, indicating that the emission is dominated by starlight scatteredoff the dust grains. This unexpectedresult has important implications for thedust distribution in these systems. While
Our sample of near-infrared bright exo
zodis provides an excellent basis for further studies. At the same time, our observations are very timely for the new VLTIinstruments, GRAVITY and MATISSE,expected to arrive in 2015 and 2016,respectively. GRAVITY will enable us toobserve the discs in the K-band, atslightly longer wavelengths than PIONIER,thereby better constraining the slope ofthe excess and thus the emission mechanism. From the increased emission inK-band compared to H-band, GRAVITYwill also allow the excesses to be measured at very high significance. This willallow detection of small variations in theexcess levels, indicative of variation inthe mass and location of the dust, enabling strong constraints to be put on itsevolution. MATISSE will cover the rangeof even longer wavelengths up to theN-band in the MIR, constraining very wellthe most relevant region in which thedust emits (Figure 7). Combining all VLTIinstruments, we will be able to study indetail the dust distribution and composition in these systems. The strength ofcombined modelling of different interferometric data has  to some extent already been shown by our team (Defrreet al., 2011; Lebreton et al., 2013).One of the main questions to beanswered concerns the nature of anyconnections between the hot dustdetected in the NIR, the warm dust in thehabitable zone and even the colder dustfurther out. So far there are indicationsthat there might be an anti-correlation***
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Figure 7. Illustration ofthe spectral coverageof PIONIER and thefuture VLTI instrumentsGRAVITY and MATISSE.The shape of the stellaremission is shown ingrey as the blackbodyemission of two different, typical stellar temperatures. Dust blackbody curves are shownas coloured lines. Thespectral coverage of theVLTI instruments is illustrated by the coloured,vertical bars.
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dust and will give limited constraints on
the dust properties. Only a completeexploitation with both NIR and MIRobservations, and in particular those ofthe near-future instruments at the VLTI,will allow us to precisely characteriseexozodiacal dust and study its origin andevolution, even if this is only possible forsystems bright enough to be detected byour survey.ReferencesAbsil, O. et al. 2006, A&A, 452, 237Absil, O. et al. 2013, A&A, 555, 104Bonsor, A. et al. 2014, MNRAS, 441, 2380Czechowski, A. & Mann, I. 2010, ApJ, 714, 89Defrre, D. et al. 2011, A&A, 534, 5Defrre, D. et al. 2015, ApJ, 799, 1Ertel, S. et al. 2014, A&A, 570, 128Le Bouquin, J.-B. et al. 2011, A&A, 535, 67Lebreton, J. et al. 2013, A&A, 555, 146Marion, L. et al. 2014, A&A, 570, 127Mennesson, B. et al. 2014, ApJ, 797, 119Smith, R. et al. 2009, A&A, 503, 265Weinberger, A. J. et al. 2015, ApJS, in pressWyatt, M. C. et al. 2007, ApJ, 658, 569
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In the context of future observational
perspectives, two instruments in thenorthern hemisphere will soon providecritical complementary information onexozodis: the CHARA/FLUOR instrumentin the NIR and the LBTI in the MIR. Anew mode at CHARA/FLUOR will providespectrally dispersed observations ofnorthern objects inaccessible fromParanal, while the LBTI will observe withunprecedented sensitivity a sample of50 to 60 nearby main sequence stars tocharacterise the faint end of the exozodiluminosity function (see first LBTI resultsin Defrre et al. [2015]). However, theefficiency of both instruments is limiteddue to the use of only one interferometricbaseline at a time and the need for alarge number of observations to reachthe nominal sensitivity. Furthermore, theLBTI exozodi survey is designed forbroadband detection of faint levels of-NQL@KHRDCRODBSQ@KkTWCDMRHSX%p
between the presence of NIR- and MIRdetected dust. This might suggest thepresence of planets in the systems withMIR bright dust emission that preventsthe dust from the outer regions migratingfurther in, where it would be detected inthe NIR. Instead the dust would pile upnear the orbits of those planets.

VISTA VVV (the Variables in the Via
Lactea Public Survey) near-infraredcolour image (JHKs) of the centreof the Galactic H II region M20(NGC6514). At near-infrared wavelengths the line emission is weakerthan in the optical and the dust extinction lower, so background stars areeasily located. Two Cepheid variableson the other side of the Galactic discat 11 kpc were detected in this field;see Release eso1504 for details.
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An Astrophysical Laboratory: Understanding and
Exploiting the Young Massive Cluster Westerlund 1Simon Clark1Ignacio Negueruela 2Ben Ritchie1Paco Najarro 3Norbert Langer4Paul Crowther5Liz Bartlett6Danielle Fenech7Carlos Gonzlez-Fernndez 8Simon Goodwin 5Marcus Lohr1Raman Prinja71
 epartment of Physics and Astronomy,
DThe Open University, Milton Keynes,United Kingdom2Departamento de Fsica, Ingenierade Sistemas y Teora de la Seal,Universidad de Alicante, Spain3Departamento de Astrofsica, Centro deAstrobiologa, (CSIC-INTA), Madrid,Spain4A rgelander Institut fr Astronomie,Bonn, Germany5Department of Physics and Astronomy,University of Sheffield, United Kingdom6A strophysics, Cosmology and GravityCentre (ACGC), Astronomy Department,University of Cape Town, South Africa7Department of Physics & Astronomy,University College London, United Kingdom8Institute of Astronomy, University ofCambridge, United KingdomWesterlund 1 provides a unique opportunity to probe the physics of massivestars, from birth to death and beyond,as well as the formation and evolutionof a super star cluster that appearsdestined to evolve into a globular cluster. We highlight the result of currentstudies of this cluster, its diverse stellarconstituents and immediate environment, concluding with a summaryof future research avenues enabled byESO facilities.Massive stars play a central role in theevolution of galaxies, from the earlyUniverse through to the current epoch,via their intense radiation fields and thedeposition of chemically enriched gasand solid-state material into the interstellarmedium. Moreover they are ultimatelyresponsible for the most energetic, tran-30
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sient high-energy phenomena in the Universe: supernovae, gamma-ray bursts
and X-ray binaries. It is therefore somewhat unsettling that the mechanisms oftheir birth, the processes governing theirsubsequent evolution on and beyond themain sequence (MS) and the nature oftheir deaths and ultimate fate  neutronstar or black hole  are shrouded inuncertainty.Nevertheless, our current understandingis sufficient to enable us to identify thephysical agents driving massive stellarevolution. A central theoretical tenet isthat the evolutionary pathway of a staris dependent on its initial mass, but, forthe most massive stars, powerful stellarwinds and, in their latter evolutionarystages, violent instabilities act to continuously strip their hydrogen-rich outerlayers away. The efficiency of such processes is likely to contribute to thedichotomy between type II (H-rich) andtype Ibc (H-poor/depleted) supernovae(SNe). Since stellar winds are driven byradiation pressure, this in turn introducesan additional explicit metallicity dependence into massive stellar evolution.Moreover, the internal dynamics of suchstars, and hence the degree of mixingof chemically processed and unprocessed material they experience, will alsoplay a profound role in their evolution.Since it is likely that both the (differential?)rotation of such stars and the presence(or absence) of an internal magnetic fieldwill play key roles in determining the efficiency of such processes, these too mustbe incorporated into theoretical models.Finally, it has recently been recognisedthat a large proportion of massive starsare born in binary systems, and that inmany cases these are close enough topermit interactions on or beyond theMS (e.g., Sana et al. 2013; de Mink et al.,2014). Since this can lead to the removalof the outer layers of a mass donor, therejuvenation/growth of the mass recipientand, in extreme cases, their merger, itis apparent that both the binary fractionas well as the physical properties (e.g.,mass ratio and orbital separation) alsoprofoundly impact stellar evolution.One can thus readily envisage how theendpoints of the stellar lifecycle depend
on the interplay of these parameters. At
a given stellar mass, do these factorscombine to drive sufficient mass loss topermit a type Ibc rather than a type II SN?Is the pre-SN core rotating rapidlyenough to permit a gamma-ray burst?Indeed, is the core massive and compactenough to form a black hole rather thana neutron star, and, if the latter, is it powered by the extraction of rotational ormagnetic energy?Observational testsHow, then, may one quantify the rolesplayed by these various evolutionaryagents? Ideally, one would like to studya homogeneous stellar population wherethe competing physical effects mightbe distinguished. An obvious solution isto employ massive stellar clusters orassociations as laboratories, since boththe age and metallicity of the stars maybe expected to be well constrained andfurthermore they furnish a statisticallyrobust sample size.With a mass likely > 105 MA, the30Doradus star-forming complex (R136)within the Large Magellanic Cloud is acompelling target (Figure 1, bottom), moreso because the low foreground extinctionpermits observations of traditional blueend (400500 nm) spectral diagnosticsfor massive stars. These factors drovethe development and implementation ofthe VLT/FLAMES Tarantula survey (Evanset al., 2011), which encompasses ~800Oand B stars and, to date, has resultedin about 20 refereed publications on theproperties and evolution of its members.Given this undoubted success, what isthe motivation for additional studies?We may identify a number of factors.Most importantly one would wish tostudy differing metallicity environments inorder to determine the effect of chemicalcomposition on stellar evolution. Secondly, star formation across the ~ 200 pcextent of 30 Dor appears to have proceeded in multiple bursts over ~ 10 Myr(Walborn & Blades, 1997). Therefore,identifying the co-eval populations ideallyrequired to most effectively investigatestellar evolution is non-trivial, especiallysince the most likely locations to hostthem  dense individual clusters such as
NASA, ESA and D. Lennon (ESA/STScI)
DSS

Figure 1. Top: Optical image of Westerlund 1 (~ 7.3 pc on a side) taken with
the Wide Field Imager (WFI) on theMPG/ESO 2.2-metre telescope, withBVR filters, showing the position ofboth the magnetar and putative binarycompanion Wd1-5.Middle: Wide-field optical image(~ 175 pc on a side) of the field centredon Wd1 (the fuzzy orange blob in thecentre).Bottom: HST composite-colour imageof the s tar-forming complex 30Doradus in the Large Magellanic Cloud(size 185 pc by ~ 146 pc), from a combination of Hubble Space TelescopeAdvanced Camera for S urveys/WideField Channel (ACS/WFC) and WideField Camera 3 (WFC3/UVIS) images(i-band) and WFI ([O III] and H narrowband filters).
R136  are difficult to probe due to
crowding. Despite this extended star formation history, 30 Dor appears to lackthe cool hypergiants which help drive theextensive mass loss required to facilitatethe formation of H-depleted WolfRayetstars (WRs). Finally one might also wishto explore whether the environment inwhich the stars form affects their lifecycle, e.g., via the dynamical formation,modification and disruption of binaries.Historically, it was thought that the massive stellar aggregates required to enablesuch studies were absent from the Galaxy. However the advent of near- andmid-infrared surveys revealed an everexpanding population of heavily obscuredyoung massive clusters, alleviating thisapparent deficiency. Nevertheless, giventhe effort expended in uncovering thispopulation, it is frustrating that possiblythe most massive cluster in the Galaxyappears to have been hidden in plainsight: in 1961 Bengt Westerlund simplycharacterised his discovery as a veryyoung heavily reddened cluster, withWesterlund 1 (Wd1; Figure 1, top andmiddle) languishing in relative obscurityfor the next forty years.In retrospect the detection of an unprecedented cohort of cool, short-lived yellowhypergiants (YHGs) and red supergiants(RSGs) in the earliest observations ofWd1 obviously required a substantialpopulation of massive progenitors; a clearindication that the cluster was worthy offollow-up observations. Motivated insteadby the unusual radio properties of Wd1,the discovery that it hosted unprecedented numbers of both blue super- andhypergiants (BSG/BHGs) and WRs cameas a complete surprise (Clark et al., 2005).Analysis of these populations implied adistance of ~ 5 kpc, a radius of < 2 pc(in comparison to the 200 pc extent of30 Dor; Figure 1, bottom) and an apparentintegrated mass of ~ 105 MA, revealingthat Wd1 was the first direct Galacticanalogue of the super star clusters thatcharacterise the young stellar populationof starburst galaxies.Intriguingly, the simultaneous presenceof both WRs and RSGs was unexpected,suggesting that we either view Wd1at a privileged point in its evolution, orthat it comprises two or more stellar
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Figure 2. Montage of representative red-end optical
spectra of evolved OB stars in Wd1 showing thesmooth progression in both spectral type and luminosity class expected for a coeval stellar population(from Clark et al., in prep.).-NQL@KHRDCkTWNEERDS
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 opulations. In order to investigate this
pissue, follow-up observations of theevolved OB star population were madewith the suite of Very Large Telescope(VLT) instrumentation. These revealed ahighly uniform population, with the spectral type and luminosity class of starsevolving continuously from O9 III toB2.5 Ia (see Figure 2; Negueruela et al.[2010] and Clark et al. in prep.). Thisbehaviour is exactly that expected for asimple homogeneous and co-eval stellarpopulation at an age of ~ 5 Myr, exactlythe time for which one might expect theco-existence of WRs and RSGs. Critically,these observations would have detecteda population of either younger or oldersupergiants if present within Wd1, theabsence of such stars implying that itformed in a near instantaneous starburst.Such a conclusion was independentlyreached via observations at the otherextreme of the mass function, with anage spread of < 0.4 Myr suggested forWd1 via the properties of stars at the MSturn-on (Kudryavtseva et al., 2012).How did Wd1 form?The deduction of a nearly instantaneousburst immediately begs the question ofhow Wd1 formed. Observations of otherstar-forming regions in the Galaxy, and32
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beyond, appear to show an additional
level of hierarchy, whereby star clustersthemselves form in larger complexesembedded within the remains of theirnatal giant molecular clouds. Exemplarsinclude 30 Doradus, which hosts a number of clusters distributed throughout itsconfines (Figure 1, bottom), and the G305complex, comprising a number of apparent proto-clusters embedded on theperiphery of a wind-blown bubble drivenby the young massive clusters Danks 1and 2 (Clark & Porter, 2004; Davies et al.,2012). A further, diffuse population ofmassive stars is distributed across bothregions, which taken together are indicative of ongoing star formation activity overseveral Myr.However wide-field optical imaging ofWd1 reveals no such ongoing star formation activity, nor satellite clusters (Figure1, top and middle); a conclusion supported by inspection of near- and midinfrared data (e.g., the Two Micron All SkySurvey [2MASS] and the Spitzer GalacticLegacy Infrared Mid Plane Survey[GLIMPSE] and Multi Band ImagingPhotometer Galactic [MIPSGAL] surveys).Mindful that it might be surrounded bya diffuse halo of isolated massive stars(either OB stars or RSGs; c.f., Negueruelaet al., 2011), we obtained AAOmegamulti-object spectroscopic observations
of photometrically selected targets,
but no such population was identified.Entirely unexpectedly, Wd1 appears tohave formed in splendid isolation. Givenboth its coevality and the absence ofadditional, contaminating populations itthus serves as a gold-standard laboratory for the analysis of massive stellarevolution.This, however was not the only surprise.Ostensibly designed to search for binarycandidates, a multi-epoch radial velocity(RV) survey of the OB star population ofWd1 was undertaken with VLT/FLAMES(Ritchie et al., 2009). However the resultant dataset also permitted a determination of the cluster velocity dispersion,once the intrinsic RV variables, whichwould artificially inflate this measurement,were removed from the sample. Such ananalysis of the pre-2010 dataset returnsa velocity dispersion of < 4.6 km s 1(Clark et al., 2014). This implies that Wd1is sub-virial, which is difficult to explainsince, in conjunction with its radial extent,one would instead expect it to be dynamically relaxed and hence in virial equilibrium. One potential solution to this apparent paradox might be that Wd1 formed,or is in the process of forming, via themerger of a number of discrete subclumps. However no statistical evidencefor such spatially distinct co-movinggroups was found within the RV data.Our new observations appear to raisemore questions than answers. Why isWd1 currently in a sub-virial state? Howwas so much mass accumulated in sucha small volume of space? What was thenature of the physical agent that led toits apparently instantaneous formation inan otherwise unassuming region of theGalaxy before quenching any furtheractivity? The pronounced differencesbetween Wd1 and other massive galacticstellar aggregates demand answersto such questions, even before one considers that it represents the outcomeof the dominant mode of star formationin starburst galaxies and, that, given itssub-virial nature, we are witnessing the
formation of a proto-globular cluster in
the local Universe.Binary evolution in actionDespite the uncertainty in the mode ofits formation, the highly coeval natureof Wd1 makes it an ideal laboratory tostudy the effects of binarity on stellarevolution. Binary systems may be identified via a number of methodologies,from the RV survey described above andperiodic (eclipsing or ellipsoidal) photometric modulation, to indirect diagnosticssuch as hard, over-luminous X-ray emission and/or the presence of host dust,both forming in the wind collision zonesof massive binaries (Clark et al., 2008). Asynthesis of these disparate criteria hasto date resulted in the identification ofover 70 confirmed and candidate binarieswithin Wd1 (Ritchie et al., in prep.), withthe Monte Carlo simulations required toreturn an unbiased binary fraction underway.The central role that binarity plays instellar evolution is clearly illustrated by
contrasting the homogeneous population
of OB giants and supergiants to theremarkably diverse cohort of furtherevolved transitional and WR stars withinWd1 (Clark et al., 2005; Crowther et al.,2006). Binary interaction in compactsystems has the effect of prematurelyremoving the outer H-rich mantle of theprimary and hence modifying evolution,by both preventing a subsequent transition through a cool hypergiant phaseand initiating the extreme mass-loss thatcharacterises WRs earlier than anticipated. Subject to limits imposed by itsrapid spin-up, the secondary accretessome of the material lost by the primary,while some is lost to the system. Thisis well illustrated by Wd1-9, where thecentral binary appears completely veiledby a dense dusty circumstellar torus,resulting in the rich emission-line spectrum and infrared excess that characterises such supergiant B[e] stars (Figure 3;Clark et al., 2013).
cation of binarity, the latter group forms
a natural extension of the sequence ofB0-2Ia supergiants as predicted by evolutionary theory. Conversely the propertiesof the former are consistent with binarydriven mass loss; indeed RV data forboth Wd1-13 and -44 reveal them to beshort-period systems (Ritchie et al., 2010and in prep.).The WC9+O star binary Wd1-239 (Porb~5.05 days; Clark et al., 2011) is consequently of interest since its propertiesare consistent with expectations for thepre-SN endpoint of such a pathway.Under this scenario, the early onset ofthe WR phase leads to significant additional mass loss, a low pre-SN coremass and the production of a neutronstar. However the current compact configuration of Wd1-239 accommodates aneven more exciting scenario: the rapidrotation induced in massive, tidally lockedbinaries naturally leads to highly efficientinternal mixing and hence chemicallyhomogeneous evolution. This halts theexpansion of the primary and, as a consequence, it remains within its Rochelobe, preventing binary-driven mass loss.
The subset of early (Wd1-5, -13 and -44)
and late (Wd1-7, -33 and -42a) BHGsapparently represents the immediate outcome of both pathways. Showing no indi-'D(
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Figure 3. Optical spectra of the
supergiant B[e] binary Wd1-9 and theblue hypergiant Wd1-5, a post binaryinteraction product. A best-fit syntheticspectrum derived from a non-localthermal equilibrium model atmospherefor Wd1-5 is overplotted in red. Majortransitions are indicated; weakere mission features in the spectrum ofWd1-9 are from low excitation metalssuch as Fe II.
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second interactive phase in which its
outer layers are also ejected, revealingthe chemically processed core. A finalphase of reverse mass transfer from thisnewborn WR star pollutes the primary,yielding carbon-enhanced chemistry,before the secondary is lost to the typeIbc SN in which the magnetar forms andthe primary is unbound, which weobserve today as Wd1-5. Encouragingly,such a binary pathway naturally leadsto rapid rotation in the magnetar progenitor, as well as physical conditions inwhich a significant magnetic field may beborn, which are both pre-requisites ofcurrent theories of magnetar formation.l
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Figure 4. Optical image of Westerlund 1 (greyscale)
with both the 3 cm radio map (red contours;D ougherty et al., 2010) and ALMA pointings (bluecircles) overplotted.
In contrast to the former scheme this
in turn leads to a high pre-SN core massand resultant black hole (BH) formation.Clearly then, the evolutionary history ofa given star  e.g., single versus binaryand chemically homogeneous versusinhomogeneous  plays a critical rolein the choice of post-SN relativisticremnant. With an initial mass > 35 MA(c.f., Ritchie et al., 2010), one wouldexpect that any single star undergoinga SN within Wd1 at this epoch wouldresult in the formation of a BH. Hence,following the arguments above, the discovery of a young, highly magnetisedneutron star within Wd1  a magnetar(Muno et al., 2006)  provides a powerful motivation for validating these scenarios, more so since the birth of suchmagnetars has been implicated in someof the most energetic explosions in the34
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Universe (gamma-ray bursts and super
luminous SNe).It is therefore reassuring that observational support for this paradigm has beenprovided by the discovery of a candidatefor the pre-SN binary companion of themagnetar  the runaway BHG Wd1-5(Figures 1 and 3; Clark et al., 2014). Tailored spectral analysis reveals a carbonrich chemistry that can only have arisenvia binary evolution, a conclusion buttressed by its over-luminosity for its spectroscopic mass. We employed the current properties of Wd1-5 to infer a pre-SNhistory for the putative Wd1 magnetarprogenitor system whereby the primaryin a compact (Porb < 8 days) 41 + 35 MAbinary transfers its outer layers to thesecondary. As a result it rapidly spins upand becomes so massive that it evolvesmore rapidly than the primary, initiating a
In the preceding text we have highlighted
some recent results from our ongoingefforts to fully exploit the opportunity presented by Wd1, but where do we go fromhere? In the near future our immediategoals are to fully characterise the binarypopulation in terms of frequency, separation and period. Tailored quantitativeanalyses of individual systems will run inparallel to this; the first aim of this strandbeing the determination of the evolutionary status of the cool BHG population i.e., are they the progenitors or descendants of the RSGs?Our current and archival data will alsopermit us to identify massive blue stragglers and other binary products withinWd1 that have been predicted on theoretical grounds (de Mink et al., 2014). Thisis of importance for both the verificationof our putative magnetar formation scenario and also because Schneider et al.(2014) suggest that such a route mayproduce some of the most massive starsknown  essentially suggesting thatmassive star formation may be a twostage process, and in the process modifying the primordial cluster initial massfunction.The advent of the K-band Multi ObjectSpectrograph (KMOS) enables the efficient accumulation of spectra samplingthe chemical and rotational diagnosticsessential for the model-atmosphereanalysis of the lower luminosity, lessevolved stars; hitherto inaccessible dueto interstellar extinction. Novel approaches
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Figure 5. Representative spectral energy distribution
for the B0 Ia star  Ori showing the submillimetreexcess introduced by wind clumping (from Blommeet al., 2002).LL
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to understand the nature of these stars
may also be employed. For instance current observations indicate that pulsationalvariability is ubiquitous across all stellarpopulations within Wd1 (Clark et al.,2010); theoretical modelling by Saio et al.(2013) suggests that the periodicities ofsuch pulsations provide important information on the evolutionary state of thepulsators. A synthesis of such data wouldallow the accurate construction of anenhanced HertzsprungRussell diagramfor the cluster, potentially allowing us tobreak temperature/luminosity degeneracies and determine whether, for example,a given BSG or B-/YHG is in a pre- orpost-RSG phase.Moving beyond multi-object spectroscopy, the proximity of Wd1 permits theresolution and detection of individualstars at submillimetre and radio wavelengths, a feat not yet replicable for30Dor. Figure 4 shows the coverage ofextant radio observations (Dougherty etal., 2010) and approved Atacama LargeMillimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)observations (PI: Fenech). At long wavelengths, the submillimetre and radioobservations will allow the degree of substructure (clumping) present in the windsof the OB star cohort to be quantified,and refinement of the mass-loss estimates, which are currently uncertain bya factor of ~ 5 or more due to theirdependence on this parameter. Figure 5shows as an example the effect of windclumping compared to the smooth windmodel for a nearby B0 supergiant. Similarly, the ALMA observations will permitestimates of mass loss for the YHGs andBL
BL

RSGs to be made via the dust content
of their winds. In combination theseapproaches will better constrain the rateat which mass is lost throughout thefull evolutionary cycle of massive stars critical input physics for theoretical modelling.Very Large Telescope (VLTI) observationsof the hypergiant population permit thedirect resolution of their photospheresand circumstellar environments. This isessential in order to quantify the effectsof the harsh ultraviolet environment ofWd1 on such distended stars  do theyexperience surface ablation and/or dustdestruction, and are the extended COand water layers (called MOL-spheres;Arroyo-Torres et al., 2015) that characterise isolated RSGs precluded? Similarobservations will also allow constraintsto be placed on the geometry and properties of the circumstellar torus ofWd1-9 and hence on the physics of thecommon-envelope binary evolution.Binary interactions may also be probedwith the ~ 350 ks of archival Chandra andXMM-Newton observations that haveaccumulated via studies of the magnetar(Bartlett et al., in prep.), a six-foldincrease in integration time compared toprevious studies (Clark et al., 2008).Determining the origin of the high-energyemission of Wd1 is a particularly excitingprospect, given that it has recently beenrecognised to be both a GeV and TeVsource (Ohm et al., 2013).
trum, with its youth, mass and proximity
conspiring to create a unique environment for the study of massive star andstar cluster formation and evolution.Complementing ongoing studies in thelow-metallicity environment of 30 Dor,it naturally falls along a sequence ofGalactic clusters with ages ranging from13Myr (e.g., the Arches and NGC3603)through to 1520 Myr (the RSG-dominated clusters at either end of theGalactic bar) allowing us to address theevolution of stars from ~ 10 to > 100 MA,while providing fresh insights into therecent star formation history of the MilkyWay. Moreover its integrated mass andstellar density allow us to probe the physics of the unresolved super star clustersthat characterise external starburst galaxies through cosmological time and,given its apparent sub-virial nature, thebirth throes of a future globular cluster.ReferencesArroyo-Torres, B. et al. 2015, A&A, in press,	 arXiv:1501.01560Blomme, R. et al. 2002, A&A, 382, 921Clark, J. & Porter, J. 2004, A&A, 427, 839Clark, J. et al. 2005, A&A, 545, 949Clark, J. et al. 2008, A&A, 477, 147Clark, J., Ritchie, B. & Negueruela, I. 2010, A&A,	 516, A78Clark, J. et al. 2011, A&A, 531, A28Clark, J., Ritchie, B. & Negueruela, I. 2013, A&A,	 560, A11Clark, J. et al. 2014, A&A, 565, A90Crowther, P. et al. 2006, MNRAS, 372, 1407Davies, B. et al. 2012, MNRAS, 419, 1871Dougherty, S. et al. 2010, A&A, 511, A58de Mink, S. et al. 2014, ApJ, 782, 7Evans, C. et al. 2011, A&A, 530, A108Kudryavtseva, N. et al. 2012, ApJ, 750, L44Muno, M. et al. 2006, ApJ, 636, L41Negueruela, I., Clark, J. & Ritchie, B. 2010, A&A,	 516, 78Negueruela, I. et al. 2011, A&A, 528, A59Ohm, S., Hinton, J. A. & White, R. 2013, MNRAS,	 434, 2289Ritchie, B. et al. 2009, A&A, 507, 1585Saio, H., Georgy, C. & Meynet, G. 2013, MNRAS,	 433, 1246Sana, H. et al. 2013, A&A, 550, A107Schneider, F. et al. 2014, ApJ, 780, 117Walborn, N. & Blades, J. 1997, ApJS, 112, 457
To summarise, Wd1 is an enticing target
across the whole electromagnetic spec-
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Universidad Catlica de Chile, Santiago,Chile2	The Millennium Institute of Astrophysics, Chile3	 ESO4	Universit de Nice Sophia Antipolis,CNRS, France5	Excellence Cluster Universe, Garching,Germany6	 INAFOsservatorio di Padova, Italy7	GEPI, Observatoire de Paris, France8	Space Telescope Science Institute,Baltimore, USA9	Departamento de Ciencias Fisicas,Universidad Andres Bello, Chile10	Vatican Observatory, Italy11	Carnegie Institute of Washington,Pasadena, USAThe GIRAFFE Inner Bulge Survey(GIBS) is a spectroscopic survey of~6500 core helium burning (red clump)stars in the Milky Way Bulge, carriedout with the FLAMES GIRAFFE spectrograph at the VLT. The aim of the GIBSsurvey is to derive the metallicity andradial velocity distributions of Bulgestars, across 31 fields in the region ofGalactic longitude range  10 to + 10and latitude range  10 to + 5. This isthe area also mapped by the VISTAVariables in the Va Lctea (VVV) ESOPublic Survey.With a mass ~1010 MA in stars, theGalactic Bulge is the only bulge in whichwe can resolve individual stars down tothe bottom of the main sequence. It isalso the only bulge for which high-resolution spectra can be obtained for giantstars, providing chemical abundances ofseveral atomic species. Nevertheless,36
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Figure 1. Approximatelocation of the observedfields, overplotted on anoptical image of theMilky Way Bulge. Thelarge white rectangle isthe area covered by theVVV survey. Open circles are fields observedat R ~ 6500 in the CaTspectral region (LR8),while open squares arefields observed at R ~22 500 around ~ 6300 (HR13). Crosses arefields observed in LR8 inprogramme 89.B-0830.The blue star is the field,in Baades Window,used for the CaT calibration and the blue triangle is the field discussedin Vsquez et al. (2013).
due to the high level of crowding, absolute and differential interstellar extinction, and foreground disc contamination,our knowledge of the Bulge structure,kinematics and stellar population is stillrelatively poor. The ultimate goal, whenstudying the Galactic Bulge, is to set constraints on the formation mechanism(s)of the Milky Way and, by extension, ofgalaxies in general.

the metal-rich component has kinematics
more typical of a bar, and relatively low[/Fe] (e.g., Hill et al., 2011). Moreover,when tracing the 3D structure of theBulge using RR Lyrae variables, whichare clean tracers of the oldest stellarpopulation, a spheroidal structure isfound, with no evidence of either a baror a boxy/peanut structure (Dkny etal., 2013).
The inner region (< 3 kpc) of the Milky
Way has been known for a long time tohost a bar (Blitz & Spergel, 1991). Onlyrecently, however, have detailed 3Dmaps been constructed using red clumpstars as distance indicators; thesemaps have revealed that the outer Bulgeexhibits a strong boxy/peanut component, sometimes also called X-shaped(e.g., McWilliam & Zoccali, 2010). Dynamical models predict the formation ofboxy/peanut structures as the outcomeof the secular evolution of a disc, throughthe formation and subsequent verticalheating of a bar. Observationally, thesemodels are confirmed by the cylindricalrotation of the Bulge (Howard et al., 2009)and by the asymmetries in the radialmotions of the near and far edges of theBar (Vsquez et al., 2013). We mightconclude, therefore, that we understandthe Bulge structure, kinematics and formation mechanism, except that severalother observations indicate the presenceof at least another component in theBulge. The metal-poor component of theBulge has spheroid-like kinematics andhigh -element to iron ratios [/Fe], while
The main goal of GIBS is to couple
chemical and kinematical information for200400 stars in each of 31 fields acrossthe Bulge area in order to investigatewhether we can confirm the presence oftwo distinct components, and what theirproperties are. The core of the projectis the ESO Large Programme 187.B-0909(PI: Zoccali), targeting red clump stars in24 fields. These data complement otherarchival data acquired using the sameGIRAFFE instrument setup, wavelengthrange and signal to noise (S/N). Specifically, we also analysed another 111 redclump stars in Baades Window acquiredwithin a pilot programme designed tobuild a calibration of Calcium II Triplet(CaT) equivalent widths versus [Fe/H](Programme 385.B-0735; Vsquez et al.,2015, in preparation). Another ~100 redclump stars in each of five fields at Galactic latitude, b = 2 were added fromprogramme 089.B-0830 (PI: Gonzalez).Finally, we include in all the plots another454 red clump stars in a field at (l, b) =(0, 6) for which the CaT spectral regionwas measured with the Inamori MagellanAreal Camera and Spectrograph (IMACS)2.0
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spectrograph at the Magellan Telescope
(Vsquez et al., 2013). Figure 1 showsthe location of the 31 observed fields onan image of the Bulge.All the spectra, with the exception ofthose in the fields at latitude 4 wereobtained with the FLAMES GIRAFFEsetup LR8, at a resolution R = 6500,centred on the CaT spectral feature at~8500 . Their typical S/N, per pixel,is ~50. About 200 stars were targetedin most of the fields, with the only exceptions being the fields along the Bulgeminor axis, where spectra for ~400 starswere obtained. Stars in the fields atb~4 were observed at a higher spectral resolution (R = 22 500) with setupHR13, centred at ~6500, in order tomeasure the chemical abundance of ironand the light elements, and to investigatethe presence of radial gradients in the-element ratios across different longitudes. The typical S/N per pixel of thesehigh-resolution spectra is ~100. Figure 2shows sample spectra for stars of different metallicity taken with the two setups.Radial velocitiesHeliocentric radial velocities (RVs) weremeasured by cross-correlations usingthe IRAF fxcor task. For the low-resolution spectra the adopted template was asynthetic spectrum for stellar surface[Mg/H] = +0.186319
6320
6321

Figure 2. Example of typical spectra
observed with GIRAFFE setup LR8 for threetargets with different preliminary metallicity(left panel). Vertical ticks mark the three corresponding CaT lines. The upper panels showexamples of the high-resolution spectraaround the Mg triplet region (6318 ) and thebest-fitting synthetic spectra used to derive[Mg/Fe] abundances for all the stars observedthrough the HR13 setup.
parameters Teff = 4750 K, log g = 2.5 and
[Fe/H] =  1.3. The template metallicitywas chosen to be on the low side of thedistribution in order to avoid includingtoo many weak, unresolved lines. For thehigh-resolution, HR13 spectra, the crosscorrelation was performed with the sameIRAF routine, but a template syntheticspectrum with Teff = 4500 K, log g = 2.3and [Fe/H] =  0.3. The typical error onthese velocities is ~ 0.6 km s 1.The GIBS survey allows the radial distribution of the inner Bulge regions (b = 1,2) to be investigated for the first time;both are inaccessible to the Bulge RadialVelocity Assay survey (BRAVA; Rich et al.,2007) and the Abundances and Radialvelocity Galactic Origins Survey (ARGOS;Freeman et al., 2013). Extensive discussion of the RVs is presented in Zoccali etal. (2014), including a comparison withprevious works. We show in Figure 3 theobserved mean RV and velocity dispersion in each field, together with the rotation profiles predicted by the boxy peanut bulge models by Martinez-Valpuestaet al. (2006). A remarkable agreement isapparent at all latitudes, except for thevelocity dispersion profile at b =  2,where the data show a central peak notpresent in the models. The peak, visiblein the third row, right panel of Figure 3, atl = 0, might be due to a high density peakin the inner ~ 250 pc, or perhaps to someanisotropy in the velocity distribution.
The general rotation pattern of the Bulge,
together with the central peak in thevelocity dispersion can both be appreciated much better in a kinematical mapof the inner Galaxy, constructed by interpolating the data points shown in Figure3. The map, shown in Figure 4, anddiscussed in Zoccali et al. (2014), canbe directly compared with kinematicalmaps of external bulges of external galaxies from integral field unit (IFU) surveyssuch as, e.g., ATLAS3D (Emsellem et al.,2004) and the Calar Alto Legacy IntegralField Area Survey (CALIFA; Snchez etal., 2012). In addition, it provides theexpected mean RV and velocity dispersion, , at any location within the areamapped by GIBS.Metallicity distribution function across theinner Galactic BulgeIron abundances from GIRAFFE low-resolution spectra are obtained using CaTlines as a metallicity indicator. The correlation between the equivalent widths ofCaT lines and global metallicity was firstdemonstrated in the late 1980s by meansof integrated spectra of Galactic globularclusters. Later on this empirical evidencewas confirmed in several studies of individual star spectra, and it has beenextensively used in the study of Galacticstar clusters and Milky Way satellites.Before starting the present programmewe made sure that such a correlationwould hold for super-solar metallicities,with the [Ca/Fe] profile appropriate forBulge K giants. About 200 red clump andred giant branch stars were observedat both high resolution (HR13, HR14) andlow resolution (LR8). These observationswere used to derive a CaT versus [Fe/H]calibration specifically designed for thetargets of the GIBS programme (Vsquezet al. 2015, in preparation).For the stars observed at R ~ 22 500,with the HR13 setup, metallicities andelement ratios are derived using thesame iterative method described inZoccali et al. (2008) and Gonzalez et al.(2011). Specifically, equivalent widthsof isolated Fe lines are obtained automatically by means of the DAOSPECautomated code. The list of lines is thesame as that which was used in Zoccaliet al. (2008) and Gonzalez et al. (2011),
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correcting for interstellar extinction using
the map by Gonzalez et al. (2012). Surface gravity was derived photometricallyas described in Zoccali et al. (2008).The first-guess parameters were used tocreate an ATLAS9 model atmosphere(Castelli & Kurucz, 2004). Effective temperature and micro-turbulent velocitywere then spectroscopically refined bysimultaneously imposing excitation equilibrium on a list of unblended Fe I andFe II lines and by forcing a zero slope inthe relation between equivalent widthsand the derived abundance of each line.A new ATLAS9 model atmosphere wasthen generated using the new set ofparameters and the procedure wasrepeated until the optimal set of parameters was found. The entire procedure wascarried automatically for the entire highresolution sample using the code GALA(Mucciarelli et al., 2013). Final metallicitieswere used to construct the metallicitydistributions that are shown in Figure 5.The derived metallicities allow us toexplore by direct spectroscopic measurements the metallicity gradient along latitude and longitude in the inner GalacticBulge. Figure 5 shows a subsample of 26out of 31 fields following a regular grid,for a direct comparison of the metallicitydistribution functions along longitude andlatitude strips. The data clearly show avertical gradient at each given longitude,which is consistent with the patternderived from photometry using VVV data(Gonzalez et al., 2013). The spatial coverage of GIBS allows us to explore thisgradient as close to the Galactic Plane asb= 2. Along the minor axis (l = 0)there is an extra field b =  1. The innerfields show a flattening of the vertical gradient close to the Plane, validating andextending the results by Rich et al. (2012)based on infrared spectroscopy of a fewdozen stars along l = 0.Chemical abundances10
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10
which was carefully calibrated to template stars  Leonis, Arcturus and theSun. First-guess photometric temperatures and gravity were obtained fromthe O ptical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE-II) optical photometry, after
Using the spectroscopic stellar parameters, Ca and Mg abundances were calculated by means of fitting synthetic spectrato each observed spectrum of our sample. Synthetic spectra were created usingthe MOOG code fed by the corresponding MARCS model atmosphere and theline list from Gonzalez et al. (2011).
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 igure2 showed an example of the Mg
Fregion for a metal-poor and a metal-richstar in our sample and, in addition, thebest-fit synthetic spectrum is also shown.Mg abundances derived in this way allowus to investigate the [Mg/Fe] trend as afunction of [Fe/H], which is related to the
Figure 4. Mean radial velocity (left) and velocity
dispersion (right) surfaces in the longitudelatitudeplane, constructed from the measured rotationp rofiles at negative latitudes. Grey points show thepositions of the GIBS 31 observed fields, while theblack contour lines are labelled with the relevantvelocity in km s 1.(0, +4)
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star formation timescale of a given stellar
system. A high [Mg/Fe] at a given [Fe/H]indicates a rapid star formation. Figure 6shows the [Mg/Fe] trend for the entireGIBS high-resolution sample of Bulge redclump stars, together with the abundances for the sample of Bulge giantspresented in Gonzalez et al. (2011). Thesmaller scatter in the GIBS data indicatesthe superior quality of the new data compared to previous ones. The higher S/Nand a refined procedure to derive accuratestellar parameters have resulted in a fineset of measurements that will allow usto probe the Bulge abundance gradientswith unprecedented accuracy. By comparing this relation to that of other Galactic components we are able to investigatethe presence of chemical similarities/differences between the Bulge and thethin/thick Disc, and establish the relativestar formation timescales (Gonzalez et al.2015, in preparation).The observations for the GIBS survey arecurrently complete. At least three majorpapers are about to be submitted, on thechemical abundances from the high-resolution spectra (as shown in Figure 6),0.1
0.2

Figure 5. Metallicity distribution functions for
a subsample of 26 fields along an approximatelyregular grid in Galactic coordinates (see labels).Metallicities measured from low- (green) and high(blue) resolution GIRAFFE spectra are shown asdashed histograms.
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Figure 6. [Mg/Fe] abundance ratios obtained from
the HR13 spectra of 468 red clump stars in fourGIBS fields (red), compared to those for red giantbranch stars from the sample of Gonzalez et al.(2011; black symbols). See text for discussion.
the metallicity distribution function across
all the fields (c.f., Figure 5) and a detailedanalysis of the kinematics, from RVs andproper motions, coupled with metallicity.A further step includes tracing the oldestBulge component, by means of RR Lyraevariables. Extensive catalogues of RRLyrae stars are becoming available fromthe OGLE-IV survey in the optical(Soszynski et al., 2014) and the VVV survey in the near-infrared. A VIMOS spectroscopic programme aimed at deriving theradial velocity distribution of RR Lyraestars in some inner Bulge fields has beenawarded time for our group in Period 95.
The Galactic Plane star-forming region
associated with IRAS 16562-3959 isshown in a VISTA JHKs colour image.The central source of this embeddedand molecular region contains thehigh-mass (~15MA) young stellarobject G345.4938+01.4677. This luminous source is situated in a molecularrotating disc and has an outflow withan ionised jet. See Picture of the Weekpotw1448 for details.40
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Variable and Polarised Near-infrared Emission from
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polarised flux density is closely related
to the single-state power-law distribution of the total flux densities. A typical polarisation degree of the orderof 1020 % and a preferred polarisationangle of 13  15 are derived, likelylinked to the intrinsic orientation of theSgr A* system. We discuss differentscenarios for the accretion process forthe Sgr A* system based on our findings.IntroductionSagittarius A* (Sgr A*) is a compact radiosource associated with the supermassiveblack hole of four million solar masseslocated at the centre of the Galaxy. It isthe galactic nucleus nearest to us. Sgr A*is time variable in the near-infrared (NIR)and X-ray regimes, and also in the radioto submillimetre domain but with a lowerdegree of variability.Studying the polarisation of the electromagnetic radiation helps us to understand the underlying physics governingthe emission mechanism of Sgr A*. Thepolarised NIR flux density excursionsoften exhibit X-ray counterparts, whichsuggests synchrotron-self-Compton(SSC) or inverse Compton emission asthe mechanisms responsible for the radiation (Eckart et al., 2012). Several relativistic models that match the observations assume the variability of Sgr A* tobe related to the accretion process and,in particular, to emission from matterclose to the last stable orbit around the
The time-variable NIR emission from
SgrA* can be understood as a result ofa single continuous power-law process(Witzel et al., 2012). This continuousprocess shows a break timescale arounda few hundred minutes at which theFourier power in the flux variability drops.Extreme flux density excursions typicallylast for about 100 minutes and theseexcursions are referred to as flares. Herewe report on the most comprehensivesample of NIR polarimetric data for SgrA*.Polarimetry with NACOAll observations have been carried outwith the adaptive optics (AO) moduleNAOS and NIR camera CONICA (togetherNACO) at Unit Telescope 4 (Yepun) at theVery Large Telescope (VLT). We collectedall Ks-band (2.2 m) data of the centralcluster at the Galactic Centre in 13 milliarcsecond (mas) pixel-scale polarimetricFigure 1. The arrangement of the Wollaston prismimages on the NACO detector. The two central stripsshow the images in orthogonally polarised light.Another exposure with the retarder rotated by 45provides a complementary pair of orthogonal measurements from which the full linear polarisation information can be derived.,561(,56:

,561:,56&&

Infrared observations of the Galactic
Centre (GC) provide a unique opportunity to study stellar and bow-shockpolarisation effects in a dusty environment. For the infrared counterpart ofthe supermassive black hole Sgr A*these observations reveal new insightsinto the physical processes at work.The observations were carried out withNACO in the Ks-band (2.2 m) from2004 to 2012 and several linearly polarised flares were observed during theseyears. We find that the distribution of
black hole. Correlations between the
modulations of the observed flux densitylight curves and changes in polarisationdegree and angle are expected frommodels where matter is orbiting the supermassive black hole Sgr A* at relativisticspeed (e.g., Zamaninasab et al., 2010).,56&
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The non-normalised analogue-to-digital
converter (ADC) values from the detectorwere directly used to obtain the normalised Stokes parameters, Q and U, andto derive the linear polarisation degreep and angle  (see Equations 15 inShahzamanian et al., 2014). The polarisedflux density was computed as a productof the degree of polarisation and the totalflux density. Uncertainties for Q, U andthe obtained p and  were determinedfrom the flux density uncertainties. Themodel derived by Witzel et al. (2011)was employed to reduce the systematicuncertainties of polarisation angles anddegrees caused by instrumental polarisation to about ~ 1% and ~ 5 respectively.Polarised flux in the central stellar clusterUsing AO-assisted Ks- (2.2 m) andL:-band (3.8 m) observations withNACO (Buchholz et al., 2011; 2013), highprecision photometry and the new polarimetric calibration method, the polarisation of the Galactic Centre stellar clusterincluding Sgr A* was mapped (Witzel etal., 2011; Shahzamanian et al., 2014). Inthe L:-band these are the first polarimetricobservations of the GC for 30 years. Thevastly improved spatial resolution allowsresolved polarimetry on bright bow-shocksources in this area for the first time atthis wavelength. The foreground polarisation is largely parallel to the Galactic Plane(Ks-band: 6.1 % at 20; L:-band: 4.5 % at20). The bow-shock sources like IRS 1Wand 21 clearly show contributions fromintrinsic Ks- and L:-band polarisation. Thedata provided support for the presumedbow-shock nature of several of thesesources (IRS 1W, 5, 5NE, 10W and 21)and for the model of bow-shock polarisa-42
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imaging from mid-2004 to mid-2012 that
exhibits flaring activities. The infraredwavefront sensor of NAOS was used forlocking the AO loop on the NIR supergiant IRS7 with Ks ~ 6.57.0 mag,located ~ 5.5 arcseconds north of Sgr A*.NACO is equipped with a Wollastonprism combined with a half-wave retarderplate that allows simultaneous measurements of two orthogonal directions of theelectric field vector and a rapid changebetween different angles of the electricfield vector. A typical pointing towardsthe Galactic Centre is shown in Figure 1.Shahzamanian B. et al., Variable and Polarised NIR Emission from the Galactic Centre
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Figure 2. Flare observed in NIR Ks-band polar imetry
mode of Sgr A* on 17 May 2012. Top: Total fluxd ensity (black) and polarised flux density (green)measured in mJy; Middle: Linear polarisation degree(orange); Bottom: Linear polarisation angle (blue).
tion. For the stellar sources, the origin
of the polarised emission arises from acombination of scattering and selectivedichroic absorption and emission ofdust. In the case of Sgr A*, strongly timevariable polarisation is a clear indicationfor intrinsic emission mechanisms (suchas synchrotron emission) at work, whichprovide strongly polarised radiation. Figure 2 shows a light curve resulting fromtypical Sgr A* measurements with NACOin polarisation mode. For high flare flux,the polarisation degree and angle arevery well defined.Sgr A*: Analysis of polarisation degreeand angleWe analysed polarised NIR light curvesof Sgr A* covering the years 2004 to2012. A detailed description is given byShahzamanian et al. (2014). In orderto interpret the data it is important to takeinto account the statistical behaviour ofthe polarisation measurements. Polarisation degree p is a positive quantity thattakes values between zero and one (or,equivalently, 0100 %). The uncertainties
in Q and U, which in our case are the
result of observational noise in the polarisation channels, bias the value of p. Thisleads to an overestimate of p at low signalto-noise (S/N) measurements. Moreover,polarimetric observations require a higherS/N compared to photometric measurements. Monte Carlo simulations of themeasured intensities and their uncertainties in the polarisation channels wereperformed to derive the expected uncertainties in p and  for different S/N ratios.Simulations show that for intrinsicflux lower than ~ 2 mJy the recoveredpolarisation degree is not Gaussian distributed, and especially for low intrinsicpolarisation degrees the intrinsic valueis not recovered with satisfactory confidence and the uncertainties are verylarge. On the other hand, for weak flaresthat are intrinsically strongly polarised,the intrinsic polarisation degrees arestatistically recovered, but the asymmetric uncertainties remain large. Therefore,the total statistical behaviour of theobserved polarisation data is composedof the properties of subsamples of different polarisation degrees and flare flux.
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Figure 3. Histogram of the result from all light curves
of Sgr A* observed in polarised Ks-band obtained in20042012. Upper: Distribution of polarisation degree;Lower: Distribution of polarisation angle. The darkblue line shows the fit with a Gaussian distribution.
In Figure 3 (upper plot) the distribution
of the Ks-band polarisation degreeof Sgr A* is shown. Only the significantmeasurements are plotted, i.e., successfulretrievals of the intrinsic p and . Thedistribution of p does not have a Gaussianshape: it is flat until ~ 20 % and thenstarts dropping towards smaller valuesand is also strongly influenced by systematic effects with uncertainties of severaltens of percent. Figure 3 (lower) showsthe distribution of significant Ks-bandpolarisation angles for Sgr A*. The distribution of  shows a peak at 13 andhas a width of the order of 30, therefore,the preferred polarisation angle thatcan be derived from the distribution is13  15 (see Figure 4). The distributionof  can be described by a Gaussianfunction that peaks at the preferred valuewhose width then corresponds to thecombined effect of the intrinsic polarisation angle variability and the measurement uncertainties.In general, the linear polarisation is linkedin degree and angle to the magneticfield structure and the source geometry.
In the case of Sgr A*, neither is it clear
whether it has a permanent accretiondisc nor whether it has a permanent jet.All of these structures may occur astransient phenomena and then affect theproperties of the expected polarisationdegree and angle due to the corresponding emission mechanisms. It is very likelythat the NIR flare emission originatesfrom optically thin synchrotron radiation(Eckart et al., 2012). Hence one mayexpect a link between the preferred NIRpolarisation angle and the NIR/radiostructure of Sgr A*. At millimetre wavelengths the interstellar scattering is smalland allows insight into the intrinsic sourcestructure of Sgr A*. Bower et al. (2014)find an intrinsic major axis position angleof the structure of 95  10 (3). Thisangle of the radio structure is, within theuncertainties, orthogonal to the preferredinfrared polarisation angle (see Figure 4).In a range of position angles between120 and 130 one finds a few elongatedNIR features and an elongated X-rayfeature (see Figure 4, and Figure 9 inEckart et al. [2006]). These features may
Figure 4. Direction of intrinsic polarisation angle of
Sgr A* in the Galactic Centre. The cyan lines includethe range over which the NIR polarisation anglevaries. The dark blue arrows summarise results fromimaging and spectroscopy observation from theradio to X-ray domain: a) the direction of a possiblewind responsible for the formation of the mini-cavity;and b) a jet almost perpendicular to it. The greendashed line indicates the wind front of the mini-cavity. Several of the key infrared sources in theregion are also indicated.
be associated with a jet phenomenon.
In this case the preferred NIR polarisationangle may be associated with the jetcomponents close to or at the foot pointof the jet; the polarisation of these components may be along or perpendicularto the jet direction.It is also possible that the NIR emissionoriginates in hot spots on an accretiondisc in a sunspot-like geometry, inwhich the electric vector is mainly perpendicular to the equatorial plane. Themini-cavity (wind front shown as adashed line in Figure 4), which may becaused by a collimated outflow fromSgrA*, is located at a position angle ofabout 193 (i.e. 13 + 180; see alsoLi et al. [2013]). The cometary tails ofsources X3 and X7 (Mu zc et al., 2010)present additional observational supportfor the fast wind from Sgr A* at that
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 osition angle. It is unclear how the wind
pmay be related to the possible jet: eitherthere is an additional outflow to the jet,the X-ray feature is not related to thejet, or the mini-cavity was created whenthe outflow geometry was different.The distribution of polarisation angles ofSgr A* is not dependent on the strengthof the flare and the position of this sourcein the sky or the instrumental orientation.Instead, the preferred polarisation angleof 13 is a source-intrinsic property. Forstrong flares, disturbing measuring effectsare small and the polarisation degreeduring these flares is much stronger thanthat of the background. From theseflares we have a direct insight into thesource-intrinsic polarised variable infraredemission.The polarised flux density distributionThe histogram of the polarised flux density distribution of Sgr A* for the fractionof data which is significant is shown inFigure 5. In this histogram the distributionis normalised by the total number ofpoints and the bin size. The distributionof measured polarised flux densities isfound to be much broader in comparisonto the corresponding distribution of totalflux density measurements as presentedby Witzel et al. (2012), which were foundto be consistent with a single-stateemission process. The broader distribution can be explained by the convolutionof an intrinsic relative frequency totalflux density histogram applied to a rangeof individual polarisation states; seeShahzamanian et al. (2014) for moredetails.Our simulations have shown that thepolarisation degree can be recoveredwith a small uncertainty only for the brightflare flux. Therefore, the properties of thepolarised flux density distribution  i.e.,the product of the polarisation degreeand the total flux density (Figure5)  canbe investigated best for high levels ofpolarised flare flux. A power-law fit to thedata at high flux densities is shown asa dot-dashed red line. For high flare flux,the fit results in a slope,  = 4.00  0.15,which is very close to the value of4.21  0.05 obtained for the total fluxdensity distribution by Witzel et al. (2012).44
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Figure 5. Histogram ofpolarised flux density(total flux density timespolarisation degree) forall significant data isshown with a logarithmicscale, after correctionfor stellar contamination.The slope at the highflux end compares verywell with the slope foundfor the total flux density.
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Recovering this exponent for the polarised flare flux density distribution indicatesthat the intrinsic polarisation degree iscentred around a fixed expectation valueand has not varied strongly over the timeinterval from 2004 to 2012.The dusty S-cluster objectGillessen et al. (2012) reported a fastmoving infrared excess source whichthey interpret as a core-less gas anddust cloud (G2) approaching Sgr A*on an elliptical orbit. Eckart et al. (2014a)present Ks-band identifications andproper motions of the dusty S-clusterobject (DSO) derived from VLT and Keckcontinuum imaging data. In Valencia-S. etal. (2015) new near-infrared (1.452.45 m)observations of the DSO during itsapproach to the black hole at the centreof the Galaxy are reported; they werecarried out with SINFONI at the VLT fromFebruary to September 2014. WithSINFONI, spatially compact Brackett-line emission was detected from DSO/G2at all epochs before and after its peribothron passage and are in agreementwith the detection reported by W itzel etal. (2014) from L-band observations inMarch 2014.Combining these observational factsindicates that the DSO is possibly associated with a young accreting stellarobject (e.g., a young star; see referencesgiven in Valencia-S. et al., 2015) on anelliptical orbit around Sgr A* formedthrough a process outlined by Jalali et al.



(2014). The observational data were also
used to derive the orbit of this object andto predict its periapse transition. With theellipticity e = 0.976 and the half-axislength of 33 mpc, a peri-bothron distanceof about 163  16 au is obtained, whichis comparable to previous estimates (e.g.,Meyer et al., 2014) and indicates thateven if the DSO is an embedded star, itsouter shell may very well be subject totidal disruption (Eckart et al., 2013; Witzelet al., 2014; Zajaek et al. 2014).Our polarisation statistics show thatSgrA* must be a very stable system,both in terms of geometrical orientationof a jet/wind or an accretion disc andin terms of the variability spectrum thatmust be linked to the accretion process.The close fly-by of the DSO or similardusty sources (e.g., Eckart et al., 2014a)might have an effect on the accretionflow onto Sgr A* that depends on thenature of these objects (Zajaek et al.,2014; Jalali et al., 2014). Hence, polarisation and variability measurements ofSgrA* need to be continued as they arethe ideal tool to probe any change inthe apparently very stable system as afunction of the DSO fly-by.Summary and prospectsWe have analysed the near-infrared lightcurves obtained with NACO at the VLTfor Sgr A* at the centre of the Milky Way.Both the steep spectral index (Bremeret al. [2011] and references therein) andthe strong variability in the NIR demon-
well as the number density power-law
slope of four suggest that over thepast eight years the geometry andaccretion process for the Sgr A* systemhave been rather stable.Further progress in investigating thefaint polarisation states of Sgr A* in theNIR will require a higher angular resolution in order to better discriminate Sgr A*against background contamination. Itis also of interest to use the well-definedNIR polarisation properties of Sgr A* tobetter determine the apparent stabilityof the geometrical structure of the systemand potentially use variations in thisstability to trace interactions of the supermassive black hole at the centre of theMilky Way with its immediate environment.The known properties of the NACOcamera as well as the known polarisationproperties of Sgr A* and (most importantly) the many stars in the central cluster that serve as secondary calibratorswill allow us to perform a sensitive testof the polarisation characteristics of thenew UT1/NACO combination after themove from UT4-Yepun.Acknowledgements
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strate that we are most likely dealing
with optically thin synchrotron radiation.Therefore, all properties based on theobservation of variable polarised NIRradiation can be directly interpreted assource-intrinsic properties. Some of themain results are depicted in Figure 4and can be summarised in the followingpoints:	For flare flux above 5 mJy a range ofpolarisation degrees of 1030% isfound. If the variable polarised fluxfrom Sgr A* is due to optically thin synchrotron radiation this may indicatedepolarisation due to a spatially unresolved complex source structure. Forlow flare flux the polarisation degreeand angle are dominated by measuringuncertainties.	There is a preferred variable polarisation angle of 13  15. Correctedor the measuring uncertainties, theintrinsic variability of Sgr A* is of theorder of 10%. The angle may be linkedto jet/wind directions of the corresponding orientation of a temporaryaccretion disc.	For the number density distribution ofthe polarised flux densities, a powerlaw slope of ~ 4 is found, which is veryclose to the slope in number densitydistribution of the total flux densities.	The well-defined preferred ranges inpolarisation degree and angle as
Observing the Galactic Centre with the VLTs Unit
Telescope 4 with the aid of a laser guide star. Seepotw1045 for more information.
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VEGAS-SSS: A VST Programme to Study the Satellite
Stellar Systems around Bright Early-type GalaxiesMichele Cantiello1Massimo Capaccioli2,3Nicola Napolitano 3Aniello Grado 3Luca Limatola 3Maurizio Paolillo2,4Enrica Iodice 3Aaron J. Romanowsky5,6Duncan A. Forbes7Gabriella Raimondo1Marilena Spavone 3Francesco La Barbera 3Thomas H. Puzia 8,9Pietro Schipani 31INAFOsservatorio Astronomico di eramo, ItalyT2Dipartimento di Fisica, Universit diNapoli Federico II, Italy3INAFOsservatorio Astronomico diCapodimonte Napoli, Italy4Agenzia Spaziale Italiana  ScienceData Center, Roma, Italy5University of California Observatories,Santa Cruz, USA6Department of Physics and Astronomy,San Jos State University, USA7Centre for Astrophysics & Supercomputing, Swinburne University,Hawthorn, Australia8Institute of Astrophysics, PontificiaUniversidad Catlica de Chile, Santiago,Chile9National Research Council Canada,Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics,V ictoria, CanadaThe VEGAS-SSS programme is devotedto studying the properties of small stellarsystems (SSSs) in and around brightgalaxies, built on the VLT Survey Telescope early-type galaxy survey (VEGAS),an ongoing guaranteed time imagingsurvey distributed over many semesters(Principal Investigator: Capaccioli). Oncompletion, the VEGAS survey will havecollected detailed photometric information of ~ 100 bright early-type galaxies to study the properties of diffuselight (surface brightness, colours, surface brightness fluctuations, etc.) andthe distribution of clustered light (compact small stellar systems) out topreviously unreached projected galactocentric radii. VEGAS-SSS will define anaccurate and homogeneous datasetthat will have an important legacy value
46
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for studies of the evolution and transformation processes taking place in
galaxies through the fossil informationprovided by SSSs.Satellites of massive ellipticalsThe surroundings of massive galaxies arepopulated by a zoo of dynamically hotsatellite stellar systems: globular clusters(GCs), extended clusters (ECs), ultracompact dwarfs (UCDs), dwarf spheroidals (dSphs), dwarf ellipticals (dEs), compact ellipticals (cE), etc; see, for example,Forbes et al. (2013) and references therein.Characterising the properties of SSSs inthe potential well of their host galaxy isfundamental, not only because they playa key role in understanding the basicprocesses of formation and evolution ofthe structures in the Universe from starclusters to galaxies, but also for a varietyof other reasons. These include: i) thestellar populations of SSSs are less complex than those of massive galaxies,which allows a more accurate comparison of their ages and metallicities withstellar population models; ii) SSSs arerelatively easy to detect out to large distances, which offers the unique opportunity to scrutinise various environmentsbeyond the Local Group, and thus tostudy how the properties of SSSs varyacross space and time. SSSs are thusideal tracers of the host galaxys gravitational potential as well as of the assembly history of the galaxys stellar populations. Therefore, increasing the sample ofSSSs with accurate estimates of theirphysical properties is of paramount interest to scrutinise the scaling relationsof SSSs over a complete and unbiasedrange of parameters.The characteristic magnitude, colours,half-light radii Rh, etc., of objects in different SSS classes can change significantly.Nevertheless, the distinction betweendifferent SSS types is sometimes not trivial because of the lack of a clear-cutdistinction between the classes of SSSs.A natural explanation for this lack is thatthere is none. Indeed, the transformationprocesses occurring in dense environments may disrupt or transform massiveSSSs, littering the galaxy field with theremains of disrupted systems, such as
low-mass SSSs, stellar streams, etc.
(e.g., West et al., 1995).Small stellar systems, especially GCsystems, have been studied for decades,and progress has been limited not somuch by telescope collecting area, butby the field of view and the image quality(both to reduce contamination and toreduce the exposure times). Thus, theuse of telescopes with large collectingareas (4-metre or even 8-metre-class) isnot compelling, at least for the photometry, and original achievements are possible from smaller telescopes.Through the VEGAS-SSS programme,and taking advantage of the large field ofview of the 2.6-metre VLT Survey Telescope (VST), we intend to dig into the zooof SSSs hosted by bright galaxies indifferent environments, observed as partof the VEGAS survey, and comprehensively study their properties out to verylarge galactic radii on a homogeneousand self-consistent basis. Here, we present an overview of the project and somefirst results for the galaxy NGC 3115.VEGAS: Observational strategy, aims ofthe survey and SSSsVEGAS is a deep multiband gri imagingsurvey of early-type galaxies (ETGs)carried out with the VST. The large fieldof view of OmegaCAM, mounted atthe VST (Capaccioli & Schipani, 2011),together with its high efficiency and spatial resolution will allow us to map, witha reasonable integration time, the galaxysurface brightness from the core out toisophotes encircling about 95 % of thetotal light. Observations started in October 2011 (ESO Period 88), and data forabout 20 galaxies for a total of 80 hourshave been acquired up to Period 93.The survey plan is to analyse the photometry of about 100 galaxies with radialvelocity  4000 km s 1 in different environments and covering the range ofparameter space. The observational planis designed to reach a depth of 27.3,26.8 and 26 mag arcsecond 2 with signal-to-noise > 3 in the gri-bands.The data reduction, including dither combination, exposure correction, CCD gainharmonisation, illumination correction,astrometric solution and photometric calibration was performed with the VST-Tubepipeline (Grado et al., 2012). VST-Tube isa very versatile software package forastronomical data analysis, tested againstimaging data taken with different telescopes/detectors and adaptable to existing or future multi-CCD cameras (e.g.,Cantiello et al., 2013). Further details aboutthe survey and the overall data qualitycan be found in Capaccioli et al. (2015, inpreparation).The main science goals of the VEGASsurvey are: 1) to study the 2D light distribution out to at least ~ 10 effective radii,Re, focusing on the galaxy structuralparameters and the diffuse light component, highlighting the presence of innersubstructures as a signature of recentcannibalism events and/or inner discsand bars fuelling the active nucleus thatis present in almost all objects of oursample; 2) to map the surface brightnessprofile and isophote geometry out to10Re or more; 3) to analyse the colourgradients and their connection with galaxy formation theories, also takingadvantage of stellar population synthesistechniques; 4) to study the external lowsurface brightness structures of thegalaxies and the connection with theenvironment; 5) to measure the surfacebrightness fluctuations (SBF), and SBFgradients for the chemical characterisation of the stellar population within 2Re,or more.

derive the census of SSSs out to several
tens of Re, allowing the study of theproperties of dynamically hot stellar systems in the outermost galaxy regions.This latter part of the survey is also calledVEGAS-SSS.VEGAS-SSSWe started the VEGAS-SSS projectwith the study of g- and i-band data ofNGC3115, an isolated, relatively nearbylenticular galaxy, at a distance ~ 10 Mpc,mostly focused on the properties ofthe GC system in the galaxy. The choiceof NGC 3115 was also motivated by themany photometric and spectroscopicstudies available in the literature (bothfrom 810-metre class ground-basedtelescopes, and from the Hubble SpaceTelescope [HST]), which were particularlyuseful for testing the procedures andthe methods that will be used for thefuture targets of the survey. A VST colourcomposite image of the galaxy is shownin Figure 1.To improve the detection and the analysisof the spatial extent of the sources in theframe, we did not use the full sample ofimages available for the study of diffuselight, and restricted our analysis to thedata with average seeing better than~0.8 arcseconds. With this choice, thetotal exposure time available is ~2700sin g-band and ~ 1250 s in i-band.In order to obtain accurate photometryover the entire VST frame, includingthe brightest inner regions of NGC3115,we modelled and subtracted the galaxy.Then using our own procedure, basedon various common astronomical toolsFigure 1. The lenticular galaxy NGC 3115 is shownin a VST colour-composite (u, g and i filter) image;the size is about 52 arcminutes square.

The survey depth will allow the light dis
tribution, colour gradients and SBFmagnitudes to the largest galactocentricdistances to be characterised on ahomogeneous and self-consistent basis.At large radii, from ~ 10Re and beyond,the dynamical times are of the order of109 yr, and the signatures of the secondary merging events due to the interactionwith the environment last longer. VEGASwill look for the expected signatures ofprocesses occurring at various scales ofthe galaxy environment by the studyof surface brightness, colours and SBFanalysis.In addition to the diffuse light, the wealthof SSSs in the potential well of the hostgalaxy is the other fossil tracer of thepast formation events in ETGs. Hence,one further science goal of VEGAS is to
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(Pyraf, SExtractor, SuperMongo, etc.),
we obtained accurate photometry of thecompact sources, derived and appliedthe proper extinction and aperture corrections, matched the g and i photometric catalogues and analysed sourcecolour, obtaining a separation betweencompact objects in the galaxy and forebackground contaminants (Milky Waystars, background galaxies along the lineof sight, etc.).Our photometry was verified against thevarious catalogues existing in the literature, and provided in all cases satisfactory agreement. As an example, we tookas reference the recent study of theAdvanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) onthe HST, based on a mosaic of six pointings covering the central ~ 6  9 arcminute region of NGC3115 (~ 1.5 % ofthe total VST field of view). By comparingour g-band photometry with the ACSresults from Jennings et al. (2014), amedian ~0.01mag difference is foundover a sample of ~200 matching GCs.In addition to photometry, a further physical parameter that can be estimatedusing imaging data is the physical extentof the source. Size measurements canbe very challenging, especially withground-based imaging data. Moreover,only angular sizes can be measured,which require the knowledge of theobject distance to be transformed to linear scale. Nevertheless, angular sizesand shapes have been estimated for alarge sample of SSSs using both spaceand ground-based telescopes (e.g.,Larsen et al., 1999; Jordan et al., 2004).To estimate object sizes we used thesoftware Ishape (Larsen et al., 1999), acommonly used tool for the purpose,which, in our case, proved very efficient.We inspected the properties of SSSs outto ~23 arcminutes, which is more thantwenty times the Re of NGC3115, and thelargest distance ever used to inspectSSSs in this galaxy. Thanks to the largefield of view of the images, we applied astatistical approach to study the properties of the GC population versus galactocentric radius Rgal. The basic idea issimple: forebackground objects areevenly distributed in the field around thegalaxy, while SSSs trapped in thepotential well of the galaxy have a power-48
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Figure 2. Surface density histograms versus magnitude. Panel (a): Surface density  for sources withinRgal  R bg. Darker colours refer to areas with smallergalactocentric radii. Panel (b): Same as left, but forbackground sources at Rgal  R bg. Panel (c): residualsurface density host =  (Rgal  R bg)  bg.
law radial density profile. Thus, we estimated the surface density of objects satisfying some well-defined criteria (colour,magnitude, size, etc.) at different Rgal, andanalysed the properties of the residualover-density, , of the central galaxyregions with respect to the backgroundregions.To describe how the method works, inFigure 2 we show the diagrams relatedto the GC luminosity function (GCLF)analysis. Panel (a) shows the GCLF atvarious projected Rgal, starting from theinnermost regions with the largest surfacedensities . In the plot, different coloursshow the surface density histograms atdifferent radii, starting from 2 arcminutesout to Rbg = 23 arcminutes. Panel (b)shows the surface density bg of objectsbeyond Rbg = 23 arcminutes. The difference between the surface density   bginside and outside of the galaxy is clearlyvisible in the two panels, as shown inpanel (c).The effectiveness of the method adoptedis demonstrated by the extremely goodagreement with other existing studiescovering smaller areas. In the following,we describe the first VEGAS-SSS resultsand show the potential of the project inproviding original results on SSS-relatedscience. More details can be found inCantiello et al. (2014b).

First results of VEGAS-SSS
GC luminosity functionsWe analysed the luminosity function ofsources in the field of NGC 3115, withthe specific purpose of inspecting theGCLF to estimate the galaxy distancemodulus  0 using the GCLF turn-overmagnitude (TOM; Harris et al. [2014] andreferences therein), and to further studyhow, and whether, the TOM in g-band,mTOM, changes as a function of galactogcentric distance.As shown in Figure 2, panel (c), the density distribution of sources in the hostgalaxy has a peak at mTOM~ 22.8mag.gUsing the calibration of the absolute TOMfrom the ACS Virgo Cluster Survey, weestimated a distance modulus  0 = 29.9 0.3 mag, or 9.8  1.4 Mpc, in goodagreement with the literature distance ofthe galaxy.The approach adopted allowed us toinvestigate how the GCLF might changewith Rgal. To date, the scarce literature onthe topic shows galaxies both with (Harriset al., 2014) and without (Jordan et al.,2007) a radial dependence of the TOM.Our result is that for this galaxy there isno obvious variation of mTOMwith the progjected galactocentric distance. The peakof luminosity of the GCLF is influencedby various physical factors. However, to a
Figure 4. Position and width of
the blue and red GCs (bluesquares and red circles respectively) plotted at d ifferent Rgal.Symbol size is proportional tothe fraction of objects associated with each peak. A fit to thedata is shown with dot-dashedlines. Grey dots show spectroscopically confirmed GCs; greylong-dashed lines mark therolling fits of the blue and redGC peaks as derived by Arnoldet al. (2011) obtained from acombination of spectroscopically and photometricallyselected GCs.R gal (kpc)
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Figure 3. Residual surface density, as the right panel
of Figure 2, but shown versus colour.first approximation, the simplest interpretation of the gradient (or lack of it) in thepeak luminosity of the GCLF is a trend (orlack of it) in the mean GC mass with Rgal.
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With the future VEGAS-SSS studies,
we will further explore the dependenceof mTOMwith the projected radii and thegpossible systematic differences betweenthe blue and red GCLFs, for galaxies indifferent environments and with differentmasses.
(see Brodie et al., 2012; Cantiello et al.,
2014a; and references therein for moredetails). In the last decade, the nearly universal presence of two well-separatedpeaks in the optical colour distribution ofGCs in ETGs, has inspired a vigorous andprolific debate. Historically, the bimodalcolour of GCs in optical bands has beenequated to metallicity ([Fe/H]) bimodality,implying a fundamental constraint onGCs and galaxy formation scenarios.Metallicity bimodality requires two distinctepochs or mechanisms of formation, orboth, for the blue/metal-poor and red/metal-rich GC subpopulations. However,this assumption became the subjectof debate when various authors independently, using observations and stellar population models, pointed out non-negligiblenonlinearities in the colourmetallicityrelations of GCs, and demonstrated thatthe presence of such nonlinearities naturally produces bimodal colour histogramsfrom non-bimodal [Fe/H] distributions.This interpretation provided a simple,alternative explanation for the ubiquity ofbimodal GC colour distributions, basedon stellar evolution.GC colour distributionThe choice of NGC 3115 as the firstVEGAS-SSS target was also motivatedby the fact that the galaxy is the firstone beyond the Local Group with a confirmed bimodal metallicity distribution

Using the same approach adopted for
the GCLF, we analysed the colour distribution of GC candidates in NGC3115.The results are shown in Figure 3. Thefigure shows the total - backgrounddensity distribution, similar to panel (c) inWe further inspected how the TOM differs between the red and blue GCs, afterdividing the blue/red GCs by adopting asharp colour separation at g  i = 0.9 mag(see below). Our analysis showed thatthe GCLF of the blue and of the red GCshas a peak consistent with the TOM ofthe total GC selection. The interestingpoint here is that a  0.2 mag offset existsbetween the red and blue GCLF, with thered system being fainter. Indeed, froma stellar population viewpoint, such behaviour is expected if the GC mass functionis universal across metallicity (Jordan etal., 2007).
20
25

Figure 2, versus colour. The plot shows
two obvious features: i) the presenceof a dip at g  i ~ 0.9 mag with two welldefined peaks at ~ 0.75 and 1.00 mag;and ii) the dip and the peaks are seen atall inspected radii.By analysing the position of the blue andred peaks as a function of Rgal (Figure 4),various features appear: A clear colourRgal correlation for theblue GC component, and no correlation, or only a very weak one, for thered GCs; The fraction of red GCs has a slight butsignificant decrease with respect to theblue GCs at large radii; The width of the two sequences is relatively stable with radius, with the bluedistribution being broader at all radii.In Figure 4 we also added data fromArnold et al. (2011) from the SAGESLegacy Unifying Globulars and GalaxieS(SLUGGS) survey. The grey symbolsshow spectroscopically confirmed GCs(dots), and the rolling fits for the blueand red GC peaks as derived by combining the spectroscopic and photometricsamples (grey dashed lines). There isa good match between the VEGAS-SSSand SLUGGS results. In particular, wehighlight the very good match with thecolours of spectroscopically confirmedGCs. The agreement appears even more
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striking if one takes into account that the
SLUGGS data were obtained by couplinggri-band imaging data from SuprimeCam at the 8.2-metre Subaru Telescopeand spectroscopy from the 10-metreKeck-II telescope with DEIMOS.Finally, we analysed the radial profiles ofthe projected surface density of GC candidates, inspecting the full GC sample,and the red and blue subsystems separately. The results are shown in Figure 5.Our analysis reveals that the total, redand blue GCs follow very closely an R1/4de Vaucouleurs profile, and that the profile of red GCs appears steeper than thatfor the blue GCs while both are shallowerthan the galaxy light profile. Moreover,the red GCs and the galaxy light profilematch at Rgal  7.5 arcminutes, whilethe density of GCs is lower at smallerradii. Such a depletion, already observedin other galaxies brighter than NGC 3115,has been interpreted as a higher efficiency for GC-disruption mechanisms inthe inner galaxy regions by dynamicalfriction, two-body relaxation and GC tidalshocking (see Goudfrooij et al. [2007] andreferences therein).Overall, the properties observed supporta scenario where blue GCs are associated with the galaxy halo, while red onesare more centrally concentrated andassociated with the bulge stellar component in the galaxy, and suggest that thegalaxy has undergone a relatively quiescent evolution, without major star-formingevents.SSS sizesThe selection of SSSs based on one single colour is inherently uncertain andresults in a catalogue with large fractionsof contaminating sources. An additionaloptical colour certainly reduces the fraction of contaminants, especially if u-bandphotometry is available. To partly overcome the problem of using one opticalcolour alone, we also estimated the physical extent of SSSs using the aforementioned tools. We finally obtained a catalogue containing ~ 30 000 sources withboth photometry and Rh estimates; thelatter have been compared with literaturestudies, with encouraging results.50
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Figure 5. Surface density profiles of blue, red and
total GC population (blue, red and black linesrespectively). The galaxy surface brightness profile ing-band from Capaccioli et al. (2015, in prep.) is alsoshown by a green long-dashed line. The linear fit tothe surface density is shown by a dotted line. Thescale of the galaxy profile is arbitrary.
Object sizes provided another attribute
to discriminate between real SSSs hostedin the field of NGC 3115, and fore/background sources. Future studies with newdeep VEGAS-SSS gri- and u-band datawill be used to further study the issue,and  for targets at larger distances,where GC sizes cannot be reliably estimated  constrain even more tightlythe properties of other, less populatedclasses of SSSs, such as UCDs and cEs.Future perspectivesThe final catalogues from VEGAS-SSSwill contain accurate photometry, positions and sizes for thousands of SSScandidates in the field of bright ETGs.The programme will have a twofold legacyvalue. First, for preparing future observational studies. The coupling of opticaldata with just one near-infrared bandis very effective in reducing the fraction ofSSS contaminants to  5 % or less. TheVEGAS-SSS catalogues will then beperfectly suited to be complemented bysingle-band near-infrared imaging (e.g.,with a large-format near-infrared imagerlike VISTA). Moreover, having completeand clean SSS catalogues is essential forthe preparation of spectroscopic followup campaigns.
Second, the results obtained for the
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The groundbreaking ceremony to mark the beginning of the main construction phase for the ESOSupernova Planetarium & Visitor Centre (artistsimpression above) took place on 24 February 2015at ESO Headquarters in Garching. See Announcement ann15011 for details.
Astronomical NewsReport on the ESO Workshop

Astronomy at High Angular Resolution
held at ESO Headquarters, Garching, Germany, 2428 November 2014Henri Boffin1Linda Schmidtobreick1Gaitee Hussain1Jean-Philippe Berger11
ESO

A workshop took place in Brussels in
2000 on astrotomography, a genericterm for indirect mapping techniquesthat can be applied to a huge variety ofastrophysical systems, ranging fromplanets, single stars and binaries toactive galactic nuclei. It appeared to betimely to revisit the topic given themany past, recent and forthcomingimprovements in telescopes and instrumentation. We therefore decided torepeat the astrotomography workshop,but to put it into the much broader context of high angular resolution astronomy. Many techniques, from lucky andspeckle imaging, adaptive optics tointerferometry, are now widely employedto achieve high angular resolution andthey have led to an amazing numberof new discoveries. A summary of theworkshop themes is presented.The workshop brought together peoplefrom different communities (see the conference photograph, Figure 1), who usevarious techniques to construct images atvery high angular resolution, with the aimof reviewing these methods, the progressin the field, the new harvest of results thathave been collected, as well as to prepare the next generation of astronomersto use these tools and techniques. Thevarious techniques used to beat theseeing and the telescope diffraction limitcan be roughly distributed as follows:	single-dish imaging methods havebeen developed to beat the seeing atthe focus of telescopes (e,g., adaptiveoptics, lucky/speckle/holographicimaging, sparse aperture masking)aiming at sub-arcsecond spatial resolution up to the diffraction limit of singletelescopes;	techniques that allow the diffractionlimit to be beaten in order to achievemilliarcsecond angular resolution usingdirect (optical interferometry) andindirect (e.g., spectro-astrometry) techniques; and52
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Figure 1. Photograph of the participants at the workshop in the entrance hall at ESO Headquarters.

	single-dish tomographic reconstruction
methods (astrotomography), withmicroarcsecond resolution, but applicable only to certain classes of objects.The workshop was structured to presentthe various techniques, with extensivereviews, and then to consider the variousscientific fields that have profited fromthese techniques: exoplanets and browndwarfs, stars, binaries, and large-scalephenomena. We give a very short summary of the material presented; the programme of the workshop is available1 andthe presentations can be downloaded2.Beating the seeing: Reaching thediffraction limitAtmospheric turbulence creates inhomogeneities in the refractive index of air thataffects the image quality  the infamousseeing. To counter this, astronomershave devised a series of techniques, suchas lucky imaging, speckle imaging andadaptive optics.Adaptive optics (AO), which has a longhistory at ESO, aims at neutralising theatmospheric turbulence by a closed-loopsystem. As Julien Milli reminded us inhis presentation, the first astronomicalsystem ever online was Come-On at theObservatoire de Haute-Provence, whichlater became operational at the 3.6-metre
telescope in La Silla (Merkle et al., 1989).
AO is now part of many systems at theParanal Observatory, as well as in allmajor observatories, and has led to manyof the most important ESO discoveries:the supermassive black hole at the centreof the Milky Way, the first image of anexoplanet and imaging of the young discsaround stars. AO comes in many different flavours and can be defined by thetotal corrected field of view versus theStrehl ratio which the system achieves.These flavours include ground-layer AO(GLAO), multi-conjugated AO (MCAO) andeXtreme AO (XAO). All major telescopeshave second generation AO instrumentscurrently in operation, which can reachtypically 1550 milliarcsecond (mas) resolution with high Strehl ratios and haveten times more actuators than the firstgeneration AO systems.At the Very Large Telescope (VLT), thesecond generation AO system is SPHERE(an XAO system), which is beginning regular operations (see article on ScienceVerification by Leibundgut et al., p. 2) andis based on a system with 1600 actuators(see the result in Figure 2, right). A GLAOsystem (part of the VLT Adaptive OpticsFacility [AOF]) is under development atESO to assist instruments such as MUSEand Hawk-I, combining diffraction-limitimaging and relatively wide-field imagingspectroscopy. Not least, the wholeconcept of the European Extremely LargeNaCo L:

Figure 2. Showing the
progress achieved inAO: a comparative studyof the disc around HR4796 A by NACO (left;from Milli et al., 2014)and, more recently, withSPHERE (right; from Milliet al. [2015] in prep.).1 arcsec
1 arcsec
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Telescope (E-ELT) requires the use of
AO. The future lies also in the development of wide-field AO systems (WFAO),as shown by Benot Neichel in his talk.By using multiple laser guide stars (LGS),WFAO significantly increases the fieldof view of AO-corrected images. The firstsuch system in routine operation is GeMS,the Gemini Multi-Conjugate AO System,which uses five LGS and provides 87 by87 arcsecond AO-corrected images inthe H-band with a resolution of 80 mas.Such wide-field images with uniformpoint-spread functions over the full fieldof view are particularly useful for astrometric studies, for example in clusters orat the Centre of the Milky Way. Moreover,such developments are critical, as all theELTs rely on multi-LGS WFAO systems.Wolfgang Brandner reviewed luckyimaging, which is often presented as apoor mans adaptive optics. It exploitsmoments of good seeing, that is, it takesmany short exposures and then retainsonly those images that have the bestquality (typically 10 % of the whole). Thetechnique is still quite popular and newprojects are being devised, especiallysince the availability of noise-free detectors such as L3 (Low Light Level, LLL)and extended multiplication (EM) chargecoupled devices (CCDs), and the factthat these systems are quite affordable.For example, the AstroLux Sur on theESO New Technology Telescope (NTT)had a total hardware cost of only 50000euros. Lucky imaging is also quite usefulas it generally has fainter limiting magnitudes than most AO systems, and it canwork in the visible where AO is not sodeveloped. As pioneer and expert, in hispresentation, Craig Mackay mentioned20 25 30 35

that, at the 5-metre Palomar telescope,
AO and lucky imaging are combined,leading to the highest resolution imageever taken in the visible on faint targets,with a resolution of 35 mas in the I-bandand a Strehl ratio of 17 %. GergelyCspny combined lucky imaging and AOto study a sample of 38 T Tauri multiplesystems over a 20-year period, and wasable to cover the orbits in several of them.In addition, Mackay presented a proposalfor a mosaic of lucky imagers for theNTT. This project, called GravityCam, willconsist of no less than 100 CCDs with70 mas pixels and will mainly be used forexoplanet microlensing surveys, down tobelow an Earth mass.Speckle imaging was introduced bySridharan Rengaswamy, who showed theadvantages of the method and its significant contribution to the imaging of binarystars. More details about this techniqueis given in Rengaswamy et al. (2014).This technique was further developed, asspeckle holography, by Rainer Schdel,which he calls lucky imaging on steroidsto reconstruct images of crowded andwide fields of view of several tens ofarcseconds, while keeping the instrumentsensitivity.In sparse aperture masking (SAM; ornon-redundant masking [NRM] depending on which side of the Atlantic youwork), a mask with a few holes is placedin front of the AO system. This transforms the primary mirror into a separateelement, multiple-aperture interferometerand allows diffraction-limited imagingof (bright) astrophysical targets to bereconstructed, such as dust-enshroudedevolved stars. The technique was pre-sented in detail by Mike Ireland. In particular, he pointed out that there aresome moderate to high Strehl regimes,where working in the Fourier plane usinga non-redundant mask offers improvedperformance over standard pupil-planeanalysis; the example of a putative forming planet in a young disc in LkCa 15 wasdiscussed. As a complement, MakotoUemura showed how sparse aperturemodelling can be applied, in a cross-disciplinary approach, to Very LongBaseline Imaging (VLBI) images, Dopplertomography and gamma-ray Comptonimaging. In another vein, Jaeho Choipresented a non-interferometric phasedifferential imaging method that usesFoucault knife-edge filtering.Beating the diffraction limit:The milliarcsecond horizonIn order to reach higher spatial resolutions, different techniques, such as longbaseline interferometry where two ormore telescopes are combined to obtainfringes, are required. The technique wasreviewed by Jean-Baptiste LeBouquin.The contrast (visibility) and phase information (closure or differential phases)of the interference fringe packets canbe used to retrieve direct information onthe observed object brightness distribution. While the technique has been inwidespread use in the radio domain forseveral decades, it is now also becominga routine technique in the optical domain,in particular at the VLT Interferometer(VLTI) where the angular resolution in thenear-infrared is of the order of a few milliarcseconds.Two regimes of data analysis were presented. In the first, the measurementsare fitted with a parametric model of theobject. This is particularly well suitedwhen the number of measurements islimited, the object structure is well understood or the object is only marginallyresolved. This was, and still is, the breadand butter of interferometry and isapplied to the measurement of precisediameters, binary parameters or simplemorphological parameters; it is wellillustrated by the spectacular case of theexpansion of a nova shell (Schaeffer etal., 2014) or the mass-loss in stars acrossthe HertzsprungRussell diagram (e.g.,
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Boffin et al. 2014). In the second case,
the object complexity precludes simplemodelling. If an object is well resolved(e.g., about 10 mas or more) it is thenpossible to acquire many measurementsin the (u,v)-plane in order to carry outimage reconstruction. Fabien Baron introduced the art of aperture synthesis andpresented some magic tips and tricksfor imaging stellar surfaces with interferometry, introducing the SQUEEZE andSIMTOI software. Clearly still an activearea of research, it was shown that alarge range of priors and model selectionmethods can be used. It is critical totest the methods and in this respect, theblind interferometric beauty contest playsan important role (Baron et al., 2012;see Figure 3). In the same vein, ChristianHummel presented a novel imagingalgorithm that allows the combination ofmulti-channel interferometric data in asingle image.Interferometry is now coming of age andthe VLTI has become a major piece ofinfrastructure with which it is possible tocarry out surveys of hundreds of objects,such as for young stellar objects as partof the Exozodi survey, presented by SteveErtel (see Ertel et al., p. 24). Gains in sensitivity now allow several dozens of activegalactic nuclei (AGN) to be observedand their nuclei to be probed at unprecedented angular resolution. SebastianHoenig explained how the VLTI observations challenge the popular dusty torusmodel and reveal the true complexity ofthe inner kiloparsecs of AGN, such as itsclumpiness and the inflowoutflow connection. This idea was supported by various other talks on interferometric observations that all agreed that there is morestructure present in the mass around theblack hole than previously assumed(Daniel Asmus, Leonhard Burtscher &Noel Lopez Gonzaga).Pierre Cruzalbes showed how to useinterferometry to relate deviations fromcentro-symmetry of evolved stars to theK giantred supergiantasymptotic giantbranch (AGB) star sequence. Zoomingin on one object, Claudia Paladini showednice results from an imaging project ofthe carbon-rich Mira R Fornicis, takingdata with PIONIER for six half-nights overtwo weeks with three different quadruplets, leading to 294 visibility points and54
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Figure 3. Results from the 2014 image reconstruction contest (see Monnier et al., 2014) based on datarecorded with VLTI PIONIER. Upper: The VY CMasupergiant. Lower: The Mira star R Car.

201 closure phases. The resulting image
is clearly aspherical, and shows thatthe surface is partially obscured by a mixture of dust and molecular opacity, similarly to R Coronae Borealis. The casewas made that the combination of imagereconstruction and spectral resolutionshould, in the future, become a majordevelopment at the VLTI, since it shouldallow astronomers to peer through themolecular layers in the complex stellaratmosphere. Michel Hillen looked at evenmore evolved stars using interferometryto study the discs around post-AGB starsand to constrain their vertical structureand dust distribution.New instruments will soon be available,such as GRAVITY (Eisenhauer et al.,2011) and MATISSE (Lopez et al., 2014)at the VLTI. Jean-Philippe Berger showedin particular how GRAVITY will be usefulfor exoplanet detection. The increasein sensitivity through the use of efficientfringe tracking was discussed by JorgUwe Pott, while Romain Petrov provideda detailed analysis of the possibility ofmore sensitivity gains.
Often, it is necessary to use many
complementary techniques to gain thenecessary knowledge. This was mostevident in Stephan Gillesens review onthe already legendary observations ofthe Galactic Centre: many years of AOobservations have resolved the stars ofthe central cluster and revealed the orbitsof the inner stars around the GalacticCentre. These observations have provedthe central object to be a supermassiveblack hole. Gillesen reported on follow-upobservations that were taken to addressmore details and a campaign to followthe periastron passage of the star S2 in2017 with several AO instruments. Futureobservations with GRAVITY in the Galactic Centre will be able to test whetherEinsteins theory of general relativity holdsin the vicinity of a black hole.Stefan Kraus discussed the long-termplans to build a planet formation imagerwith the goal of studying the formationprocess and early dynamical evolutionof exoplanetary systems on spatial scalescorresponding to the Hill sphere of theforming planets. This requires angulara)
b)

Figure 4. Large-scale magnetic field maps obtained
using Zeeman Doppler imaging are key inputs fornumerical simulations of their coronae and extendedenvironments. a) In pre-main sequence stars that arestill accreting from their circumstellar discs, m agnetic
field maps have been used to test magnetospheric
accretion scenarios (Romanova et al., 2011). b) Inmain sequence stars they can be used to model stellar winds, and the conditions in interplanetary environments (from Alvarado-Gomez et al., in prep.).
resolution of 0.03 AU, or 0.2 mas, which
clearly points to a whole new facility.
looked at the cores of planetary nebulae,
while on another scale, Jonathan Sternused the same technique to spatiallyresolve the kinematics of 0.1 mas widequasar broad-line regions.
While interferometry provides direct
information with milliarcsecond resolution,Klaus Pontoppidan presented spectroastrometry, an inexpensive methodfor measuring spatial properties of lineemitting gas far beyond the diffractionlimit, and particularly powerful in determining the position angles and sizes ofrotating and jet-like compact objects onscales as small as 0.1 mas. The rathersimple idea is to measure the centroid ona spectrum as a function of wavelength,giving two-dimensional information. Thetechnique has been applied to a widerange of astronomical objects, fromprotoplanetary discs, binary stars, discsaround massive stars to AGN. Althoughit can be carried out with most spectrographs, AO-fed high dispersion echellespectrographs allow much higher spatialresolution to be reached and this is whyinstruments such as the CRyogenic highresolution InfraRedEchelle Spectrogrph(CRIRES) or NIRSPEC with AO are idealfor this technique. Miwa Goto describedspectro-astrometry with CRIRES at theVLT to study the anomalies in discsaround stars, Mnica Blanco Crdenas
Luca Pasquini presented a new method,
tachoastrometry, which aims at doingastrometry with radial velocities, and isparticularly adapted for double-linedspectroscopic binaries, leading to a precision of better than two mas.Microarcsecond resolutionThe last set of techniques, allowingastronomers to reach microarcsecondspatial resolutions, are known togetheras astrotomography, and consist ofindirect imaging techniques from observations of projections, that are obtainedthrough eclipses, Doppler shifts, and/ortime delays (Boffin et al., 2001). Thesetechniques have been used to probe theorbits of exoplanets, map the surfacesof a variety of stars and the structure ofaccretion discs in binary systems.Andrew Cameron showed how the distinctive signature from transiting exoplan-
ets in time series of high-resolution
spectra could be used to recover detailsof the systems spinorbit alignmentthrough the RossiterMcLaughlin effect.Measuring these spinorbit alignmentsis important for understanding the originsof the system. In rapidly rotating stars,similar studies are important for exoplanet validation and for breaking degeneracy between v sin i and spinorbitmisalignment for low impact parameters.Tilted and retrograde orbits have beenrecovered for a number of systems, pointing to a number of different migrationpathways. Studies of time series of nearinfrared spectra have been employed todetect the transmission spectra of exoplanets themselves, enabling the massesof both the planet and star to be computed. The recent detection of the daysidespectrum of the hot Jupiters,  Boo b,51 Peg b and HD 189733b show thatnon-transiting planetary atmospheres canbe detected; with  Pic b found to spinsignificantly faster than any planet in theSolar System. These are key pathfinderstudies for the ELT.Stellar surface-imaging techniques,Doppler imaging, Zeeman Doppler imaging and Roche tomography exploit the
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information in time series of intensity and
polarised spectra to reconstruct detailedmaps of stellar photospheres. In thebrightest, most rapidly rotating systems,these maps can achieve a latitudinalspatial resolution close to two degrees.Oleg Kochukhov, Julien Morin and ChrisWatson reviewed the application of inversion techniques to reconstruct surfacebrightness maps, inhomogeneities inchemical elements and the large-scalemagnetic fields on stars in systemsincluding: brown dwarfs; GM-type mainsequence and pre-main sequence stars;Ap and Bp stars; B-type HgMn stars; andlate-type stars in cataclysmic variablebinaries (CVs) and X-ray binaries (examples in Figure 4). These maps probefundamental processes including surfacedifferential rotation, timescales of fluxemergence and diffusion processes, andin CVs may explain the properties andtimescales of accretion outbursts.
phenomena, including pulsations, and
can be applied to CVs. Jan Cechuradescribed how hydrodynamic simulations can be used to construct syntheticDoppler tomograms of the high-massX-ray binary, Cyg X-2, in both hard andsoft states. These can be directly compared with observations and aid theconversion of tomograms, which are invelocity space, into spatial coordinates.
Julian Alvarado Gomez presented a
robust criterion to prevent over/under-fitting in maps obtained with D opplerimaging techniques. He demonstratedhow the large-scale magnetic fieldsreconstructed for cool stars can be usedto model the extended environmentsand mass loss properties using threedimensional magnetohydrodynamic models that have been developed for the Sun.Colin Hill reported the first measurementof differential rotation at the surface ofthe K4-type secondary of the CV, AE Aqrin contrast to predictions of tidal lockingcausing solid-body rotation. The timescales of the variability of activity impliedby the measured differential rotation ratesmay contribute to the observed masstransfer variations in the CV.Tom Marsh introduced the techniqueof Doppler tomography, reviewing howstructure within accretion discs and flowscan be recovered from well-sampledspectroscopic time series. Results wereshown for a range of accreting s ystems,showing how different diagnostics canallow more detail to be reconstructed.A xel Schwope showed how Dopplertomography can be applied to polars(cataclysmic binary stars) to map thedetail of magnetic accretion spotson white dwarfs. Petr Hadrava showedhow Fourier disentangling of the spectraof binaries can be used to study various56
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Raymundo Baptista reviewed how the
detailed structure in accretion discs canbe probed using eclipse mapping techniques including the white dwarf, massdonor, disc and outflowing gas. He alsodemonstrated how the time evolution ofdiscs can be used to follow changesduring outburst events and changes indisc viscosity during flickering (using lightcurves of HT Cas spanning two years).Stephen Potter showed how photo-polarisation light curves could be invertedto create images of accretion shocksand detail in the structure near the whitedwarf photosphere in magnetic CVs.Genetic optimisation is found to be effective in finding robust fits to the Stokesparameters. The models used for thesereconstructions employ realistic stratifications of the accretion column structurebased on radiation hydrdodynamic simulations. The latest results of tomographicstudies of polars, covering consecutivehalf-orbits for two systems and revealingthe variability in the structure of the magnetic accretion flow in V834 Cen andHU Aqr, were presented by Enrico Kotze.Misty Bentz introduced the techniqueof AGN reverberation mapping (or echomapping), where time delays betweensignals in the continuum and in variousbroad lines are transformed into spatialinformation on the broad-line region(BLR). This allows the measurement ofthe mass of the black hole and, togetherwith velocity delays of the lines, alsogives a detailed picture of the BLR itself.As shown by Suvendu Rakshit, combining the angular sizes of the interferometric measurements with the reverberation maps yields geometric distancesto the AGNs, which is necessary for thecalibration of black-hole masses as wellas for general cosmology.As is most fitting for an ESO workshop,the final session was devoted to current
and future instrumentation. Suzanne
Ramsay presented the current and futureESO instruments that may be used forhigh angular resolution, and the list isquite long: MATISSE, GRAVITY, the futureAO Facility, ERIS, as well as many instruments to come with the E-ELT. Ulli Kaeuflpresented the recent VISIR upgrade (seeKufl et al., p. 15).The workshop was purposely limited tothe optical and infrared domain, but ofcourse high angular resolution astronomycan also be done in other wavelengthranges, and the recent, amazing imagescoming from ALMA (Atacama LargeMillimeter/submillimeter Array) are a perfect demonstration. If the workshop hasshown how much progress is evident onmany fronts, it has also highlighted howvery bright the future is!AcknowledgementsIt is a pleasure to thank the other members of theScientific Organising Committee who helped toset up a very nice scientific programme for a verystimulating meeting: Keith Horne, Danny Steeghs,Klaus Strassmeier and Claus Tappert. Thanks go aswell to the members of the Local Organising Committee who made for a very smooth and enjoyableworkshop: Julian Alvarado Gmez, Stella Chasiotis-Klingner, Gergely Cspny and Jason Grunhut.S pecial thanks should also go to Keith Horne forpresenting the summary talk of the workshop and toStella Chasiotis-Klingner for her efficient help in allthe practical aspects of the organisation.ReferencesBaron, F. et al. 2012, SPIE, 8445, 84451EBoffin, H. M. J., Steeghs, D. & Cuypers, J. 2001,	Astrotomography, Indirect Imaging Methods inObservational Astronomy, LNP Series 573,SpringerBoffin, H. M. J. et al. 2014, The Messenger, 156, 35Eisenhauer, F. et al. 2011, The Messenger, 143, 16Lopez, B. et al. 2014, The Messenger, 157, 5Merkle, F. et al. 1989, The Messenger, 58, 1Milli, J. et al. 2014, arXiv:1407.2539Monnier, J. D. et al. 2014, Proc. SPIE, 9146, 91461QRengaswamy, S. et al. 2014, The Messenger, 155, 12Romanova, M. M. et al. 2011, MNRAS, 411, 915Schaefer, G. H. et al. 2014, Nature, 515, 234Links1
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New President of Council
Patrick Roche11

 epartment of Physics, University of
DOxford, United Kingdom
Last year, the delegates to ESO Council
elected me as Council President for2015, following the completion of XavierBarcons three-year term of office. Thisis both a great honour and a dauntingchallenge for me, made all the greaterby Xaviers exemplary performance in therole of President. Xavier showed enormous commitment, investing large fractions of his time and energy, togetherwith cheerful and wise leadership. I amparticularly pleased that at his finalmeeting as President in December 2014,Council approved the start of construction of the European Extremely LargeTelescope (E-ELT), bringing the longyears of studies, refinements, proposalsand diplomacy to the point where ESOnow embarks on the challenging taskof building the next astronomical andtechnological jewel. This is a very fittingconclusion to Xaviers presidency.Brief biographyI am a Professor of Physics at the University of Oxford and a Fellow of HertfordCollege, one of the constituent collegesof the University. Like most universityfaculty, my main roles include teachingundergraduate and graduate students,and conducting research in astrophysics,but in Oxford nothing is quite as simpleas it seems. I only found out when Ijoined the College that I would inherit theposition of senior member of the HertfordCollege Boat Club. I also oversee theCollege investments, which has provideda useful background for the periodiccouncil discussions on the state of theCERN Pension Fund. In the PhysicsDepartment, I chair the Workshop Committee and am part of the AstrophysicsSub-department of Physics.Before I started university, I worked fora year as an engineering technician intransistor production at Texas Instruments. This experience was valuable inproviding me with hands-on contactwith industrial manufacturing processes
and semiconductor fabrication. It also
enabled me to save enough money tobuy a motorbike! I have had one eversince, although do not get to use it veryoften these days. My current bike is22years old, and owning old machinerycertainly prompts ones appreciationof the need for regular mechanical repairsand maintenance, and the ever-presentpossibilities of obsolescence.My PhD thesis project at UniversityCollege London was to develop andexploit a mid-infrared spectrometer,under the supervision of Dave Aitken.The instrument was deployed at telescopes in A ustralia, Hawaii, Californiaand Tenerife, and even on the originalIsaac Newton Telescope in the marshesof Herstmonceaux before it was movedto La Palma. For more than a decade, itwas the most sensitive instrument of itskind in the world and it characterised themid-infrared spectra of a wide range ofastronomical objects from planets in theSolar System to star-forming galaxiesand active galactic nuclei. A polarimetricupgrade allowed the first detailed investigations of the 10 and 20 m polarisationproperties. The requirements for theassembly and dismantling of this instrument for the campaigns at different telescopes emphasised the virtues of reliability and good engineering. I haveretained an abiding interest in astronomical instrumentation and the development
of observational techniques throughout
my career, and have been involved withseveral infrared instruments, and led theconstruction of William H erschel InfraRed Camera (WHIRCAM) for the WilliamHerschel Telescope (WHT) and UnitedKingdom Infra-Red Telescope (UKIRT)Fast-Track Imager (UFTI).I have been privileged to chair severaltelescope boards and advisory committees, including the Anglo AustralianTelescope (AAT) and UKIRT Boards, andthe NOVA (Nederlandse Onderzoekschool voor de Astronomie) InstrumentSteering Committee, and was UK Geminiproject scientist for the last six years ofthe construction project. I have had closeassociations with ESO since the UKaccession process started, serving onthe Scientific Technical Committee (STC)and Council, and chairing the STC andthe Very Large Telescope Interferometer(VLTI) subcommittee. I have also servedon the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) Board. I amhugely grateful for the opportunities thathave been given to me to work closelywith the dedicated staff at these observatories. Many of the remarkable discoveries and developments in astronomyover the last few decades have arisenthrough the deployment of innovativeinstruments, supported by close interactions between the astronomical community and observatory staff.
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To the futureESO is an outstanding example of whatcan be achieved through collaborationand shared vision. I list a few examples:the second generation VLT instrumentsare the most ambitious and powerfulcapabilities available anywhere on optical/infrared telescopes and will doubtlessprovide a stream of high-profile resultsin the coming years; the results fromALMA over the last few months havedemonstrated its enormous potential,and there is more to come as the numberof antennas in use increases and theobservatory moves towards full operations; and the first instruments for theE-ELT are moving towards approval forconstruction. At the same time, further
VLT and VLTI instruments are in the pipeline and upgrades to current capabilitieswill maintain their power.ESO is a remarkably powerful and capable organisation, with very strong support from its Council delegates and thecommunity. ESO is seen as a model forother communities to follow and I amboth proud of this and eager to contribute to future developments. At a timewhen many funding agencies have hadto make very difficult decisions aboutfunding priorities within their national programmes, they have provided a ringingendorsement of ESOs programme by notonly maintaining their investments, butramping up their contributions to ensurethat the E-ELT can be built and operated

at the level needed to sustain the programme.
The last couple of years have seen somevery important anniversaries markingESOs early years, and reflecting on thosegives a very real sense of the way thatit has developed from initial ideas to theworld-leading organisation that we seetoday. There will doubtless be substantialchallenges in the next few years as thecurrent facilities are consolidated and theE-ELT construction programme pushesahead, but these will come at a timewhen the capabilities and productivity ofESOs facilities have established us at theforefront of astronomy.I look forward to the exciting times ahead!Fellows at ESO
Bernd HusemannI was born 1981 in the small village ofA melunxen, located almost at the centreof Germany between Paderborn andGttingen, or Kassel and Hannover.When I was about nine years old StarTrek  The Next Generation started onGerman TV and became my obsession.I admired the enthusiasm with which theEnterprise crew explored the huge andvastly unknown Universe, and their curiosity for new civilisations. I dreamt ofbeing a part of their Universe and exploring it when I grew up. Thus, I read a lotof childrens books about the Solar System, the Galaxy and the history of theUniverse. Given my never-ending desireto understand how the world around mereally works, it was a natural choice forme to become a scientist.Although I had not yet seen a telescope,I had already decided two years beforefinishing school that I wanted to studyastronomy. Checking the available universities in Germany left me with just a few
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options. I chose the University of Potsdam
for two basic reasons: it is a small university with good contacts among thestudents and lecturers; and, the LeibnizInstitute for Astrophysics (AIP) is nearbyand I was already thinking about doing aPhD there. Indeed it was the best choiceI could have made and the best time ofmy life. We were a group of only 20 youngand motivated physics students lockedtogether in a room each day solvingmaths exercises, hunting down the lecturers for questions and complainingabout our exams being far too difficult.An important milestone for my personaldevelopment, education and careerwas to study for one year abroad inSouthampton (UK) in 2003. It was a coincidence that the University of S outhamptonoffers one week of training at the TeideObservatory (Tenerife, Spain) each yearfor their astronomy students. Although Iwas only a short-term visiting student,Phil Charles and Christian Kniggedecided that I could attend the trainingcourse without additional cost. Visiting aBernd Husemann

remote observatory for the first time
allowed me to see the night sky in its fullbeauty. The star sign Scorpio became myfavorite and I realised that looking deepinto the Universe with big telescopes atamazing locations is a true privilege. Thiswas the job I really wanted to do!
The astronomy department at Southampton
was focused on high-energy phenomenaand I became interested in accretingsupermassive black holes at the centresof galaxies (active galactic nuclei; AGN).Back in Potsdam a year later, I continuedmy studies and contacted Lutz Wisotzkias a local expert on AGN. He gave methe opportunity to work for my diplomathesis in his group for one year starting inautumn 2006. My task was to reduce andanalyse optical integral field spectroscopy(IFS) data for a large sample of luminousAGN in order to understand their interplaywith the interstellar medium. Since IFSwas a rather new optical observing technique at that time, I had to tackle manytechnical issues. Python became my bestfriend during that period. Apparently, Idid not perform too badly and I continuedtowards a PhD in 2007 supervised byLutz Wisotzki and Sebastian F. Sanchezto expand the work I had started duringthe diploma.During my PhD I enjoyed many observingtrips to the Calar Alto Observatory (Spain)together with my fellow students AndreasSchulze, Sebastian Kamann and ChristianHerenz. I developed into an experiencedastronomer and an expert in IFS by working with data from many different instruments, like VIMOS at the VLT and thePotsdam Multi-Aperture Spectrophotometer (PMAS) at Calar Alto. Although it isunusual to stay at one place so long, Ispent another two years as a postdoc atAIP after graduating in 2011. My expertisein IFS was strongly required to supportthe Calar Alto Large Integral Field Area(CALIFA) survey that was initiated bySebastian F. Sanchez, in collaborationwith many international institutes. As partof such a large collaboration, I experienced working with many scientistsaround the world and established a network that is of great value to me.It was time for a change, and I luckilybecame an ESO Fellow in Garching inthe autumn of 2013. As an optical astronomer, ESO always appeared like heavenon earth to me. I am grateful for theopportunity to develop my profile as anindependent researcher at ESO. Thediversity of research at ESO and theneighbouring institutes on the Garchingcampus provide a unique environmentthat often leads to new projects and col-
laborations. On the other hand, I am also
happy to contribute with my experienceand I became part of the ESO team supporting the commissioning of the MUSEinstrument at the VLT. MUSE is a nextgeneration integral field spectrograph andI am happy to be one of the few researchers who has already received data fromthe first period of observations.Currently, I am building up an internationalcollaboration called the Close AGN Reference Survey (CARS) to exploit MUSEdata and enhance its value by acquiringmulti-wavelength observations fromX-rays to radio. This is an exciting newchallenge for me, which certainly sets thenext stage in my career. I will never losethe energy and enthusiasm for astronomy,but having a family with a 20-month-olddaughter often sets constraints incompatible with an optimal career path. Tomake both things work is probably aneven greater challenge for me right nowthan being just a successful astronomer.Tayyaba ZafarI grew up in Lahore, Pakistan and froma young age I wanted to do a PhD inphysics, but couldnt make up my mindin which particular subject. Originally myinterest in science was from a very mathematical viewpoint, but as I progressedin my studies, I found myself becomingmore and more fascinated with its applications, in particular in physics. Therefore, I decided to take an MSc in physics.I was in particular interested more inparticle physics, or the standard modelto be exact. During my time as a particleapprentice, I acquired a strong background in particle physics, quantum fieldtheory and the theory of general relativity.I scored the highest marks in MSc Physics from amongst 438 students whotook the exam in the whole of the Punjabprovince. I was immediately hired as alecturer by the University of the Punjab,Lahore, after the MSc result and workedthere for one and a half years. During thattime, for teaching other courses I chosecosmology, since my interest in cosmology and astrophysics had developedthrough reading books in the library.I started applying for PhD positions in thefield of astrophysics in the United StatesTayyaba Zafar

and Germany. In early 2008, I coincidently
met with the Danish Ambassador at aseminar and he suggested that I shouldapply to Denmark as well. So I appliedfor a PhD vacancy at the Dark CosmologyCentre (DARK), University of Copenhagen.I was finally short-listed and after a writtentest and an interview, I was selected. SoI stepped into wonderful Copenhagen,which was my first exposure to the wideworld, and started my PhD in late 2008.Copenhagen has been my favourite cityever since. During the first year of my PhDI worked on acquiring more astrophysicsknowledge, especially as I was hired forhunting high-redshift Ly emitters usingX-shooter. However, near the end of myfirst year, we realised that X-shooter wasdelayed and to obtain my degree I wouldneed another project. Life shrinks andexpands in proportion!Out of the various projects my supervisor,Darach Watson, and I considered, wefound that dust extinction in gamma-rayburst (GRB) afterglows was the mostfeasible. The absorption of the stellar lightat optical and ultraviolet bands by theintervening condensed matter phase ofstellar dust particles provides insightsinto hidden star formation. While stars arebeing born and dying everywhere, thefascinating aspect is that we come fromthat stardust. Ever since I have beenattracted to the obscured Universe. Iworked in particular on GRB afterglows,energetic serendipitous objects, offeringa relatively unexplored view of the darkestand furthest side of the Universe. Later
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on I expanded the dust studies to quasars and their intervening absorbers.
At DARK, I not only moved from physicsto astrophysics, but also learned enormously from my colleagues in variousfields.panded my studies of intervening absorbers to a larger sample of DLAs and subDLAs, obtained from the UVES archive. Ialso started combining samples of GRBsand quasar absorbers to infer dust properties in distant diverse environments.

Even during my PhD, I did not limit myself
to a narrow range of topics. I also workedon Damped Ly Absorbers (DLAs), seenalong the sightlines towards luminousquasars, to study their chemical and physical properties. DLAs, classified on thebasis of their neutral hydrogen, are distantforeground galaxies usually faint andsmall (on the sky). I defended my thesisin April 2011 and continued workingas a visitor at DARK for six months. Istarted my first postdoc at the LaboratoriedAstrophysique de Marseille, France,working with Cline Proux. There I ex
I left sunny Marseille, to commence my
current ESO fellowship in Garching duringlate 2013. The fellowship not only givesus independence scientifically, but alsoprovides the opportunity to perform functional duties at amazing ESO sites. SinceI have mostly used VLT data during mycareer path, I therefore picked my dutiesto be at the driest place on Earth, ParanalObservatory. During my PhD, I went tothe Nordic Optical Telescope, La Palma,Spain, for two weeks for a summer observing school. Now ESO has given meopportunities to observe with its powerful
facilities. During my first year I provided
both day- and night-time support mainlyfor Unit Telescope 3 (UT3), and now Ihave switched to UT2. I adore the environment at Paranal, and every visit thereis a great experience, where I not onlyperform service mode observations, butalso learn to deal with specific technicalissues.The beauty of astronomy is that we arebillions beneath the starry sky but whenwe peer out, we see one single player,the Universe. I love doing research inastrophysics, starting from general chemical and physical properties and puttingthem in context of a global picture. I amlooking forward to the powerful EuropeanExtremely Large Telescope, which willtarget many more hidden mysteries of theobscured Universe.Staff at ESO
Konrad TristramTo be honest right from the start: it wasnever my childhood dream to becomean astrophysicist. I had totally differentideas of what I would like to become as asmall boy: medical doctor, shopkeeper,bank clerk, tram driver. At some point, Ieven wanted to become a waste collectorbecause they wore such nice orangesuits. Rather, the path towards becomingan astrophysicist just laid itself out infront of me with time, especially duringmy studies at university.My first notable contact with astronomywas during my last year at school when Ipicked astronomy as an optional course.I excelled at the astrophysical part.Learning the names of stars and constellations, on the other hand, was not mycalling. Fortunately it turned out that thiswas not an important part of the courseand I nevertheless got full marks. In fact,I remember standing out in the fields not
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far from my parents house identifying
constellations and trying to learn by heartthe names of their most important stars.Even today my orientation on the nightsky is limited. For example, it took meabout a year to find out that one of thegalaxies I was working on for my PhD,the Circinus galaxy, was in fact called likethat because it was the galaxy in thesmall southern constellation of Circinus,the Compass.I started studying physics in the northGerman town of Rostock on the BalticSea. There I enjoyed the friendly atmosphere of the physics department, thegood ratio of professors to students andabove all the possibility to learn for examson the beach. However, the choice ofcourses for specialisation was limited andupon receiving my Vordiplom I movedto Heidelberg, in order to have a largerfield of options for research. At that timeI was still dreaming of saving the worldby contributing to physics with a practicalKonrad Tristram

use, for example by working on fusion
power. However the group doing that atHeidelberg closed. Fortunately I mustsay from my current point of view.
When discussing options for a diploma
thesis with professors, one of them suggested trying an internship at the MaxPlanck Institute for Astronomy (MPIA) upon the Knigstuhl mountain. He assuredme that astronomy was a promising fieldof research, in contrast to particle physics where the soon-to-be-expected discovery of the Higgs particle would leadto the conclusion that everything is moreor less understood. I had already takencourses and practicals for astronomyas part of my curriculum with great interest and I was well prepared for a deeperexperience in astrophysics. So I endedup at the MPIA for an internship, whichthen later turned into a diploma thesisunder the supervision of Almudena Prietoand Hans-Walter Rix.
I still clearly remember Emanuela Pompei
being my first support astronomer. Iwouldnt have imagined at that time thatwe would become colleagues now. Interestingly, this first trip remains my only observing trip to La Silla. From my secondobserving trip on, during my PhD thesis, Ibecame a regular visitor to Paranal. It wasthe second observing run that sparkedmy interest not only in observations withthe Very Large Telescope, but also inthe country of Chile itself. I went observing together with Almudena Prieto andshe strongly suggested that I should staya few days longer to visit San Pedro de
Atacama. This first non-astronomical
activity, as well as many subsequent ones,led me to get in contact with Chileansand to appreciate this country very much.During my PhD, I specialised in studyingthe warm dust distributions around activegalactic nuclei at the highest spatial resolution, mainly by infrared interferometry.After obtaining my degree from the University of Heidelberg I moved to the infrared interferometry group of Gerd Weigeltin Bonn, where I could continue andexpand my research. Visits to Paranaldeepened my connection with this observatory and I got to know my future colleagues more closely. My desire to workat this unique observatory grew over several years, but was brought to the point bythe conclusion that observing was alwaysthe most fun part of my work as anastronomer. Also I grew more and morefond of Chile, the more I got to know it.Now my wish has finally come true and Ihave started with an assignment as support astronomer at the VLT Interferometer. Exciting times are ahead of us withthe arrival of the second-generation interferometric instruments and I am eagerlylooking forward to the new possibilitiesthese instruments will offer.P. Horlek/ESO

During my work for the diploma thesis, I
started using the 70-centimetre KINGtelescope at the MPIA with great joy, inthat sense my first observing experience.Old school as one would say now,sitting in the dark directly next to the telescope, counting the seconds until theexposure finished. With freezing handsand shivering in the winter. My interest inobserving must have also come to theattention of my supervisors, because itdid not take long before the first opportu-
nity arrived to get some real observing
experience. Towards the second halfof my diploma thesis, Hans-Walter Rixcame into my office asking, on a normalTuesday: Do you want to go observingin Chile on Friday? I was so astonishedthat it probably took me several minutesto speak a coherent sentence. Anobserving run had been changed fromService to Visitor Mode at short noticeand, because everyone was busy, theywere looking for an observer. It didnttake too long for me to decide: on thatFriday I was on my way to Chile forobservations with SOFI at the NTT, myfirst contact with ESO and with Chile.
A busy night scene in January 2015 at La Silla
taken from the 3.6-metre dome looking west to thePanamericana Highway (the source of all the lightpollution). Comet Lovejoy is visible in the centre ofthe image, and the Pleiades open cluster (M45) andthe California Nebula (NGC1499) to the north (right).See Picture of the Week potw1504 for more details.
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In Memoriam Luis Wendegass
Fernando Comern11

who, like Luis, tirelessly devoted the best
of their professional lives to it, carryingout excellent work day after day andbeing an example to others.ESO

Luis Wendegass passed away on
22January 2015 at the age of 59 aftera sudden heart attack. Luis joined ESOin September 1977 working at the La SillaObservatory, initially as Air Conditioningand Refrigeration Technician and lately inGeneral Maintenance Support.Luis devoted more than 37 years of hislife to working at ESO, joining ESO whenhe was very young and also when ESOitself was quite young. During those fourdecades, ESO has grown and developedto become what it is today, setting aworld-class standard in astronomy. Thisachievement owes much to the peopleThe La Silla Observatory was an important part of Luiss life, and Luis will alwaysbe remembered as an important part ofthe life of the observatory. Luis was acheerful and intelligent presence, and hishelp and wise advice could be countedon in all circumstances.During those 37 years of professionalservice, Luiss colleagues became friendsand a second family. Despite his longdedication, his unexpected departure stillseems painfully premature. He will bedeeply missed by his family and the manycolleagues, current and past, who hadthe privilege of getting to know him andsharing with him the many tasks of theobservatory.
Personnel Movements

Arrivals (1 January31 March 2015)

Departures (1 January31 March 2015)
Europe
Europe

Cabrera Ziri Castro, Ivan (VE)	
Conlon, Pauline (UK)	Egner, Sebastian Elias (DE)	Jamialahmadi, Narges (IR)	Rosenquist, Calle (SE)	StudentHR AdvisorInstrumentation PhysicistStudentSoftware Engineer
Chile
StudentStudentElectronics Engineer
Chile

Aguilera, Gregorio (CL)	
Arancibia, Jimmy (CL)	Arrau, Maria Adriana (CL)	Daz Catal, Eva Montserrat (ES)	Garafulich, Alicia (CL)	Guerra, Juan Carlos (ES)	Herrera, Cristian (CL)	Prez, Manuel Angel (ES)	Sani, Eleonora (IT)	Toledo, Pedro (CL)	Torstensson, Karl (SE)	62

Aniyan, Suryashree (IN)	
De Pascale, Marco (IT)	Duchateau, Michel (FR)	Mechanical TechnicianTechnical OfficerSecretaryInstrumentation Group LeaderAdministrative AssistantInstrumentation EngineerSoftware EngineerOperation Staff AstronomerOperation Staff AstronomerSoftware EngineerUser Support astronomer
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Barkats, Denis (FR)	
Blanchard, Guillaume (FR)	Esparza, Cristian (CL)	Mawet, Dimitri (BE)	Monaco, Lorenzo (IT)	Parraguez, Andres (CL)	Wiklind, Gert Tommy (SE)	System AstronomerCoating Expert/Optical EngineerTelescope Instruments OperatorOperation Staff AstronomerOperation Staff AstronomerTelescope Instruments OperatorOperation Staff Astronomer
Astronomical News
ESOEuropean Organisationfor AstronomicalResearch in theSouthern Hemisphere

ESO Studentship Programme 2015
The research studentship programme of the European Southern Observatoryprovides an outstanding opportunity for PhD students to experience theexciting scientific environment at one of the worlds leading observatories fora period of up to two years.ESO is the foremost intergovernmental astronomy organisation in Europe. Itsapproximately 110 staff astronomers, 40 Fellows and 50 PhD students conductfront-line research in fields ranging from exoplanets to cosmology, offering oneof the most vibrant and stimulating scientific settings anywhere in the world.ESOs studentship positions are open to students enrolled in a PhD programme in astronomy or related fields. Students accepted into the programmework on their doctoral project under the formal supervision of their homeu niversity, but they come to ESO to work and study under the co-supervisionof an ESO staff astronomer, normally for a period of between one and twoyears. Studentships may be hosted either at ESOs Headquarters in Garching(Germany) or at ESOs offices in Santiago (Chile), where up to two positionsper year are provided for students enrolled in South American universities.Applicants and their home institute supervisors should agree upon and coordinate their research project jointly with their prospective ESO supervisor.For this purpose the ESO supervisor should be contacted well in advance ofthe application deadline (1 May 2015). A list of potential ESO supervisorsand their research interests can be found at http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/personnel.html. A list of PhD projects currently being offered by ESO staff isavailable at http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/thesis-topics.html.ESO Chile students have the opportunity to visit the observatories and toget involved in small technical projects aimed at giving insights into the observatory operations and instrumentation. Such involvement is also stronglyencouraged for Garching students. In addition, students in Garching mayattend and benefit from the series of lectures delivered in the framework ofthe International Max Planck Research School on Astrophysics. ESO studentshave also the possibility to join in many outreach activities.Students who are already enrolled in a PhD programme in the Munich area(e.g., at the International Max Planck Research School on Astrophysics or aMunich University) and who wish to apply for an ESO studentship in Garching,should provide a compelling justification for their application.If you are interested in enhancing your PhD experience through an extendedstay at ESO, then please apply by completing the web application form available at http://jobs.eso.org/.Please include the following documents in your application:	 a cover letter;	 a Curriculum Vitae, including a list of publications, if any;	 copies of your university transcript and certificate(s) or diploma(s);	a summary of your masters thesis project (if applicable) and ongoingp rojects, indicating the title and the supervisor (maximum half a page);	an outline of the proposed PhD project highlighting the advantages ofcoming to ESO (recommended one page, maximum two);	the names and contact details of your home institute supervisor and theESO local supervisor. They will be automatically invited to submit a recommendation letter, however, applicants are strongly advised to trigger theseinvitations (using the web application form) well in advance of the application deadline;	a letter from the home institute that: i) guarantees financial support for theremaining PhD period after the termination of the ESO studentship; ii) indicates whether the prerequisites to obtain the PhD degree at the homeinstitute have already been met.All documents should be typed in English (but no translation is required forthe certificates and diplomas).The closing date for applications is 1 May 2015. Review of the applicationdocuments, including the recommendation letters, will begin immediately.Incomplete or late applications will not be considered.Candidates will be notified of the results of the selection process duringJuneJuly 2015. Studentships will normally begin between August 2015 andMarch 2016.Further informationFor more information about the studentship programme please see:http://www.eso.org/studentship.For a list of current ESO staff and fellows, and their research interests, pleasesee: http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/personnel.html.A list of PhD projects currently being offered by ESO staff can be found at:http://www.eso.org/sci/activities/thesis-topics.html.Details on the employment conditions and benefits are available at:http://www.eso.org/public/employment/student.html.For any additional questions, please contact:For Garching: Eric Emsellem, Tel. +49 89 32006914,email: eric.emsellem@eso.org.For Chile: Claudio De Figueiredo Melo, Tel. +56 2 4633032,email: cmelo@eso.org.Although recruitment preference will be given to nationals of ESO MemberStates (Austria, Belgium, Brazil, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,Switzerland and United Kingdom), and, for Chile, to students enrolled in aSouth American university, no nationality is in principle excluded.The post is equally open to suitably qualified female and male applicants.
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Front cover: Colour-composite image of the open cluster
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